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JAVED IQBAL 
ABSTRACT 
The research studies reported in this dissertation were conducted at the experimental area of 
Department of Plant Breeding and Genetics, University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Pakistan. 
The aim of the investigation was to appraise the inheritance pattern of synchrony in pods 
maturity, indeterminate plant growth and yield related parameters. For the purpose two 
screening trials were performed in two different seasons. A multivariate statistical and 
logarithmic technique was applied for the selection of appropriate parents. Two approved 
varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) out of fifty mungbean accessions displayed lowest 
DDd2 and DDh2 values. The other two accessions (97006 and AUM-9) which were selected 
had demonstrated the highest values for the said parameters. Two cross combinations were 
made by utilizing the mentioned four parents. Six basic populations (P1, P2, F1, BC1, BC2 
and F2) of two crosses were developed. Genetic variance analysis revealed the existence of 
additive and environmental components only for the inheritance of all the seventeen traits in 
both the cross combinations, with the pre-pondrance of additive variance only. Similarly the 
estimates of narrow sense heritability F2 and F generation were higher for all the traits in 
both the crosses of mungbean. The results of generation variance and heritability estimates 
suggested the pre-pondrance of additive component only. Generation mean analysis revealed 
the pre-pondrance of only additive genetic component for days taken to ninety percent pods 
maturity, similarly additive and dominance components were important for the inheritance of 
DDh3 and seed yield per plant in NM-2006 × 97006 cross combination. The involvement of 
additive, dominance and positive additive × additive digenic interaction was detected for 
seeds per pod and seed yield per plant in AZRI-2006 × AUM-9 cross and for days to first 
pod maturity, plant height approaching reproductive phase in NM-2006 × AUM-9. Due to 
the involvement of fixable genetic components, the proposed breeding methodology for the 
improvement of mentioned traits could be the use of pedigree, bulk or single seed descendent 
method of selection for producing early maturing, dwarf type plants, with lowest degree of 
indetermination of plant height (DDh3) escorted with maximum seeds per pod and seed 
yield. Heterosis in F1 was greatly pronounced for the traits; DDd1, DDd2, DDd3, DDh1, 
hundred seed weight and seed yield per plant. The same was useless due to the involvement 
of negative dominance except for the trait seed yield per plant. Due to pervasiveness of 
heterosis, direct selection for high yielding plants in early segregating generation may be 
rewarding. The results signified the engagement of epistasis for most of the traits. A negative 
dominance for the characters indicated that dominance was towards the reducing effect of 
traits. For those traits in which epistasis was involved, the purposed breeding strategy may be 
the use of bi-parental approach, diallel selective mating or recurrent cycles (one or two) of 
selection among the selected segregants in early generation and final selection may be 
delayed until the elimination of undesired genes. Similarly interrelationships study was also 
performed to detect the association of traits with seed yield and among themselves. The same 
analysis pointed out that number of seeds per pod, hundred seed weight, number of pods per 
plant, pod clusters per plant, days to first flower, first pod maturity, ninety percent pods 
maturity, could be utilized as effective criteria for the improvement of seed yield greengram. 
On the basis of information derived from the above given studies, synchronous maturing, 
determinate and high yielding mungbean genotypes might be useful in future breeding 
programmes to increase the crop production, which will ultimately increase the gross 
domestic product.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The genus Vigna belongs to Fabaceae (formerly Leguminosae) family. It has been 
expanded to take in about 150 species; among them 22 species belonged to India and sixteen 
to southeastern part of Asia, but the maximum species are available in Africa (Polhill and 
Maesen, 1985). Vigna radiata used to be known as Phaseolus aureus Roxb, than many 
Phaseolus species were shifted to the Vigna genus (Lambrides and Goodwin, 2006). 
Mungbean is classified into the genus Vigna Savi, subgenus Ceratotropis (known as Asian 
Vigna or Asiatic gram). Its germplasm is available as wild, cultivated and in weedy form. 
Uncertainty still prevailed regarding the taxonomical distribution at sub species and variety 
level. Green gram at a time may also be mischaracterized with other Vigna species. It 
contains three sub groups: one is cultivated (Vigna radiata subsp. radiata) and two are wild 
(Vigna radiata subsp. sublobata and Vigna radiata subsp. glabra). The progenitor of 
mungbean, Vigna. radiata var. sublobata is widely distributed from west Africa to northern 
Australia and Papua New Guinea (Tomooka et al., 2002).  
Green gram is an important eco-friendly food grain leguminous crop of dry land agriculture 
(Keatinge et al., 2011). It is a tropical and subtropical crop and requires a warm temperature 
of 30 to 35°C. Among pulses green gram hold a significant position. The mungbean plant is 
an annual, erect or semi-erect, reaching 0.15-1.25 m (Lambrides et al., 2006). It is an ancient 
and well known crop among Asian countries for its dietary or nutritional value. High level of 
proteins, amino acids, oligosaccharides and polyphenols in mungbean are thought to be the 
main contributors to the anti-oxidant, anti-microbial, anti-inflammatory, and anti-tumor 
activities of this food and are involved in the regulation of lipid metabolism (Kanatt et al., 
2011; Randhir et al., 2004; Vanamala et al., 2006; Anjum et al., 2011). Similarly mungbean 
seed contains vitamin A, B1, B2, C, niacin and minerals (K and Ca). It also contains 1-3% 
fat, 3.5-4.5% fibre, 4.5-5.5% ash, calcium and phosphorus are 13.2 and 36.7 mg kg-1 of seed, 
respectively (Hirota et al., 1995; Frauque et al., 2000). Due to the presence of alkaloids, 
coumarin and phytosterin components in its seed and soup, it helps to improve the 
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physiological metabolism of human beings and animals. Mungbean is grown for its edible 
seeds, which is dehuled into "daal" soup porridge and is a good source of digestible protein. 
It is eaten with cereal (wheat and rice) especially in Asiatic countries to make a balance diet 
in term of protein quality. Greengram is rich in essential amino acids, especially lysine. The 
same is deficient in most of the cereal grains. It also contains, reasonable quantity of calcium, 
iron and phosphorous with relatively low trypsin inhibitor content, along with absence of 
sulphur containing amino acids (methionine and tryptophan) as compared to other pulses. 
Mungbean is used as bean sprouts, peas in cooking, starch noodles, for soup and deep fried 
patties of different kinds. In conventional Chinese medication, various part of the greengram 
are used for curing numerous diseases including hepatitis, gastritis, uraemia and toxicosis, 
similarly for the treatment of red dysentery, cholera, corneal opacity etc. (Chaudhary et al., 
2010). The seeds are free from anti-nutritional factors such as trypsin inhibitor, phyto-
hemagglutins and tannin (Chen et al., 2003). It is grown as a mixed, inter and relay crop 
(Chakravorty and Khanikar, 2002). In tropical regions of Pakistan, mungbean is not only 
grown for seed but also as a short term forage crop. The annual world production area of 
mungbean is about 5.5 million hectare, out of which about 90% is in Asia (Lambrides and 
Godwin, 2006), with a rate increase of 2.5% per annum. It fixes atmospheric nitrogen 
through symbiotic with nodule bacteria (Bradyrhizobium spp.), therefore it has the ability to 
improve soil fertility (Asim et al., 2006). On an average, fixes atmospheric nitrogen at the 
rate of 300 kg ha-1 annually (Sharar et al., 2001). Green gram is mostly grown in arid and 
semi-arid regions of sub-continent courtesy of its higher drought tolerance alleles.  
A large part of the cultivated area for mungbean is almost fixed, as no other crop is as 
economical as mungbean.  A crop with such a promise still unable to find major areas in 
the country. A huge gap exists between experimental and national average yield. Among 
two main reasons of supporting the pulses cultivation in the country is the provision of the 
dietary protein as it is required for proper growth and development of body, as the alternate 
available source of quality protein (meat) is expensive and is going beyond the reach of 
poor man, due to higher population pressure. Thus pulses become the only cheaper source 
of protein for the ordinary people. Greengram has the prospective to make up the gap of 
protein shortage since its seeds are rich in protein and amino acids, thus serve as a valuable 
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protein source for human consumption. Secondly in contrary to cereals and other non-
leguminous crops, pulses not only add nitrogen courtesy of nodulation process also 
improved soil health and their invasion in the cropping pattern is also economically in the 
best interest of the farmers.  
Due to intensive research and engagement of more skill full manpower high yielding 
varieties have been developed in wheat, cotton, sugarcane and rice etc. Since farmer is 
fore- seeking the economic returns tilted towards more income generating crops. Pulses are 
still unable to snatch that position due to various biotic (insect, pest and disease related) 
and abiotic (salinity, drought and grown on less productive soils with minimum inputs etc.) 
stresses associated with them. Similarly in greengram there are also linked some negative 
plant attributes (genes) which are affecting the crop in adverse manner. Among them non-
uniform/asynchronous pod maturation is one of the focal issue in mungbean cultivation. It 
involves time factor, which increase the cost of production. Due to non-uniform pod 
maturity extra picking becomes pre-requisite to achieve a satisfactory yield. Mungbean has 
indeterminate growth habit with lengthy flowering period in consecutive flushes (Tah, 
2009; and Tah and Saxena, 2009). Simultaneously during rainy season, the flowering once 
initiated goes till crop harvesting and plants may flower thereafter if left standing in the 
field. In this situation a single plant may bear floral buds, flowers, green as well as mature 
pods along with germinating seedlings hanging from the attached ripened pods at a time. 
The same my cause hindrances during crop harvest. Therefore synchronous conversion of 
vegetative to reproductive phase will help to produce a satisfactory seed yield in one 
picking. Uneven pod maturation may lower the seed yield in greengram (Egli and 
Bruening, 2002; Tah, 2009). Secondly indeterminate or twinning growth habit is a plant 
developed character, which results in excessive increase in plant height even after the 
completion of vegetative phase. Both traits hamper the economics of the farmers by virtue 
of increasing the cost of production. Resultantly, the farmer remained reluctant to grow 
pulses on most productive lands due to low comparative economic returns and leaving the 
ground available for the cultivation of economically more productive crops. Therefore 
pulses are now growing on marginal lands. Under the circumstances, the genotypes with 
highest synchrony in pod maturity along with more determinate type of growth habit will 
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aid in term of crop harvest in a one picking also favour green gram to occupy space as a 
prominent autumn pulse crop in Pakistan, In this way it will fit in different cropping pattern 
without disturbing the major crops. 
Keeping in view the above facts, present investigation was mainly designed to find the 
genetic background and the inheritance pattern of pod maturity, plant height, their degree of 
indeterminations (DDd and DDh) and seed yield related traits. A part of the study will also 
focus on heritability estimates and the relationships among characters. The overall theme of 
the study was to fetch knowledge about: 
i)       The inheritance pattern of mungbean plant growth habit and related traits. 
ii) The nature and extent of gene or genes of seed yield and its relevant characters.   
iii) The estimations of narrow sense F2 and F generations heritability to know the    
 index of transmissibility from parent to offspring. 
iv) The interrelationship between seed yield and other traits to determine the 
selection criterion. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF  
LITERATURE 
 
Basic information about the crop regarding the possible reasons of low yield and 
mode of inheritance of traits affecting the yield is pre-requisite because considering the 
genetics of a trait and its manipulation is the foremost important criterion for working out a 
result oriented breeding program. A brief sketch pertaining to the circumstances of low yield, 
nature and mode of inheritance of traits under investigation is reviewed as under:  
2.1. Reasons of low yield in Mungbean 
The mungbean plant passes through nine distinct phenological stages of growth. Any kind of 
stress at these phases may result in low yield of the mungbean crop. However generally the 
yield of pulses is comparatively less than most of the cereals and millets. As these were the 
neglected crops considering their genetic improvement in term of seed yield and attributing 
traits. Green gram suffered a little bit more in this regard due to various associated features of 
the crop including susceptibility to insect, pest and diseases (fungal, bacterial and viral).  
Salinity and water limitations also pulled the crop towards survival mechanism instead of 
promoting genes for higher yield (Sahoo and Jaiwal, 2008)). Water stress during floral 
initiation, boost the rate of floral abscission, if prevailed for longer time may decrease the 
seed yield as well. Water stress just prior to initiation of reproductive phase prominently 
increase the abortion rate of earlier develop flowers. Non stress pistils may give satisfactory 
pod yield compared to water stressed pistils, irrespective of the fact if pollinated with stress 
developed pollens or otherwise.  The same highlighted that female portion of flower is touch 
sensitive to drought conditions and ultimately effect the pod setting percentage (Kokubun et 
al., 2001). A little attention was paid on the genetic improvement until the recent past by 
developing resistance against biotic stresses.   
A major hurdle in attaining higher yield in mungbean was scarcity of adequate genetic 
variation, lack of ideal ideotypes for different cropping schemes. The genetic variation which 
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was already available in nature in the form of germplasm which could respond to inputs 
(fertilizer, irrigation, organic matters etc.) has vanished in the form of genetic erosion. The 
main reason for this was consecutive cultivation of the crop under rainfed conditions on 
comparatively less productive soils and subsequently selection of genotypes favoring that 
particular environment. That selection pressure actually eliminated the genotypes which were 
input reactive. Selection favoring the survival of crop under adverse soil and environmental 
conditions resulted in elimination of most productive genes. This created a narrow genetic 
base, resulted in low productivity of the crop and lack of suitable plant types for diﬀerent 
cropping situations. The pedigree of the most popular mungbean lines grown worldwide are 
based on only few dozen parental sources (Yang, 1996). Loss of variation in crops may be 
linked with modernization of agriculture. Two stages leading to genetic erosion are 
recognized: the initial replacement of landraces by modern cultivars and further trends in 
diversity as a consequence of modern breeding practices. It may occur at three levels of 
integration: crop, variety and allele (Rogers 2004) and is often magnified or accelerated by 
human activities. This trend in turn gave birth to number of negative linked attributes 
including low harvest index due to excessive leafiness or vegetative growth, photo and 
thermo period sensitivity, low pod setting during first flower flush, less concentration of pod 
cluster at the top, pod shattering, slow initial growth, limited and short pod size with few 
seeds. These are some sort of genotype × environmental interaction.  
Sensitive/delicate nature of the flower, a plant associated attribute damaged the crop 
significantly as a result the hybridization work was not initiated as earlier in this crop as it 
was commenced in cereals and other economically vibrant crops, which restricted the 
exploitation of natural variation already available in the crop. Flower shedding is a big 
obstacle in the way of attaining higher seed yield in mungbean (Kumari & Varma, 1983) may 
be influenced by high temperature, precipitation and desiccating winds (Sinha, 1977; Rainey 
& Griffiths, 2005). Lack of proper attention of the breeders, obviously due to less economic 
importance of the crop and paucity of developed commercial varieties thrown this crop in the 
darks. As green gram is grown mostly in autumn (Kharif) season in Pakistan, for that 
particular season the desired maturity period is 58-62 days. The growth period ranges from 
90-110 days is also too long, resultantly this crop does not fit between cereal-cereal crops.  
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Breeding efforts are though focused on the attainment of this very important aspect of the 
crop yet the achievement of early maturity is not a single phenomenon which could be a step 
behind towards the attainment of ideal ideotypes, number of features were also associated 
with it including indeterminate and extensive period of vegetative growth even at the onset of 
reproductive phase. Uneven pod maturation could be witnessed in mungbean, which is a 
negative plant attribute, In contrary initiation of flowering and uniform conversion from 
vegetative to reproductive phase may aid in synchronous crop maturation (Corbesier et al., 
2003). So pod maturation period functioned as a decider in term of crop maturity. The low 
yield of mungbean is attributable to its short growth duration, particularly the slow rate of dry 
matter allocation prior to flowering, unfavorable canopy structure non- responsive to applied 
inputs and management condition (Chotechuen and Egawa, 1996). Shedding of flowers and 
even newly developed pods, asynchronous habit of pod maturation. Additionally it does not 
mature simultaneously, require several harvests and higher labor demand could result in low 
yield, pods shattering etc. Khattak et al. (2002a; b) concluded that seasonal effects had great 
impact on gene action in mungbean. Similarly indeterminate growth of the mungbean crop is 
also a big obstacle towards attaining the higher yield of this crop. As plant utilized much of 
the assimilates towards vegetative growth, which in turn effect the final seed yield of the 
crop. The first insinuation is the parallel run of both vegetative and reproductive stages might 
be due to contest for assimilate partitioning. Both phases get their share, which ultimately 
disturb the seed setting and final yield. Second constraint in this regard is patchy pod 
maturation probably due to extended vegetative phase. (Milford et al., 1993). Indeterminate 
growth in wild species of legumes is a survival mechanism, it is undesirable feature of the 
plant as far as domesticated use of the mungbean is concerned. However the same trait 
actually was valuable for wild species, as it provide them an opportunity to compete with 
others for nutrition, space etc. thus it give these plants an edge due to extra plant growth, 
accompanied with maximum leafiness. So the behaviour infact was advantageous until the 
domestication of mungbean, but under field conditions indeterminate plant growth and 
asynchronous maturation of pods is excruciating for the farmer. As it was the natural survival 
mean for the legumes.     
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2.2. Various reproductive stages of mungbean crop and their impact on yield                                                    
A raceme type of inflorescence is generally witnessed in legumes especially in green gram. It 
contain 6-15 racemes with 16-30 nodes on individual raceme, accompanied with two buds. In 
totality 32-60 buds developed in a mungbean plant (Mondal, 2007). The same may yield upto 
140-350 pods, but unfortunately just 10-35 of them turned into mature pods. So the rate of 
abscission is quite higher in this crop (Kumari and Verma, 1983; Mondal et al., 2011a). Due 
to indeterminate growth habit, consecutive flowering and pod formation may take place. The 
same may initiated at the proximal (basal) nodes followed by the distal (top) nodes of the 
raceme. The same phenomenon result in higher pod setting in the basal portion of the raceme 
compared to distal part of the inflorescence (Munier-Jolain et al., 1993). Simultaneously in a 
single raceme of soybean the floral abscission is much higher in distal portion compared 
basal part. (Kuroda et al., 1998; Kokubun et al., 2001), also observed in pigeon pea (Begum 
et al., 2007). Might be due to insufficient photosynthate provision to the distal portion of 
rachis. The possible reason might be limited availability of source or photosynthate 
transformation barrier to the distal part of the raceme. An interesting fact in this regard is the 
larger size of seeds and pods which developed at the basal part of raceme. The same 
phenomenon clearly suggests the photosynthate accumulation in proximal part. Also the 
difference in pod growth is observed in soybean. 
Earlier developed pod have ultimate advantage in this sense. The same superiority may be 
witnessed even in case of pod filling and its duration. This might happen either by source 
limitation or translocation barrier in the rachis itself. Further, the pods and seeds that set 
earlier in the proximal end of racemes produce larger and heavier pods than those develop 
from later ones. Studies have also elaborated that early and later set soybean pods have 
different pod growth rate and duration in legumes. The early setting pods have higher rate of 
pod filling and also increased filling duration compared to latter ones (Spollen et al., 1986). 
Insufficient phloem growth may be accountable for increased flower abscission in the top 
portion of the raceme in soybean (Wiebold and Panciera, 1990), and in pigeon pea (Begum et 
al., 2007). Maximum flower abort during growth due to limited availability of vascular 
tissues in the basal portion of rachis, which hampered final yield in green gram. Floral 
production sequence, retention of pods etc. also play pivotal role towards final count of the 
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matured pods. The genotypes which produce maximum number of flower within a limited 
time span may give a satisfactory yield by virtue of flower and matured pods count (Fakir et 
al., 2011). The plant that gave higher number of flowers just 2-3 weeks after first floral 
initiation, yield maximum pods in green gram and groundnut. Which signified that 
knowledge regarding the flowering pattern is crucial which aid in selection of high yielding 
genotypes (Mondal, 2011c). However, seed yield of pulses was closely correlated with the 
number of flowers opened, but not with the rate of pod set or reproductive efficiency (Saitoh 
et al., 1998). This suggests the potential of flower production appears more important than 
the rate of abortion for increased seed yield. 
Similarly synchronous pod maturation in mungbean is very crucial aspect towards harvesting 
of crop in one sitting either manually or through machinery mediated one, yet it is not 
achieved most of the time (Yeates et al., 2000). Simultaneously conversion from vegetative 
to reproductive phase is very important component for attaining a satisfactory grain pile as it 
leads to synchronous pod maturity (Corbesier et al., 2003). On the other hand uneven and 
patchy pod maturity in mungbean may check the final yield and harvest index (Egli and 
Bruening 2002; Tah, 2009). As the reproductive phase approaches the vegetative growth in 
most of the crops ceased but in case of green gram due to indeterminate nature of the plant 
the same hardly achieved and crop goes on increasing its vegetative growth along with 
producing second and third flushes of flowers if conditions remain favorable (Ludlow and 
Muchow, 1990). So asynchrony pod maturation is a big obstacle in mungbean cultivation 
because it is time consuming and increases the cost of production. Tickoo et al. (1996) 
mentioned that in mungbean flowering period proceed for long time in various flushes, under 
rainy condition the flowering once initiated goes until harvest period and plant may flower 
even after that if left standing in the field, during spring dwarf and early maturing varieties 
could be sown as these have synchronous flowering and maturity if controlled irrigation is 
provided, however seed yield of these new varieties is low compared with those of kharif 
(autumn) season because they develop pods only in a single flush.  
During first picking approximately sixty five percent pods may be harvested, while eighteen 
percent during the second time of harvest and seventeen percent during the final picking at 
90- 95 days of cultivation (Rahman, 1991). The afore-said practice is not only time 
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consuming rather adds to the cost of harvest and ultimately reduced the net profit. Harvesting 
more than 90% of total pods in a single sitting, could lower the cost of production of the 
crop. Thus, genotypes with synchronized maturity are desirable. Low seed yield in mungbean 
may also be attributed to excessive leafiness.  
Synchronous maturity and conversion from vegetative phase to the reproductive one 
undoubtedly very crucial for green gram survival in different cropping schemes. Similarly for 
attaining synchronous pod maturity degree of indetermination and the time factor play 
pivotal role (Rekha and Langer, 2007). The tenure from first flower initiation to ninety 
percent pod maturity in mungbean was referred to as degree of indetermination of growth 
duration actually evolved by Na Lampang et al. (1988). The term degree of indetermination 
for pod maturation and growth habit could be utilized in order to identify nature of growth 
habit in any mungbean genotype. The knowledge pertaining to degree of indetermination of 
growth duration may aid in term of not only finding the nature of genotype but may also help 
to device effective breeding methodology to tailor high yielding mungbean varieties with 
synchronous maturity (Sharma and Ghildiyal, 2005). Comparatively earlier developed pods 
gave higher seed yield than the later one (Kokubun et al., 2001).  
Improvement in determinate growth habit may also help mungbean to occupy prominent 
position as an autumn pulse crop in Pakistan. As determinate varieties are the need of time 
specifically for Asian countries. For attaining synchronous pod maturity duration of 
flowering is also very crucial aspect as more than seventy percent of pods developed from 
the first 10-15 days of flowering in soybean, while green gram flowers within 30-60 days 
after sowing and matures within 60-120 days depending on photo-thermal regime (Lawn et 
al., 1995). Mondal et al. (2013) found that those varieties, which produced maximal opened 
flowers within 10 days and ceased flowering within 15 days after first flowering had 
synchrony in pod maturity. This is possible when plant is short stature and uniculm type or 
has one branch. This aspect may be used in future plant breeding programme for getting 
variety of mungbean having synchronous pod maturity with high yield potential. Similarly 
those genotypes which sets maximum flowers within 10-15 days after flower initiation and 
ceased the same within  15-20  DAF, exhibited  synchrony  in  pod  maturity, so dwarf type 
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of mungbean with  erect  plant growth is desirable for achieving synchronous  pod  maturity  
in mungbean (Mondal  et  al., 2011a).  
The day light also had its own impact on flowering, pod filling and maturation. Variable 
response of genotypes towards photoperiod may curtail or delay flowering period during long 
photoperiod. Photoperiodism has undoubtedly been the climatic response most successfully 
accommodated and indeed exploited, in improving the tropical food legumes. Photoperiodic 
effects can and have been used to improve breeding methodologies, e.g. by facilitating 
hybridization, synchronizing flowering among diverse parents and enabling rapid generation 
turnover (McPherson et al., 1985). Complete inhibition of the pod setting could be observed 
during high intensity light and high temperature while survival of pollens during low light 
and high temperature leading to early flowering (Karim et al., 2003). Similarly if higher 
temperature is applied on pollen grains, less flowering was observed in genotypes with more 
synchrony in pod maturity eventually more flowering was notice within short time interval in 
flushes (Khattak et al., 2006b). Sensitive mungbean genotypes will flower early if cultivated 
near to the equator as it is a short day plant, the outcome could be non rewarding in term of 
economic returns, with prolonged and asynchronous flowering and pod setting and delayed 
leaf senescence and or pod ripening (Lawn et al., 1984). During high air temperature the 
vegetative, flowering and grain filling period in mungbean becomes shortened 
(Roknuzzaman et al., 2007). Mondal (2007) how noticed that flowering duration of 
mungbean was shorter in summer than in winter. Rainey & Griffiths (2005) reported 
abscission of reproductive organs as the primary determinant of yield under heat stress in 
many annual grain legumes.  Approximately 58- 60 days are perfect time period for 
mungbean maturity, with determinate growth habit, high pod setting, accumulation of pods at 
the top portion of raceme, high harvest index, fast early growth, non-shattering, with more 
than ten seed per pod 35–40 gram of thousand seed weight (Khanpara et al., 2012). 
2.3. Inheritance pattern of pods maturity and related traits 
For planning an effective breeding scheme one needs to explicate the nature of gene action 
governing economic characters. The knowledge pertaining to the relative contribution of 
various genetic components plays a vital role for developing a result oriented crop 
improvement program (Nistor et al., 2005). The appraisal of inheritance pattern regarding the 
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pod maturity related traits including the degree of indeterminations of pod maturity would 
escort the mungbean breeders to decide and opt for an effective breeding scheme for the 
development of mungbean genotypes with uniform pod maturation. As green gram is mostly 
grown in rainfed areas of the country, therefore days to flowering and maturity are crucial 
component to help escape drought (Toker et al., 2007). Flowering in mungbean actually is 
the indication of initiation of reproductive phase unlike the cereals and most of other crops 
there is no clear cut demarcation between the two phases in mungbean and other legumes. 
Infect both the phases goes on side by side specifically in indeterminate type of mungbean 
genotypes it may proceed until the harvest of the crop.                    
The main limiting factor for high seed yield in mungbean was found to be the insufficient dry 
matter accumulation before anthesis and also during pod development (Kuo et al., 1978). The 
inheritance of days to flowering and maturity in chickpea was studied by Malhotra and 
Singh, (1989) through triple test cross analysis. The findings suggested the importance of 
additive genetic variance for days to flower, and dominance genetic variance for days to 
maturity. Selection methods, such as pedigree and bulk, were suggested for the improvement 
of these traits. Likewise Khattak et al. (2001) found additive [d] and dominance [h]  gene 
effects for first pod maturation days, ninety percent pod maturation days and first flower to 
ninety percent pod maturation degree of indetermination (DDd1) in mungbean through 
generation mean analysis, further more detected additive effects for  first flower appearance 
and reported the involvement of dominance gene action for first to ninety percent pod 
maturation degree of indetermination (DDd2), also noticed additive gene effects for first 
flower appearance days, first pod and ninety percent pod maturation days, for DDd1 and 
DDd2  dominant gene action was found. In another studies in green gram Khattak et al. 
(2001c) also pointed out that inheritance of days to ninety percent pod maturation and the 
degree of indetermination were controlled by additive and dominance gene action. Debate is 
going on in order to establish whether legumes yield is sink or source limiting, most of them 
favoured the lateral one, as earlier developed pods are generally heavier than the late ones 
(Fakir, 1997; and Begum et al., 2007).  
Similarly the inheritance of some secondary yield characters and engagement of epistasis in 
mungbean was studied by utilizing four crosses of mungbean involving six parents through 
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generation mean analysis, during this research studies Khan et al. (2007) noticed epistasis for 
pod maturation related traits including days to first pod initiation, first and ninety percent pod 
maturation. Specifically the complementary type of non-allelic gene interaction was detected 
for days to first pod initiation and first pod maturation. At the same the engagement of 
additive, dominance and non-allelic gene interaction was observed for days to first flower 
appearance and maturity period in mungbean by Khattak et al. (2004a). Simultaneously 
through combining ability studies involving 5 × 5 diallel cross various quantitative characters 
were investigated including days to pod maturity in mungbean. The appraisal of the results 
revealed the occurrence of non additive gene effects for days to maturity (Tiwari et al., 
2009). Accordingly the inheritance pattern of various traits in mungbean was studied by 
Singh et al. (2007) through generation means analysis. Importance of both additive and non-
additive gene actions was found governing the inheritance of the characters namely days to 
fifty percent flowering and days to maturity. In the same hunt, Tah (2009) conducted an 
experiment in mungbean in order to find out the gene action for synchrony in maturity in two 
diverse genotypes through induced mutagenesis. The results revealed that degree of 
indetermination (DD) was controlled by both additive and dominance gene effects with the 
pre-pondrance of additive effect. While detected only additive and dominance genetic effects 
for days to first flower, DDd1 and DDd2. In a similar manner by using twelve parents and 20 
crosses, Sujatha and Kajjidoni (2013) computed gene action for days to 50% flowering and 
days to maturity in mungbean. Results proposed that both the traits were under the influence 
of additive genetic effect. Since the inheritance of both the traits was also controlled by 
epistatic component of variation, it appears that additive × additive epistatic variation may be 
playing a decisive role in the transmission of these characters from one progeny to the other.  
2.4. Inheritance pattern of plant height and related traits 
Consecutive growing of mungbean crop for a longer period of time in rainfed areas with 
minimum soil fertility accompanied with scarcity of irrigation resulted in the phenomenon of 
genetic erosion. The left over gene pool mostly contained alleles which are associated with 
some negative attributes; among them is indeterminate growth habit. Indeterminate growth 
habit in grain legumes was the outcome of stress breeding. For this particular phenomenon 
plant height went on increasing in other words vegetative activity of the plant went on along 
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with pod formation and seed setting for a certain period. The variation in plant height from 
the initiation of flowering till the crop maturity was described as degree of indeterminacy of 
plant height (AVRDC, 1976). Rapid plant growth during vegetative stage mostly favours 
high dry matter accumulation, leafiness and also higher number of plants per unit area in 
mungbean. In contrary least height increase during reproductive phase is advantageous 
because the same could minimize the competition among plants. Mostly the mungbean 
varieties are not true determinate as increase to some extent could be witness in plant height, 
technically these genotypes are not indeterminate as well (Tickoo et al., 1996). However 
minimal increase in plant height after vegetative phase may be effective for attaining a 
satisfactory seed yield by restricting the competition among the legumes 
(Shanmugasundaram et al., 1977).   
The results indicated that for the inheritance of plant height at ﬁrst and ninety percent pods 
maturity, ﬁrst ﬂower to ﬁrst pod maturation degree of indeterminacy of plant height (DDhl), 
ﬁrst ﬂower to ninety percent degree of indeterminacy plant height (DDh2) and DDh3, both 
additive and dominant gene effects are involved, whilst for plant height at ﬁrst ﬂower 
additive gene action was present (Khattak et al., 2002b). Likewise both additive as well as 
dominant gene action with signified role of additive component was detected in mungbean 
for the inheritance of plant height by Ram (1997).  
In a combining ability studies involving 5 × 5 diallel cross mechanism, inheritance of plant 
height in mungbean was studied. The research findings signified the availability of non 
additive gene effects for the inheritance of plant height (Tiwari et al., 2009). While working 
on mungbean courtesy of generation mean analysis, Khattak et al. (2004a) found the 
prevalence of both additive (d) and dominance (h) gene effects for the inheritance of degree 
of indetermination in mungbean. Similarly maximum negative general combining ability is 
essential from the onset of reproductive stage till the crop maturity for attaining a satisfactory 
yield. Accordingly Malik et al. (1986) studied the mode of inheritance of six traits in two 
crosses of mungbean. Results indicated that erect growth habit was partially dominant over 
spreading one and controlled by a single genetic factor.  
Simultaneously the pervasiveness of epistasis accompanied with additive and dominance 
components of genetic effects for the inheritance of plant height and degree of 
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indeterminations in green gram have been published by Ram (1997). In the same way for the 
appraisal of gene action for plant height and yield contributing characters in lentil. All the six 
generations were studied. Joint scaling test was utilized other than generation mean analysis 
for detecting the prevalence of various genetic components. Non allelic interactions were 
engaged in the inheritance of plant height. Pod length was controlled by additive and 
dominance genetic effects only. Non allelic duplicate epistasis was involved for the 
inheritance of plant height in another cross (Khodambashi et al., 2012).  
Also the genetic architect of plant height and various traits in mungbean was investigated 
through generation means analysis by Singh et al. (2007) and identified additive, dominance 
and non-allelic interactions for majority of the traits. In a similar manner the presence of 
higher magnitude of additive gene action for plant height were reported by Sharma et al. 
(2008) in peas, and for plant height by Verma et al. (2007) in barley. Just like that through 
diallel mating design consisting of eight diverse parents, Aziz et al. (2013) investigated the 
inheritance pattern of degree of indetermination and its related parameters like plant height at 
flowering and maturity in mungbean. Formal ANOVA and components of variation indicated 
the preponderance of both additive (A) and dominance (D) components for the all the traits 
in both generations. The value H1 > D for plant height at flowering in F2, plant height at 
maturity in F1 and degree of indetermination in F1 generation proposed the importance of 
dominant genes, whilst D> H1 showed the additive nature of plant height at flowering in F1, 
plant height at maturity in F2 generation. In the same hunt the inheritance of plant height in 
chickpea was studied by Malhotra and Singh, (1989) through triple test cross analysis, the 
findings suggested the importance of both additive and dominance genetic variances for plant 
height. Selection methods, such as pedigree and bulk, were suggested for the improvement of 
these traits. 
2.5. Inheritance pattern of yield and related traits 
Plant characters often are referred to as qualitative or quantitative depending on the number 
of genes that control them and the importance of the environment in expression of the genes. 
Qualitative characters have phenotypes that can be divided in to discrete classes. They are 
controlled by one or a few major genes whose expression is not influenced markedly by the 
environment. A quantitative character displays consecutive phenotypes for a trait. The 
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genetic variation linked with the segregation of multiple minor genes or polygenes. Additive 
genes have small individual effects and are influenced significantly by the environment. Seed 
yield is a quantitative character controlled by polygenes and strongly influenced by 
environment. Some plant characters exhibit aspects of both qualitative and quantitative 
inheritance. These are characters that are controlled by one or a few major genes and 
additionally by multiple genes with small effects. The genes with small effect sometimes 
referred to as modifying genes and the effect of the environment contribute to a phenotypic 
distribution that is continuous. The phenotypic distribution of segregates can have several 
modes each of which represents the expression of major gene (Fehir, 1987). Therefore in 
order to develop high yielding varieties of mungbean, information regarding inheritance 
pattern of yield related traits might facilitate breeders in improving genetic architecture of the 
plant in particular direction for maintaining and improving the proper crop production level 
(Abbas et al., 2008).  
As yield is an intricate character, may be a sum total of genetic and environmental effects, 
such as plenty of abiotic (Foolad and Lin, 2001) and biotic components also involve agro-
tech procedures (Kaşkavalci, 2007) and even locality (Yoltas et al., 2003). However 
comparatively less basic information is published regarding the inheritance and type of gene 
action involved for seed yield and its attributing traits in green gram (Khattak et al., 1999a). 
Likewise the expression of traits mostly related to seed yield varied with season. Some of 
them respond better in autumn season while other gave best performance in spring season. 
Mostly additive gene action was found controlling the inheritance of these yield contributing 
traits in mungbean (Singh and singh, 1995).  
Due to polygenic inheritance of seed yield, environment had a definite impact on the final 
estimates of seed yield. Therefore increase in seed yield of green gram can be achieved 
through the selection of traits that are controlled by additive type of gene action (Khattak et 
al., 2001). So the importance of additive and non- additive gene action in mungbean was 
reported by Singh et al. (2007) also obtained the estimates of various gene effects by 
partitioning method of weighted least square analysis of three parameter model fitted to the 
five generations of every cross for twelve traits. The results divulged that additive-dominance 
model failed in all the cases, hence five parameter model was applied which gave the 
information about digenic interactions between genes at different loci. In the same way 
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nature of gene action for seed yield and yield attributing traits in mungbean were evaluated in 
four cross combinations including parents courtesy of generation mean analysis. The results 
indicated varying nature of genes under different genetic backgrounds. Significant inbreeding 
depression also gave an indication about the prevalence of dominance genetic variance along 
with duplicate type of epistasis for most of the characters under study. Intermating or 
recurrent selection would be followed for genetic enhancement of grain yield in mungbean 
(Payasi et al., 2010).  
In the same pursuit a diallel mating system was utilized in order to estimate the inheritance 
pattern of yield related traits. The analysis revealed the absence of epistatic effects for grain 
yield in F1. For grain yield in F2 the presence of non-allelic interactions were detected. 
Additive and dominance gene action was involved for all traits in both generations. However, 
the value H1 > D for grain yield in F1 indicated the preponderance of dominant genes in their 
genetic control, it was suggested that selection followed by hybridization in early generations 
could be a suitable breeding strategy for the improvement of said trait. Similarly, higher 
estimates of D than H1 suggested the additive nature of genes for grain yield in F2. The same 
revealed the use of pedigree and full/half sib selection for the progress of this parameter 
(Aziz et al., 2009).  
In the same mission six generations were used for detecting gene action responsible for the 
inheritance of seed yield and its attributing factors in lentil. Generation mean analysis 
utilizing joint scaling test highlighted that fixable and non-fixable components were involved 
in the inheritance of the studied traits. Duplicate epistasis was detected for most of the 
characters (Khodambashi et al., 2012).  
Simultaneously genetic of seed yield and related traits was studied by Ajmal et al. (2007) in 
an eight parent diallel cross of green gram. The components of genetic variation highlighted 
that additive genetic effect appeared to be important for hundred grain weight. The non-
additive gene action was more important in the genetic control of seed yield attributing traits. 
Directional dominance was witnessed for pods number per plant, seeds per pod and seed 
yield per plant. Both the parent shared equal number of dominant and recessive genes for the 
entire studied trait except for hundred grain weight for which the genes were distributed 
asymmetrically among the parents. Partial dominance was detected for the investigated traits. 
Hundred grain weight being controlled by additive genetic components with partial 
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dominance will infect provide the foundation for selection in F2 generations for these 
parameters.  
While Khan et al. (1989) studied seven crosses of chickpea for various morphological traits. 
The inheritance of all the studied traits was polygenic with varying degrees. Concludingly it 
was recommended that for the betterment of plant height and seeds per plant, bulk selection 
method could be rewarding. In contrary for days to 50% flowering, pods per plant, 100 seed 
weight and for seed yield per plant simple breeding procedure could be utilized. Besides the 
gene action for yield important yield components was also studied through generation mean 
analysis. Joint scaling test was applied, six-parameter model was found appropriate. The 
same suggested the involvement of non-allelic gene interaction. The results clearly indicate 
the complex genetic inheritance for all the traits except for cluster per plant. The additive  
and dominant  genetic effects were significant for all the character but dominant  genetic 
effects [h] was non-significant for thousand grain weight in one cross combination. The 
duplicate type of epistasis was detected for cluster number per plant and thousand grain 
weight in both crosses. The complementary type of epistasis was involved for the inheritance 
of most of the studied traits. Bi-parental crossing may be opted in F2 generation after 
selecting the desired segregants (Khattak et al., 2004b).  
Similarly in order to find out the inheritance pattern of secondary yield components in 
mungbean, Khattak et al. (2002) used the triple test cross analysis. The research findings 
indicated the absence of epistasis for all the traits during autumn season. While the same was 
present for pod clusters per plant during spring season. Further partitioning the epistatic 
components showed the presence of [i], [j] and [l] types of epistatic interaction. The additive 
× additive interaction was more important for the inheritance of pod clusters per plant. At the 
same time the value of additive variance was higher in genetic variance analysis for all the 
traits in both the seasons except for pod clusters per plant in spring season, as the same 
demonstrated the pre-pondrance of dominance variance. The direction of dominance was 
towards lesser pods per plant. Simultaneously significance of additive and [i] type interaction 
suggested the engagement of additive gene action for most of the traits. Later generation 
selection for increasing the seed yield through yield components may be fruitful. Beside that 
twelve parents and 20 crosses of mungbean were used for the estimation of genetic effects. 
The outcome of the research findings revealed that days to 50% flowering, days to maturity, 
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pods per plant, hundred seed weight, seed yield per plant and seed yield per plot were 
controlled by epistatic variation with the pre-pondrance of additive genetic effect. It appears 
that additive × additive epistasis played a decisive role in the inheritance of these characters 
(Sujatha and Kajjidoni, 2013).  
In the same quest additive, dominance  and interaction of both genes effects for pods per 
plant with environment  was computed by Kunkaew et al. (2010) in adzuki bean, further 
concluded that pods per plant was an important trait, which highly fluctuate with 
environment, thus, optimum environmental factors may be provided to adzuki bean for 
fetching maximum pods. Just like that gene action for hundred seed weight in mungbean was 
also investigated. The research findings proposed that in spring/summer season larger seeds 
develop in bean varieties. Due to higher inheriting ability hundred seed weight is a major 
yield component in the said crop, hence it is easier to select high yielding genotypes based on 
this trait. Similarly transgressive segregants for thousand seed weight in greengram were also 
observed, which indicated the involvement of few major genes with dominance effect. In 
contrary Ram (1997) conclude that thousand seed weight in mungbean is controlled by 
additive (d), dominance (h) and non allelic interaction.  
2.6. Heritability estimates for various traits in mungbean 
Heritability was originally defined by Lush as the proportion of phenotypic variance among 
individuals in a generation that is due to heritable genetic effects. This definition is now 
termed as heritability in the narrow sense and is designated by h2 (Nyquist, 1991). Hanson 
(1963) urged plant breeders to unify the concept of heritability as “the fraction of the 
selection differential expected to be gained when selection is practiced on a defined 
reference unit”. Heritability estimates are useful for comparing the gain from selection 
under different experimental designs and this information combined with information about 
the relative costs of additional replications within each macro-environment, additional years 
of evaluations and additional locations for evaluations can be used to designed optimal 
breeding strategies (Milligan et al., 1990). Where genotype × environment interaction cause 
significant rank changes among families evaluated in different environments. Heritability 
estimates corresponding to response to selection based on mean over all environments can 
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be compared with heritability based on mean within subsets of local environments to 
determine the optimal selection strategy (Atlin et al., 2000).  
The generality of this concept of heritability is very useful for plant breeding, because it is 
applicable to all plant breeding situations, including selection within randomly-mating cross 
pollinated generation, as well as selection among self-fertilized lines (with or without 
subsequent random mating), selection among clones and among test cross progenies in 
hybrid crops. The generality of this concept is also a weakness because it can have many 
different genetical meanings, depending on the circumstances and types of selection to 
which it is applied. Heritability estimates must refer to a defined generation of the 
genotypes (Dudley and Moll, 1969). Reference generation are generally assumed to be 
random-mating population in Hardy-Weinberg and gametic  phase equilibria, although for 
self-pollinating crops, sometimes the reference population is taken to be completely inbred 
genotypes derived from a Hardy-Weinberg and gametic phase equilibria reference 
population by inbreeding without selection. To estimate the heritability of the reference 
population, individuals or families should be sampled at random for measurement. Also 
heritability estimates refer to specified population of environment (Comstock and Moll, 
1963).  
Heritability estimates made from data collected in multiple locations and during multiple 
years representing the target set of environments or else the estimates will be biased unless 
genotype-by-environment interaction is negligible, which is rarely true for quantitative 
traits of agronomic importance (Nyquist, 1991). The estimates of heritability and the extent 
of fixable genetic components may function as a decider for the genetic improvement of 
traits. The estimates of heritability alone describe the transmissibility of traits to the 
progeny, selection entirely based on that aspect may be effective to great extent (Falconer, 
1981).  
Likewise broad sense heritability is a convenient expression of phenotypic value which 
serves as a guide for the breeding value of any parent (Falconer, 1989). For the 
improvement of desirable characters, heritability estimate is very essential to assess the 
relative effect of genotype and environment on a character in order to predict the extent of 
possible improvement. Therefore, heritability is one of the major indicator and responsible 
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for a successful breeding program. High heritability suggested that these parents could be 
used to develop better genotypes in early generations. Highly heritable characters are least 
affected by environment, hence any breeding method involving selection will be effective 
for these traits. In contrary yield being a complex polygenic character and influenced by 
environment. Higher estimates of heritability and genetic advance for seed yield indicate 
the contribution of additive type of gene effects for its inheritance (Yuan et al., 2002). 
Normally non-additive type of gene action does not contribute in the improvement of often 
cross pollinated crops as it is non fixable component of genetic variance (Allard, 1960). 
However, complementary interaction is fixable and utilizable genetic variance. Narrow 
sense heritability however, is less biased by G × E interaction and is calculated in standard 
units which are more reliable (Ali et al., 2002).  
For developing superior varieties for agronomic characters and yield, the breeders have to 
deal with polygenic characters showing continuous variation. Therefore the success of any 
plant improvement programme lies in careful management of this variability. Heritability 
and genetic advance are two importance selection parameters, of which the former is used 
to estimate the expected genetic advance through selection (Sharma et al., 1990). The 
characters which revealed high heritability are more effective and selection based on these 
traits could be rewarding. Likewise documentation of the traits on the basis of their 
contribution to yield may be effective (Singh et al., 1995). In the same way studies of 
quantitative variation in green gram have shown that economic traits such as seed yield, 
pod number, plant height and seed size are quantitatively inherited. So the information 
regarding heritability and genetic advance provides an importance criterion for selection in 
a breeding programme. A thorough understanding of the inheritance of traits their 
heritability estimates and relationship with other important characteristics is important for 
the choice of breeding and selection methods.  
Narrow sense heritability helps in the selection of elite genotypes from segregating 
generation whereas broad sense heritability is more effective in selecting superior lines 
from homozygous generations. Priority should be given to narrow and broad sense 
heritability in order to develop determinate type mungbean (Khattak et al., 2002). In 
addition Tah, (2009) conducted an experiment in order to investigate the gene action 
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governing the inheritance of synchrony in maturity in two diverse genotypes of mungbean 
through induced mutagenesis. He observed the involvement of additive gene effects for the 
said traits. Presence of higher heritability estimates suggested that for lower DDh2, 
minimum increase in plant height during post-ﬂower development is mandatory. Selection 
may be practiced for the development of elite mungbean lines with minimum twining 
growth (Khattak et al., 2002b). Similarly in order to calculate the heritability estimates for 
various quantitative traits twenty-one greengram genotypes were evaluated. The results 
signified that plant height, number of clusters per plant and pods per plant exhibited high 
heritability (>60) coupled with high to moderate genetic advance as percent of mean (>20), 
the same may be improved through simple plant selection methods. While for the remaining 
traits moderate to high heritability (30-60) coupled with moderate to low (<20) genetic 
advance suggested the predominance of non-additive gene action in the expression of the 
traits. Based on their per se performance, the suitable genotypes for these traits could be 
isolated and utilize for mungbean improvement (Mehandi et al., 2013).  
Simultaneously in green gram research studies were performed by utilizing eight promising 
lines and four testers. The same were crossed in a Line × Tester fashion in order to compute 
heritability and genetic advance relating to flowering, pod maturation, yield and its 
attributing traits.  High heritability escorted with high genetic advance was noticed for seed 
yield associated traits which revealed the engagement of additive gene action for the 
inheritance of said traits (Suresh et al., 2010).  
Accordingly ten green gram genotypes were used by Begum et al. (2013) for the estimation 
of heritability for days to flowers production, days to pods formation, plant height at 
maturity, days to maturity, seed yield per plant and hundred seed weight. High heritability 
was witnessed for days to 50% flowering, days to maturity, hundred seed weight and plant 
height at maturity. Low heritability was observed for days to 50% pods development and 
seed yield per plant. In the same journey an experiment was conducted in mungbean by 
Samra et al. (2008) and found higher heritability estimates for days to flower, plant height, 
pods per plant, hundred seed weight and seed yield per plant, for days to flower, days to 
maturity, hundred seed weight and seed yield per plant in F6 generation of lentil crop. 
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2.7. Interrelationship studies for various traits in mungbean 
The correlation study infect describe the extent of relationship between characters and gives 
information about the strength with which different traits of a crops are linked with 
productivity. The effectiveness of selection for yield improvement by relying on different 
components could be advantageous, provided in hand information and well documentation 
of different traits influencing the yield. Correlation studies give a clue about the 
engagement and contribution of different traits to seed yield. Seed yield in mungbean is a 
complex character like other crops, and is determined by various components and 
influenced by many other important yield contributing characters controlled by polygenes 
and also environmental factors (Simmonds, 1962).  
By utilizing the selection procedure high productivity may be achieved in the form of elite 
lines equipped with high yielding genes under a particular environment conditions. But the 
pattern of inheritance of seed yield is infect a complex phenomenon, which takes into 
consideration number of factors. Apart from genetic components (genes), the role of 
environment is also important in this regard. Consequently until now limited success has 
been made in respect of seed yield improvement through direct selection. In comparison 
significant improvement in yield is made in number of crops by opting indirect selection 
means (Ford, 1964). 
For developing an effective selection program, knowledge of association among traits, their 
correlation with seed yield is mandatory. Genetic correlation between different characters 
of plant could arise because of linkage, pleiotropy or developmental induced functional 
relationships. The measure of correlation visible among traits entirely based on the 
established relations between them and the extent of genetic linkage or pleiotropic effects 
of genes. In this regard, Law et al. (1978) suggested that affiliation between yield and yield 
related traits was merely due to genetic linkage. Mackey, (1980) however pointed out the 
prevalence of morpho-genetic pleiotropy and genetic linkage between yield and its 
contributing parameters. Similarly Miller and Rowling (1967) provided the clue that in 
intermating population breakage of coupling linkage may reduce the association, while 
breakage of repulsion linkage may enhance the correlation. Concludingly it may be said 
that the linkages in both coupling and repulsion phases may contribute in genetical 
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correlation of yield and its components. The genetic basis provides strong evidence about 
the interrelationship of traits. Which may be due to pleiotropism, co-existence of genes 
influencing different traits at the same chromosome, association of certain chromosomal 
segments and finally due to the impact of environment (Rothwell, 1983).  
Following the importance of above mentioned facts an experiment was conducted by Mondal 
et al. (2011) in order to evaluate the impact of flower production and its pattern in connection 
with pod maturation and grain yield. Synchrony of pod maturity was computed based on pod 
maturation percentage at the time of first picking. Results signified the existence of strong 
association of number of opened flowers and number of matured pods with grain yield. The 
genotypes which showed synchronous maturity also revealed termination of flowering at 10-
15 days after floral initiation, but produced lower yields due to fewer opened flowers. While, 
the genotypes with partial synchrony or asynchrony in pod maturation showed extended 
flowering period accompanied with maximum flower production and seed yield. So 
synchronous pod maturation and grain yield in green gram were inversely correlated. In 
addition it was found that degree of determination and synchronous flowering are a crucial 
aspects as both attributes help to improve the harvest index and ultimately seed yield in 
mungbean (Sharma and Ghildiyal, 2005). Accordingly the association between the seed yield 
and various agronomic traits was assessed by Vandana and Dubey (1993) by utilizing eleven 
advance mutant genotypes of fababean. The correlation and path analysis highlighted that 
seed yield had a positive and strong affiliation with plant height, pods per plant and seeds per 
plant.  
For the sake of acquiring knowledge regarding association of traits with seed yield, Vinay et 
al. (2010) studied 23 genotypes of green gram for various agronomic traits during kharif 
(autumn) season. Highly significant and positive association was witnessed between pods per 
plant and seed yield per plant at both genotypic and phenotypic levels. In a similar way days 
to maturity, plant height, pods per plant, seeds per pod, hundred seed weight showed positive 
correlation with grain yield per plant as reported by Ghafoor et al. (1988), they studied 
correlation and path co-efficient in 48 local genotypes of mash bean. Taking into 
consideration the same desire, Malik et al. (1987) computed the correlation and path 
coefficient analysis by using seed yield per plant and twelve other morphological traits for 
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the purpose 140 elite lines of mungbean were investigated. Seed yield was positively and 
significantly affiliated with plant height, pods per plant and cluster per plant.  
Also Kumani and George (1985) investigated mungbean genotypes for genotypic correlation 
between seed yield per plant and other components. They fetched the information that pods 
per plant and hundred seed weight was positively correlated with seed yield. Simultaneously 
thirty five genotypes of green gram were investigated in order to obtain information 
regarding interrelationship. Seed yield per plant was positively and significantly correlated 
with number of clusters per plant, number of primary branches, pods per plant, seeds per pod, 
and 100-seed weight. A negative and significant affiliation was observed between seed yield 
and days to 80 % maturity (Eijaz et al., 2013). Following the foot marks of early researchers, 
fifty six mungbean genotypes and fourteen agronomic traits were studied for the computation 
of correlation. Seed yield was significantly and positively correlated with pods per plant, 
clusters per plant and seeds per pod. It was negatively associated with days to maturity. 
These results proposed that clusters per plant, seeds per pod, and pods per plant could be 
used as selection criteria for the improvement of yield in mungbean (Parinya and Tantasawat, 
2011).  
Similarly knowledge pertaining to association studies of agronomic traits with seed yield is 
crucial for architecting a work oriented breeding program. Three hundred and fifty mungbean 
genotypes were studied by Lukman (2008). Correlation analysis was used to measure the 
extent of affiliation between different components and seed yield. Pods per plant and plant 
height were positively associated while seed size was negatively correlated with seed yield. 
Accordingly a character association study was carried out among various traits viz. plant 
height, days to flowering, days to maturity, yield per plant, 100-grain weight, and seed yield 
per hectare in mungbean. The outcome of the analysis indicated that earliness had a negative 
association with plant height, while 100-seed weight and harvest index were positively 
correlated. Dry weight per plot had a positive correlation with days to maturity, seeds per pod 
and plant height while the same was negatively linked with yield per hectare and harvest 
index. Hundred seed weight showed positive association with pods per plant, while it had 
negative correlation with days to maturity, seeds per pod and plant height. Seed yield per plot 
was non-significantly correlated with hundred seed weight. Harvest index showed significant 
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and positive relationship with seed yield per plant, while it had an otherwise association with 
days to maturity, seed per pod, plant height and dry weight per plot. Simultaneously, seed 
yield per plant was positively associated with pods per plant, yield per hectare and harvest 
index. In contrary, said trait was negatively and significantly correlated with plant height 
(Rozina et al., 2008).  
Samand and Lavany, (2005) worked out correlation among seven yield related components 
after investigating 18 genotypes of mungbean. The research findings highlighted that pods 
per plant being easily observable character at field level and other traits like hundred seed 
weight and days to maturity revealed to be primary yield influencing traits and selection 
could be based on these traits for the improvement of seed yield and even for formulating 
result oriented breeding strategy for yield enhancement in mungbean. Knowledge about 
association of traits with seed yield makes the selection procedure easier. The same 
contemplations propelled Khan et al. (2001) to conduct correlation studies between seed 
yield and 7 other agronomic traits. It was carried out by utilizing 15 green gram genotypes. 
The relationship of seed yield with pod number per plant was positive. In contrast non-
significant affiliation was witnessed between seed yield and fifty percent flowering and 
maturity days. In comparison only ten green gram genotypes were investigated in order to 
obtain information regarding association of traits with seed yield. Hundred seed weight 
revealed negative affiliation with seed yield. Plant height exhibited positive correlation with 
seed yield. Clusters and pods number per plant, and total plant weight, typified positive 
association with seed yield (Tabasum et al., 2010).  
Likewise the correlation of twelve different traits with seed yield was computed by using 
fifty-eight genotypes of green gram by Khanpara et al. (2012). The analysis of correlation 
coefficient suggested that the magnitude of genotypic correlation were higher than the 
corresponding phenotypic correlations. The seed yield per plant had highly significant and 
positive correlations at genotypic and phenotypic level with pods per plant, number of pods 
per cluster, number of clusters per plant and number of seeds per pod. Seed yield per plant 
showed negative and highly significant association with days to maturity at both the levels 
and days to 50 per cent flowering at only genotypic level. It was concluded that pods per 
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plant, number of clusters per plant, number of pods per cluster, seeds per pod and days to 
maturity were the most important components of seed yield in green gram.  
For the attainment of similar information, Begum et al. (2013) used ten mungbean genotypes 
for the computation of correlation between seed yield and days to flowers initiation, days to 
pods initiation, plant height, days to maturity, seed yield per plant and 100 seed weight. The 
results indicated that seed yield had a highly significant phenotypic association with days to 
50% pod formation and with hundred seed weight. Seed yield per plant showed significant 
genotypic correlation with days to pods formation. Concludingly, days to flowering, days to 
maturity and 100- seed weight was suggested the best selection criteria for seed yield 
improvement in mungbean. 
After studying eighteen line/varieties of mungbean Singh et al. (2009) concluded that days to 
maturity, plant height, pods per plant, seed per pod, pod cluster per plant, hundred seed 
weight and biomass yield had positive phenotypic and genotypic association with seed yield. 
Pods per plant, seeds per pod and hundred seed weight were the important yield contributing 
traits of Lablaba bean and can be used for the betterment of seed yield (Ganesh et al., 2006), 
likewise pod cluster per plant, seeds per pod, pods per plant also revealed positive and 
significant association with seed yield, therefore these traits may be selected while sketching 
a result oriented breeding strategies for the betterment of green gram (Dhananjay et al., 
2009). One hundred and sixteen local accessions were collected from different parts of 
Karnataka were evaluated along with four checks. The traits studied were days to 50% 
flowering, plant height, number of clusters per plant, pod length number of pods per cluster, 
number of seeds per pod, 100 seed weight and grain yield per plant. The correlation analysis 
revealed that grain yield was significantly and positively correlated with number of clusters 
per plant, number of pods per cluster, pod length, seeds per pod and 100 seed weight. This 
indicates that said characters may be used as effective criteria for the improvement of seed 
yield (Biradar et al., 2007).  
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CHAPTER 3 
MATERIALS AND 
METHODS 
 
The present research studies were conducted at the experimental field of Department of Plant 
Breeding and Genetics, University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Pakistan. The same is situated 
between 31°- 26° North Latitude and 73°- 06° East Longitude, at an elevation of 184.5 meter 
(Govt. of Pakistan, 2002). The site is in a semi-arid region. The soil of the experimental field 
(Autumn- 2010) was sandy clay loam. The soil sampling was done before seeding.  The pH 
and electrical conductivity (EC) of the experimental field was 7.8 and 4 dS/m respectively, 
with a total nitrogen 0.03%, available phosphorus 6.02 ppm and potash 129 ppm. 
3.1. Selection of parents     
Fifty mungbean genotypes/varieties of diverse genetic makeup were gathered from various 
national research institutes (Table 3.1) and utilized for the said purpose. For the selection of 
desirable parents two screening trials were performed in two different seasons. The same 
were performed in order to fetch information regarding the seasonal influence on the 
genotypes for the studied traits. In order to screen out genotypes with synchronous pod 
maturity along with determinate growth habit and the ones with contrasting features. First 
screening trial (Experiment 1) was conducted during spring-2009 (March-June). For the same 
a triplicate randomized complete block design was exercised. Row length was maintained at 
4 m, while 30 cm distance was taken to separate rows. A distance of 10 cm was established 
between plants within the row. For digging the holes at the marked areas of the soil a hand-
held dibbler was used. Manually added 2-3 seeds per hole. One week after germination 
thinning was performed. One vigorous seedling was kept per hole. The agronomical/cultural 
practices done were hoeing, weeding, irrigation, spraying and fertilizer application etc. 
according to recommended one. Plant protective measures were also adopted accordingly. 
Five random and guarded plants from each genotype within a replication were selected for 
recording the 
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Table 3.1. Mungbean genotypes utilized for screening trial along with their source. 
Sr.
No. 
Genoty pe Source/Origin Distinct features Reference Sr.No. Genoty pe Source/Origin Distinct features Reference 
G1 0700l PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad  - - G26 NM 121-25 NIA B, Faisalabad Semi determinate, late maturity A shraf at el, (2001)   
G2 07002 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G27 A UM-6375 UA F   
G3 07003 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G28 A UM-18 UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G4 07005 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G29 M-2002 UA F - - 
G5 07006 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G30 M-2006 UA F - - 
G6 A ZRI-2006 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad   G31 A UM-9 UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G7 97002 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G32 A UM-31 UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G8 97004 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G33 A UM-24  UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G9 97006 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) G34 A UM-28  UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G10 97012 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) G35 A UM-19  UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G11 97017 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) G36 A UM-38  UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G12 98001 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G37 A UM-27  UA F Medium maturity Rehman et al. , (2005) 
G13 98002 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G38 M-2004  UA F - - 
G14 98005 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G39 SM-1 A RS  - - 
G15 98009 PRI,A A RI, Faisalabad - - G40 V C-1482  NIA B/A V RDC Semi determinate, early maturity A shraf at el, (2001)   
G16 
NM-2006 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
Determinate, synchronous 
and early pods maturity 
Sadiq et al. , (2006) G41 V C-1560  NIA B/A V RDC 
Semi determinate, early maturity Khattak at el, (2002)  
G17 NM 13-1 NIA B,        Faisalabad - - G42 V C-1628  NIA B/A V RDC Semi determinate, early maturity A shraf at el, (2001)   
G18 
NM 92 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
Semi determinate, early 
maturity 
Khattak at el, (2002b)  
G43 V C-2754  NIA B/A V RDC 
Semi determinate, early maturity A shraf at el, (2001)   
G19 
NM 20-21 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
Semi determinate, medium 
maturity 
A li at el, (1997)  
G44 V C-2771  NIA B/A V RDC 
Semi determinate, late maturity Khattak at el, (2002)  
G20 
NM 98 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
Semi determinate, late 
maturity 
Khattak at el, (2002)  
G45 V C-2778  NIA B/A V RDC 
Semi determinate, early maturity A shraf at el, (2001)   
G21 
NM 19-19 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
Semi determinate, medium 
maturity 
A li at el, (1997)  
G46 V C-2984B NIA B/A V RDC - - 
G22 
NM- 54 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
Semi determinate, early 
maturity 
A shraf at el, (2001)  
G47 V C-3476  NIA B/A V RDC - - 
G23 
V ar-6601 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
indeterminate, late maturity Khattak at el, (2002)  
G48 V C-3902  NIA B/A V RDC 
Semi determinate, medium 
maturity 
Khattak at el, (2002)  
G24 NM-28 NIA B,        Faisalabad   G49 V C-3960  NIA B/A V RDC - - 
G25 
NM-51 NIA B,        Faisalabad 
Semi determinate, medium 
maturity 
Khattak at el, (2002)  
G50 V C-6369 NIA B/A V RDC - - 
RRI, Fsd. = Pulses Research Institute, Faisalabad, UAF = University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, NIAB, Fsd. = Nuclear Institute of Agriculture and Biology Faisalabad, ARS = 
Agricultural Research Station, Mingora, KPK, NIAB/AVRDC = NIAB, Faisalabad/Asian Vegetable & Research Development Centre, Taiwan     
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data of six traits. For second screening trial (Experiment 2) a replica of the previous 
(Experiment 1) was conducted again during autumn-2009 (July– September). All cultural and 
plant protective measures were adopted according to recommended one. 
3.2. Characteristics studied 
3.2.1. Days to first flower initiation (D1)  
Counted the days from the date of planting to the initiation of first flower  
 on selected plants within a row and then averaged over replication.  
3.2.2. Days taken to first pod maturity (D2) 
Counted the days from the date of planting to the maturation of first pod on selected 
plants within a row and then averaged over replication.  
3.2.3. Days taken to 90% pods maturity (D3) 
Counted the days from the date of planting to the maturation of 90% pods on selected 
plants within a row and then averaged over replication 
Na Lampang et al. (1988) described the variation in plant height and/or variation in pods 
maturity after the initiation of reproductive phase (indeterminate type of growth) as degree of 
indetermination (DD) of plant height (DDh) and pod maturity (DDd). Khattak et al. (2001c) 
further categorized this aspect at various reproductive phases also outlined the following 
formulae for computing the same viz:  
3.2.4. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to 90% pods     
          maturity = DDd1 
 
 DDd1= D3- D1/D3 × 100 
3.2.5. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90%  
           pods maturity = DDd2 
 
DDd2= D3- D2/D3 × 100 
3.2.6. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to first pod  
           maturity = DDd3 
DDd3= D2- D1/D2 × 100 
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3.2.7. Plant height at first flower initiation (H1) 
At the appearance of first flower, plant height was measured with the help of a meter  
rod in centimeters from ground level to the top most peduncle on the main stem.  
3.2.8. Plant height at first pod maturity (H2) 
At first pod maturity, plant height was measured with the help of a meter rod in 
centimeters from ground level to the top most peduncle on the main stem.  
3.2.9. Plant height at 90% pods maturity (H3) 
At 90% pods maturity, plant height was measured with the help of a meter rod in 
centimeters from ground level to the top most peduncle on the main stem.  
Similarly degree of indeterminations (DD) of plant height (DDh) at various stages were 
computed according to the formulae outlined by Khattak et al. (2002b) 
3.2.10. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to first pod  
            maturity = DDh1 
 DDh1= H2- H1/H2 × 100 
3.2.11. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% pods  
            maturity = DDh2 
DDh2= H3- H1/H3 × 100 
3.2.12. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first pod maturity to 90%  
 pods maturity = DDh3 
DDh3= H3- H2/H3 × 100 
3.2.13. Pods per plant  
Counted the number of pods (containing one or more seeds) from the sampled plants 
and then averaged.  
3.2.14. Seeds per pod  
Counted the number of seeds per pod from the sampled plants and then averaged.  
3.2.15. 100- Seed weight (g)  
Hundred seeds from the sampled plants were weighed in grams using electronic 
balance OHAUS-AP310-0.  
3.2.16. Pod cluster per plant 
 Counted the number of pod bearing clusters from the sampled plants and then 
averaged 
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3.2.17. Seed yield per plant 
 Seed yield from the sampled plants were weighted in grams using electronic balance  
OHAUS-AP310-0.  
All of the characters were visually assessed, measured and calculated during final evaluation 
(autumn-2010). For screening trials out of seventeen characters, six traits were utilized, 
which included; 
a) Days to first pod maturity 
b) Days to 90% pods maturity 
c) DDd2 
d) Plant height at first flower initiation  
e) Plant height at 90% pods maturity 
f) DDh2 
Among them only DDd2 and DDh2 were taken as the criteria for the selection of parents. 
Graphs (scatter plots) were drawn between DDd2 and DDh2 in both the seasons. Where DDd2 
was taken at X-axis and DDh2 at Y-axis. Two genotypes with lower estimates of DDd2 and 
DDh2 and two with contrasting features (higher DDd2 and DDh2) were selected. The 
computed DDd2 and DDh2 were lowest for AZRI-2006 and NM-2006 and the same were 
higher for 97006 and AUM-9 during both the seasons. 
3.3. Development of plant material for genetic studies 
During autumn-2009, apart from conducting experiment 2, on the same experimental area 
few crosses were also made between the expected parents based on the previous season’s 
results (Experiment 1). But the main concentration was given to cross “AZRI-2006 × 97006” 
and “NM-2006 × AUM-9”. It was done to save time (an extra year) in this regard. The seeds 
of parents along with respective hybrids were collected successfully at maturity. 
In the next cropping season (spring-2010) both hybrids were grown along with their 
respective parents at the allotted research area. Approaching flowering crosses were made to 
develop BC1 and BC2 (Table- 3.2) generations. While few F1 seeds of both the crosses were 
kept as such for sowing in the next season. Similarly few F1 plants were self-pollinated in 
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order to raise F2 progenies of both the crosses. At maturity the seeds of parents and 
respective progenies were harvested successfully. 
3.4. Field evaluation of the developed genetic material 
After developing the six basic generations of two crosses (Table 3.2), the same were sown in 
the experimental field during Autumn-2010 (Kharif) in order to investigate the genetic 
responses of all the generations for seventeen traits. The planting geometry adopted was RCB 
Design with three replications. Parents and F1’s were planted in two rows each, within 
replication. Backcrosses and F2 generations were sown in 3 and 8 rows respectively. Length 
of each row was kept at 4 meter. Inter row and between plants distances were maintained at 
30 cm. and 10 cm. respectively. Twenty random plants were selected from each parent and 
F1 generation, while plants ear marked from each back cross (BC1 and BC2) and F2 
populations were 50 and 100, respectively within a replication.  
 
Table 3.2. Parental combinations for different generations in two crosses of mungbean 
Cross- 1 Cross- 2 
Gen. Combination Gen. Combination 
P1 AZRI-2006 P1 NM-2006 
P2 97006 P2 AUM-9 
BC1 (AZRI-2006 × 97006) × AZRI- 2006 BC1 (NM-2006 × AUM-9) × NM-2006 
BC2 (AZRI-2006 × 97006) × 97006 BC2 (NM-2006 × AUM-9) × AUM-9 
F1 AZRI-2006 × 97006 F1 NM-2006 × AUM-9 
F2 F1 × F1 (Self F1) F2 F1 × F1 (Self F1) 
 
3.5. Statistical and biometrical analysis 
Ordinary and pooled analysis of variance was performed according to the method sketched 
by steel et al. (1996) with the help of computer software ‘Statistica’ v 8.1 and MINITAB 
version 14 (Minitab Inc., Harrisburg, PA, USA), respectively. A formal ANOVA was also 
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performed in order to split the significant generation means into various interacting 
components for detecting their relationship. Tukey′s HSD test was performed with the help 
of said software (MINITAB) for assigning lettering to detect the significant of differences 
between the genotypes for the said traits. For performing the principal components analysis, 
the Eigenvalue > 1 criterion (Kaiser, 1960) and the Cattell (1966) scree plot were followed in 
addition to cluster analysis. All the quantitative traits were analyzed by numerical taxonomic 
techniques using the procedures of cluster and principal component analyses (Sneath & 
Sokal, 1973) with the help of computer software ‘Statistica’ v 8.1 and ‘SPSS’ v 12.0 (SPSS 
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for windows.  
3.5.1. Generation Mean Analysis  
It was carried out as per Mather and Jinks, 1982 by utilizing a computer program supplied by 
Dr. J.W. Snape, Cambridge Laboratory, Norwich, for the study of gene action of traits. 
Characters of the six generations were compared to test the validity of additive-dominance 
model using Chi-square (χ2) test. Initially simplest model of weighted least square analysis 
was carried out on generation means of traits using parameter m only. Based on significance 
of Chi-square value further models md, mdh etc. were adopted. Best selected model taken 
was the one, with significant values for all the parameters along with non- significant Chi- 
square. Sum of squares for those comparisons were calculated by using the formula given by 
Little and Hill (1978). 
   SS = (ΣciYi)2/rΣci2 
Where, 
  SS = sum of squares of comparison 
  Σ = summation 
  Ci = comparison coefficients 
  Yi = generation totals 
   r = replications 
3.5.2. Analysis of components of genetic variances 
A weighted least squares analysis of variance was performed as described by Mather and 
Jinks (1982) with the help of computer programme supplied by Dr. H.S. Pooni, University of 
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Birmingham, UK. The coefficients of genetic components of the generation variance are 
presented in Table 3.4. Model incorporating E, (D and E), (D, H and E), (D, F and E) and  
(D, H, F and  E) were tried. The best fit model was selected, when χ² was non- significant 
with all significant parameters. 
Table 3.3. Coefficients for the partitioning of the sum of squares among six generations into 
                   orthogonal comparisons as outlined by Little and Hill, 1978. 
                  Generations     
Comparison                 P      P2           F1      F2           BC1            BC2 
              ______________________________________________________________________ 
P1 vs. P2              1    -1           0      0        0               0  
P’s vs. F1              1              1          -2      0        0               0  
BC1vs BC2              0     0           0      0        1              -1  
F2 vs. back crosses            0     0           0       2       -1              -1  
Ps’, F1 vs. back crosses 1              1           1     -1       -1              -1  
 
3.5.3. Heritability estimates 
Narrow sense heritability for F2 generation was calculated from the components of variance 
from the best fit model of the weighted least squares analysis using the formulae: 
3.5.3.1. Narrow sense heritability (h²) estimates for F2 generation = h²F2 
h²F2 = 0.5D/ (0.5D + E) 
(when the simple DE model fitted the data) 
h²F2 = 0.5D/ (0.5D + 0.25H + E) 
(when the DHE model fitted the data) 
3.5.3.2. Narrow sense heritability (h2) estimates for infinite generation = h²F 
The same was computed from the components of variance of the best fitted model.  
h²F = D/(D + E) 
where,  
            D = additive genetic component  
            E = environment component 
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Table 3.4. Coefficients for weighted least square analysis of generation variances for  
                  different effects (D, H, F and E)  as outlined by Mather and Jinks, 1982. 
              D     H   F   E            
__________________________________________________________________________ 
P1  1             0.00   0.00   0.00  
P2  1             0.00   0.00   0.00  
F1  1             0.00   0.00   0.00  
F2  1             0.50   0.25   0.00  
BC1  1                        0.25   0.25              -0.05  
BC2  1                                 0.25   0.25                0.05   
D = Additive component, H = Dominance component, F = Cross product between additive and 
dominance, and E = Environmental component 
 
Table 3.5. Coefficients of the genetic effects for the weighted least square  analysis of  
                  generation means as outlined by Mather and Jinks, 1982. 
Generations                                           Components of genetic effects 
_________________________________________________________________________________              
             m   [d]  [h]    [i]         [j]          [j]  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
P1             1    1.0  0.0  1.00        0.00 0.00 
P2             1              -1.0  0.0  1.00        0.00 0.00 
F1             1   1.0  1.0  0.00        0.00 1.00 
F2  1              0.0  0.5  0.00        0.00 0.25 
BC1  1    0.5  0.5  0.25        0.25 0.25 
BC2  1                        -0.5  0.5  0.25        0.25 0.25 
m     = mean,    [d]   = additive,         [h]   = dominance,     [i]    = additive × additive,            
[j]    = additive × dominance,             [l]   = dominance × dominance 
 
3.5.4. Phenotypic Correlation 
For findings the hidden association (genotypical and phenotypical) among traits support was 
taken from F2 population using the formula outlined by Kwon and Torrie, (1964) with the 
help of computer programme “Statistica” v 8.1. The correlation between the seed yield and 
other agronomical characters and among themselves were computed: 
rp =Covp(x, y)/√Vp(x). Vp(y) 
Where: 
Covp(x, y)  = Mean product xyth traits in F2 generation, 
Vp(x) and Vp(y) = Mean squares for xth and yth traits respectively in F2 generation. 
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3.5.5. Genotypic Correlation 
The genotypic correlations (rG) between two characters, x and y, were calculated by the 
formula: 
rG =Covg (x, y)/√Vg(x). Vg(y) 
Where: 
 Covg(x, y)  = Cov(x, y)F2 – Cov(x, y)E 
 Cov(x, y)E = (1/4)[ Cov(x, y)P1 + Cov(x, y)P2 + 2Cov(x, y)F1] 
Covg(x, y), Covg(x, y)E, Covg(x, y)P1, Covg(x, y)P2, Covg(x, y)F1 and Covg(x, y)F2 are 
covarainces of x and y associated with genetic effects, non- genetic effects, P1, P2, F1 and F2 
generations, respectively. 
Vg(x) = V(x)F2-V(x)E 
Vg(y) = V(y)F2-V(y)E 
V(x)E = (1/4)[ V(x)P1 + V(x)P2 + 2 V(x) F1] 
V(y)E = (1/4)[ V(y)P1 + V(y)P2 + 2 V(y) F1] 
Vg(x) and Vg(y) are genetic variances of x and y respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION 
 
Consecutive production of flowers in the form of flushes at different intervals restrains 
uniform production and maturation of mungbean pods. This phenomenon may be termed as 
asynchrony pods maturation.  Similarly increase in plant height, production of new leaves 
etc. during the reproductive stage favour indeterminate plant growth. The said type of growth 
habit is observed in legumes and particularly in greengram. As there is no clear cut 
demarcation between the vegetative and the reproductive stage, therefore both the phases run 
parallel. Synchronous pod maturity in green gram depends largely on the extent of degree of 
indetermination of plant growth and also on pod ripening period (Rekha and Langer, 2007; 
Sharma-Natu and Ghildiyal, 2005). Both are serious issues in mungbean production and 
affecting the economics of the farmers by virtue of increasing the cost of production and 
decreasing the net profit. In order to address these issues the present research studies were 
planned. The motive behind was to investigate the inheritance pattern of plant height, pod 
maturation and their degree of indeterminations at various phases of plant development. The 
generated knowledge may aid in devising effective breeding strategies in future to sojourn 
these issues. The results obtained are discussed below;  
4.1. Selection of parents  
The choice of the most relevant breeding material for population improvement, play a 
deceive role as the same determine the success and the results of any breeding programme in 
future (Hayward et al., 1993). It also governs the ultimate success of selection for genetic 
improvement (Fountain and Hallauer, 1996). 
The technique applied for computing the nature and mode of inheritance of traits related to 
synchronous pod maturity and indeterminate plant growth habit was generation mean 
analysis. Khattak et al. (2004a) studied the mode of inheritance of plant growth habit in 
mungbean in the form of degree of indeterminations of pod maturation and plant height, by 
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utilizing the generation mean analysis. For this at least six basic generations (P1, P2, BC1, 
BC2, F1 and F2) were required to proceed with. In order to understand the true nature of 
genetic inheritance of the traits selection of the appropriate parents was pre-requisite. 
Diversity among the parents help to brought all or maximum genes within the population (F2) 
after hybridization. In this way a true picture of the gene action could be portrayed. Keeping 
in view the importance of parents for hybridization, two screening trials were conducted 
during two different seasons in order to select the diverse genotypes. Degree of 
indetermination of pod maturity from first pod to ninety percent pod maturity (DDd2) and 
degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to ninety percent pods maturity 
(DDh2) were chosen as the selection criteria, to identify the genotypes with minimum degree 
of indeterminacy in term of pod maturation period (less DDd2 values) and plant height (less 
DDh2 values) along with genotypes possessing the contrasting (higher DDd2 and DDh2 
values) features. Aziz et al. (2009) also performed a screening trial in mungbean for the 
identification of genotypes with low and high degree of indeterminacy related to pod 
maturation period. Due priority was given to autumn season (July- October), for parental 
selection and for final evaluation of the developed generations, as autumn is the main green 
gram growing season in Pakistan (Khattak et al., 2001b, c, 2002a) 
4.1.1. Experiment 1  
4.1.1.1. Screening of parents during spring season 
A screening trial was conducted during spring-2009 (March- June) season. The aim of the 
said trial was to find out the behaviour of genotypes for various plant growth habit related 
traits during spring season and to detect the influence of seasons on the expression of studied 
traits and simultaneously to save the time. As advancement of generations in glass/control 
houses out of the proper seasons including crossing procedure was bit tough especially in 
case of green gram with minimum success rate. As high temperature accompanied with 
sufficient humidity is required for seed germination (Simon et al., 1976) and flower 
induction, again delicate nature of the flower makes the same even difficult under artificial 
conditions. The screening trial was conducted to identify the genotypes with minimum and 
maximum DDd2 and DDh2 values. After collecting data for six various traits at different 
maturity stages (Appendix-I) an ordinary analysis of variance (Table 4.1) was run in order to 
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detect the presence of variability among the genotypes for the studied traits. The results 
signified the existence of genetic variation. Tukey′s HSD test (Appendix III) also revealed 
significant differences among the genotypes for all the six studied traits.  
Table 4.1. Mean squares of 50 mungbean genotypes for six quantitative traits during 
                   spring seasons 
Trait D.F. Mean Squares 
Days to first pod maturity 49 12.72** 
Days to 90% pods maturity  49 109.7** 
DDd2 49 53.18
** 
Plant height at first flower initiation 49 17.05
** 
Plant height at 90% pods maturity 49 84.77** 
DDh2 49 78.70
** 
** = P<0.01 
 
Table 4.2. Mean squares of 50 mungbean genotypes for six quantitative traits during  
                   autumn (Kharif) season 
Trait D.F. Mean Squares 
Days to first pod maturity 49 18.78
** 
Days to 90% pods maturity  49 47.72
** 
DDd2 49 53.87
** 
Plant height at first flower initiation 49 23.16
** 
Plant height at 90% pods maturity 49 78.94
** 
DDh2 49 155.7
** 
**=  P<0.01 
 
The genotypes shared any letter had a similar genetic behaviour for that particular character. 
For days to first and ninety percent pods maturity, DDd2, plant height at first flower and 
ninety percent pods maturity and DDh2 maximum distance was observed between the 
genotype 97006 and the variety AZRI-2006. This proposed genetically diverse nature the 
said genotypes. Over all the approved varieties AZRI-2006 and NM-2006 were found to 
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contain minimum value of DDd2 and DDh2 (29.42 and 30.46, respectively). While the other 
two genotypes i.e. AUM-9 (51.44) and 97006 (47.46) showed the highest values for the 
same. For degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to ninety percent pods 
maturity (DDh2), AZRI-2006 and NM-2006 (the approved varieties), demonstrated the 
lowest values (36.11 and 36.95, respectively), while the highest DDh2 values were calculated 
for genotypes 97006 and AUM-9 (58.59 and 57.99, respectively). Accordingly a scatter plot 
(Fig 4.1) was constructed between these two variables in which the variable DDd2 was taken 
at X- axis, while DDh2 at Y- axis (Rehman et al., 2009; 2010). A visual look at the diagram 
provided the information that two varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) fall in the zone 
where the values of both (DDd2 and DDh2) the components were at its minimum whilst two 
genotypes namely 97006 and AUM-9 occupied the spaces where no other genotype reached, 
courtesy of their maximum DDd2 and DDh2 values. Most of the genotypes fall in the zone 
where the value of DDd2 ranged from 36- 48 and that of DDh2 from 40- 50. A total of 38 
genotypes resided in that particular patch. A line drawn from the point 38.5 representing 
generation mean for DDh2 on Y- axis, which divided the graph into two portions each half 
contains exactly twenty five genotypes. Resultantly two genotypes (AZRI-2006 and NM-
2006) demonstrated the minimum values for DDd2 and DDh2 and the other two genotypes 
(97006 and AUM-9) exhibited the opposite for the above said traits were selected for 
hybridization 
4.1.2. Experiment 2 
4.1.2.1. Screening of parents during autumn season  
Autumn (Kharif) is the main mungbean growing season in Pakistan. Keeping in view the 
importance of autumn season this specific trial (autmn-2009) was performed in order to fetch 
true picture about the natural behavior of genotypes under optimum growing conditions. 
Laghetti et al. (1998) pointed out that maximum genetic conservation would be attained by 
sampling generations from as many environments as possible. After collecting all the 
relevant data for six visually assessed, measured and calculated traits and successful harvest 
of the crop, again analysis of variance was performed. The results (Table 4.2) highlighted the 
presence of genetic diversity among the genotypes for the investigated traits. Which 
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        Figure 4.1: Scatter plot between DDd2 against DDh2 for spring season
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suggested that the germplasm selected for performing this specific sort of study contained 
genetic variation. Similarly Tukey′s HSD test was carried out for checking the diversity and 
relatedness among the genotypes for days to first pod maturation, ninety percent pods 
maturity, DDd2, plant height at first and 90% pods maturity and DDh2. Interestingly the 
obtained results (Appendix IV) implied the existence of non-significant differences among 
the genotypes for plant height at first flower initiation, the same pointed out that at the onset 
of reproductive phase the plant height of almost all the genotypes of mungbean remained 
nearly same. Maximum diversity was witnessed for the traits days to 90% pods maturity and 
plant height at ninety percent pods maturation. Likewise for DDh2 the genotypes AUM-9 and 
97006 differ non-significantly from each other but both the genotypes demonstrated a 
significant difference from the approved varieties AZRI-2006 and NM-2006. The genotype 
97006 displayed a significant diversity from the rest for days to 90% pods maturity except 
from M-2004.  Both the genotypes (97006 and M-2004) revealed maximum distance from 
the approved varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006). For the trait DDd2 due to maximum value 
genotype 97006 was significantly different from all the others except from AUM-9. 
Simultaneously variety AZRI-2006 courtesy of its minimum DDd2 value remained 
significantly different from the rest except from NM-2006. A scatter plot (Fig 4.2) was 
plotted again between DDd2 and DDh2 in order to compare the results with the previous one 
(Trial–I). The genotypes which showed extreme trends (low vs. high DDd2 and DDh2) during 
spring trial were once again at those extremes with slightly shuffled positions (Appendix- II). 
The same was might be due to the environmental influence. Forty three genotypes resided in 
a rectangular that ranged from 38-50 on X-axis scale and between 25-50 on Y-axis scale. The 
same diagram portrayed the uniqueness of genotypes (97006 and AUM-9) and the approved 
varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) for the studied degree of indeterminations (DDd2 and 
DDh2).  From the estimates of both the seasons it was clear that the genotypes selected 
during spring-2009 were the strongest candidates for hybridization, progenies development 
and for further genetic analysis. Similarly a pooled analysis of variance (Table 4.3) was also 
performed, in order to check out the influence of seasons on the performance of genotypes 
for various traits. A glimpse at the results revealed the existence of significant differences 
between the two seasons along with variation among the genotypes. The same implied that 
seasons do have an impact on the expression of traits particularly related to pod maturity,  
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           Figure 4.2: Scatter plot between DDd2 against DDh2 for autumn (kharif) season
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Table 4.3. Pooled analysis of variance for season × genotypic interaction effects  
Character  Season   Genotypes season × genotype    
Degree of freedom          1   49 49 
Traits 
Days to first pod maturity       4136** 9.83**                     `21.68** 
 
Days to 90% pods maturity       2093** 126.2**                   30.80** 
 
Degree of indetermination of      
pod maturity from first pod    
maturity to 90% pods maturity (DDd2)  5379**        73.55**              33.49** 
 
Plant height at first flower initiation      3544** 29.64**                   10.56NS 
 
Plant height at 90% pods maturity     3505** 150.6**                   13.12* 
 
Degree of indetermination of     
plant height from first flower to 
90% pods maturity (DDh2)         2620**          192.2**              41.55NS 
NS = Non-significant, * = P<0.05 and  ** = P<0.01  
plant height and their degree of indeterminations. A non- significant season × genotypic 
interaction, for plant height at first flower initiation and DDh2 suggested minimum influence 
of seasons on the performance of genotypes for the said traits. For the remaining traits (days 
to first, 90% pods maturity, DDd2 and plant height at first flower and 90% pods maturity) 
highly significant interaction was observed.  
4.1.3. Performance of genotypes for various traits  
The genetic behavior of genotypes was studied during spring and autumn season for pod 
maturity, plant height and degree of indeterminations related traits. The results obtained 
are hereunder, 
4.1.3.1. Days to first pod maturity 
In order to assess the performance of genotypes for the trait days to first pod maturity during 
spring and autumn season, a clue obtained from figures 4.3 and 4.6, which portrayed that for 
the said trait the approved variety AZRI-2006 took the minimum 34.3 days (Appendix-III) 
followed by variety NM-54 (35.33) during spring, while the exotic genotype VC- 3960 taken 
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the minimum days (43.66) during autumn season (Appendix-IV) followed by genotype 
97006 with the value 43.67 for the said trait. Genotype NM 121- 25 (45.33) and 970006 
(44.67) fetched the maximum days to first pod maturity during spring season. While exotic 
genotype VC- 2984B taken the maximum 46.6 days followed by VC-1482 (40.54 days) 
during autumn season. 
4.1.3.2. Days to 90% pods maturity 
Likewise a visual look at the graphs (Fig 4.4 and 4.7) suggested that variety AZRI-2006 had  
taken the minimum days for ninety percent pods maturity during spring (48.67) followed by 
NM-2006 (51.33). In contrary genotype 97006 matured very late in spring season (85.0 days) 
followed by M-2004 (80.33 days). In spring season 2009 (March –June) the newly short 
stature and early maturing varieties can be manipulated to a great extent to have improved 
synchronous flowering and maturity by controlled irrigation, provided there is no rainfall. 
But seed yield of these new varieties in spring is low compared to those of the autumn season 
(July-October), which is the main growing season for mungbean in Pakistan. In spring 
mungbean produces flowers in one flush. In the kharif season, due to high humidity, the 
flowering once started continues till harvesting (Khattak et al., 2001b; c; 2002a; and b). 
Varieties NM-2006 and AZRI-2006 matured earlier (90% pods maturity) during autumn 
season (Appendix-IV) in comparison with the rest of the genotypes with respective values, 
75.33 and 75.67. Genotype 97006 (98 days) and AUM-9 (95.67 days) taken the maximum 
days to 90% pod maturation during autumn season. 
4.1.3.3. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90%  
              pods maturity (DDd2) 
Minimum DDd2 was recorded for AZRI-2006 during spring (Fig 4.5 ) and autumn (Fig  4.8) 
season with respective values 29.4 (Appendix-III) and 32.15(Appendix-IV), chased by 
variety NM-2006, with value 30.5 (spring) and 34.94 (autumn). The highest DDd2 was 
observed for genotype AUM-9 during spring (51.4) trial followed by 97006 (47.45). In 
contrary 97006 demonstrated maximum DDd2 value during autumn (55.44) season while 
97006 (52.96 ) contained the second highest DDd2 value.  
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Figure 4.3. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for days to first pod maturity during spring  
                  season 
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Figure 4.4. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for days to 90% pods maturity during spring  
                   season 
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Figure 4.5. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for DDd2 during spring season  
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Figure 4.6. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for days to first pod maturity during autumn  
                   season
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 Figure 4.7. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for days to 90% pods maturity during autumn     
                     season 
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Figure 4.8. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for DDd2 during autumn season 
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4.1.3.4. Plant height at first flower initiation 
Similarly for plant height at first flower initiation the genotype 98001 was at the top (Fig 4.9) 
during spring (32.0 cm) season, closely chased by 07003 (31.33 cm). Same ranking was 
fetched (Fig 4.12) by 07003 during autumn (41.0 cm) season. In the same pursuit the 
genotype AUM- 38 exhibited a plant height of 39.13 cm (Appendix-IV) at first flower. The 
lowest value for the said trait was recorded for AZRI-2006 during spring (19.73 cm) and for 
AUM-9 during autumn (25.4 cm) season. Following the same track, NM-2006 was only 22 
cm tall at that reproductive phase during spring, whilst NM-121-25 could reach upto 28.53 
cm at first flower during autumn season. 
4.1.3.5. Plant height at 90% pods maturity 
AZRI-2006 (an approved variety) showed maximum dwarfness during spring (30.9 cm) and 
autumn (41.73 cm) season. The genotype 97006 was the tallest one during spring (Fig 4.10) 
and autumn (Fig 4.13) season with values 60.57 cm and 74.87 cm, respectively. Accordingly 
NM-2006 (an approved variety) was 34.90 cm (spring) and NM-92 was 44.33 cm tall 
(autumn) at ninety percent pod maturation. Similarly AUM-9 was the second tallest (58.73 
cm) genotype during spring (Appendix-III) and 98001 was during autumn (63.50 cm) season 
(Appendix-IV) at 90% pods maturity.   
4.1.3.6. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% pods  
    maturity (DDh2) 
Courtesy of Figure 4.11 and 4.14, the minimum twining growth was witnessed for the 
approved variety AZRI-2006 in spring (36.11) and autumn (24.91) season, followed by the 
variety NM-2006 with values for the said parameter were 36.94 (spring) and 26.29 (autumn). 
Maximum twining growth was computed for AUM-9 during spring and autumn season with 
respective values 58.59 and 58.11. Whilst the genotype 97006 was at par with AUM-9 
(Appendix III and IV) for the same parameter in both spring (57.98) and autumn (55.65) 
season.  
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Figure 4.9. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for plant height (cm) at first flower initiation  
                  during spring season 
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Figure 4.10. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for plant height (cm) at 90% pods maturity  
                    during spring season 
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Figure 4.11. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for DDh2 during spring season 
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Figure 4.12. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for plant height (cm) at first flower  
                      initiation during autumn season 
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Figure 4.13. Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for plant height (cm) at 90% pods maturity  
                      during autumn season 
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Figure 4.14 . Mean performance with standard errors of 50 mungbean genotypes for DDh2 during autumn season 
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4.1.4. Comparative study of the selected parents 
Approved variety (AZRI-2006) taken the minimum (Appendix-III) days to first pod 
maturation (34.3) during spring season (Fig 4.15a), while the genotype 97006 took the 
maximum days (44.67). The same variety matured earlier (48.61 days), while 97006 was 
very late (85.0 days). During autumn (Kharif) season (Appendix-IV) the genotype 97006 
taken 43.66 days for the maturation of first pod (Fig 4.15b), in contrast AZRI-2006 taken the 
maximum 51.33 days. NM-2006 and AZRI 2006 were the early maturing varieties (75.33 
and 75.67 days, respectively) while 97006 in comparison matured very late (98.0 days). 
For the trait plant height at first flower initiation during spring season AZRI-2006 was the 
dwarfest among the four genotypes (Fig 4.16) with value 19.73 cm. The genotype 97006 was 
25.47 cm tall at that reproductive stage. Even at maturity the same variety remained the most 
dwarf (30.9 cm), with almost doubled the length (60.56 cm) the genotype 97006 was the 
tallest. During autumn AUM-9 (25.4 cm) was the dwarfest and NM-2006 (36.33 cm) was the 
tallest genotype at first flower initiation (Fig 4.17). At ninety percent pods maturity AZRI-
2006 (41.73 cm) was the dwarfest while 97006 (74.87 cm) was the tallest genotype. 
The lowest DDd2 was computed for AZRI-2006 during spring (29.42) and autumn (32.15) 
season. Highest DDd2 was calculated for AUM-9 (51.44) during spring (Fig 4.18) and for 
97006 (55.44) during autumn. AZRI-2006 showed the least twining growth during spring 
(36.11) and autumn (23.69) season. In comparison maximum twining growth (58.59) was 
witnessed for AUM-9 during spring (Fig 4.19) and for 97006 (57.08) during autumn season.  
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Figure 4.15a. Mean performance with standard errors of selected mungbean genotypes 
                        for days to first pod and 90% pods maturity during spring season 
  
 
Figure 4.15b. Mean performance with standard errors of selected mungbean genotypes  
                        for days to first pod and 90% pods maturity during autumn season 
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Figure 4.16. Mean performance with standard errors of selected mungbean genotypes  
                      for plant height at first flower initiation and 90% pods maturity during 
                      spring season    
 
Figure 4.17. Mean performance with standard errors of selected mungbean genotypes  
                      for plant height at first flower initiation and 90% pods maturity during 
                      autumn season    
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Figure 4.18.  Mean performance with standard errors of selected mungbean genotypes   
                      for DDd2 during two seasons  
 
 
Figure 4.19. Mean performance with standard errors of selected mungbean genotypes   
                      for DDh2 during two seasons  
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4.2. Principal component and cluster analysis  
These particular analyses take into account traits included in the studies as observed factors 
and simultaneously the fabricated (principal components) factors. Which exploit the variation 
expressed by the genotypes. The later takes into account the variation actually present in the 
genotypes for various traits. Therefore principal component may be used as an effective 
criterion for categorizing the genotypes based on studied traits. Naidu and Satyanarayana 
(1991) and Saxena et al. (2005) exercised cluster analysis in order to classify the mungbean 
genotypes into various groups.  
Six quantitative traits which were visually observed, measured and computed consecutively 
during two different mungbean growing seasons were analyzed using multivariate analysis 
technique. The sole objective of performing this specify study was to pick the divergent 
parent for hybridization program based on the estimates of pod maturation, plant height 
related characters along with their degree of indeterminations. In addition the same analysis 
was also to identify the closeness as well as dissimilarity among the genotypes. Fifty 
mungbean genotypes belonged to indigenous and exotic origin were under observation 
during two different seasons. The multivariate analysis, and in particular, the principal 
component and cluster analyses have been utilized for the evaluation of germplasm when 
studying various traits (Mardia et al., 1979). Falcinelli et al.  (1988) highlighted the 
importance of multivariate analysis with germplasm collections. This grouping may help 
mungbean breeders in the future.  
Wards method was used for the construction of dendrograms based on the estimates of two 
parameters (DDd2 and DDh2) during spring and autumn season respectively. Simultaneously 
the Euclidean linkage distance was used for clustering the genotypes into various groups. A 
visual look at the dendrograms (Fig 4.20 and 4.21) provided the information regarding the 
sequential categorized placement of genotypes into various small groups based on their 
average linkage distances. The minimum linkage distance between and among the genotypes 
indicate that these were at par and relatedness of the genotypes for two degree of 
indeterminations. Similarly maximum genetic variation or diversity depends on how far the 
genotypes were placed from each other. So the genetic distance highlighted the relatedness 
and at par availability of genotypes for under consideration characters. 
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Genetic distance was there between the genotypes for the studied traits. The same indicated 
that germplasm used for present investigation had a diverse genetic makeup. Several authors 
reported the existence of genotypic variations for plant height and pod maturity related traits 
among the genotypes in mungbean (Gul et al., 2008; Hakim, 2008; Rahim et al., 2010; 
Tabasum et al., 2010; Hidayat et al., 2012). Maximum linkage distance was witnessed 
between the varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) and the genotypes (97006 and AUM-9), 
which illustrated maximum diversity between the varieties and the genotypes for DDd2 and 
DDh2. The same varieties also showed maximum linkage distance from rest of the genotypes 
(Fig 4.20) and were selected for hybridization and further progenies development. The exotic 
genotypes starting from VC-1482 to VC-6369 (Table- 3.1) showed similarity with the local 
genotypes, the same suggested the universal existence of the phenomenon of indeterminacy 
in mungbean. While in case of autumn season (Fig 4.21) the same varieties demonstrated 
slight closeness with 07002, 07003, 07005, 97004, NM-92, NM 20-21and M-2004. As for 
building the diagram all the traits shared their contribution due to that reason approved 
varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) showed minimum linkage distance with above 
mentioned genotypes. So in future any of these seven genotypes may be utilized as a 
potential parent for hybridization if selection is based entirely on degree of indetermination 
of pod maturity and plant height.  
Eigenvalues of 06 principal components have been shown in the scree plots (Fig 4.22 and 
4.23). The first four components with eigenvalues more than one contributed 99.77 percent 
of the total variation in both the seasons. While the last two components in both the seasons 
had eigenvalues less than1. The contribution of first component in both the cases was nearly 
80 percent.  
Latent vectors (Vector-I and II) for different quantitative traits are presented in appendix VI. 
The association of different variables/traits with respective principal components had a 
significant influence on factor loadings. Two principal components (PC-I and PC-II) were 
used in this regard. The said PCs contributed >73% of the total variation in both the seasons. 
Days to first pod maturity contributed positively to PC-I during autumn while for second PC 
and seasons the same had a negative value. Days to first pod maturity and DDd2 had negative 
values for both the Vectors/PCs and the seasons. This divulged that for achieving 
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synchronous pods maturity in mungbean minimum days from first pod to 90% pods maturity 
are required. Among plant height related traits (plant height at first flower, at 90% pods 
maturity and DDh2) a positive vector loading was observed for plant height at first flower 
initiation during autumn (PC-I) and spring (PC-II) season. Rest of the traits had a negative 
vector loading for both PCs during both the seasons. This indicts that for the attainment of 
less twinning growth (DDh2) in greengram minimum increase in plant height is required 
especially after the blooming stage.   
Two scatter plots (Fig 4.24 and 4.25) were utilized, which demonstrated the cluster 
compositions in two different seasons. The same were constructed between the first two 
principal components, taking the component 1 at X-axis and 2 at Y-axis, both the 
components account for 80% of the total variation in both the seasons. Eleven genotypes 
were placed in cluster- I, while two genotypes each in cluster- II and III, eighteen genotypes 
resided in cluster- IV, number of genotypes fall in cluster- V, were fifteen and rest of the two 
fall in cluster- VI. Similarly six clusters were formed in case of autumn season (Appendix V) 
again based on average linkage distance. While number of genotypes grouped in each cluster 
(cluster I to VI) were 10, 11, 7, 2, 18 and 2, respectively. Kumar et al. (2009) categorized 60 
genotypes into 13 clusters based on the divergence among mungbean genotypes. Cluster I, 
IV and V was not clearly separated in spring season, while cluster I, II, III and V were nearly 
intermingled during autumn season. Which might be due to mixture of genotypes with 
different taxonomic traits grouped in these clusters. Maximum distance was observed 
between the cluster II and VI (Fig 4.24). For spring season the same were composed of 
97006 and AUM-9 (cluster-II) and AZRI-2006 and NM-2006 (cluster-VI). As for the 
construction of scatter plots principal component1 and 2 were engaged. The variation 
demonstrated by these components was due to the involvement of genetic diversity among 
the genotypes based on pod maturation and plant height related traits. Cluster-II fall in 
negative zone, while cluster-III resided in positive one. Concludingly it may be stated that the 
genotypes in both the clusters (II and III) had a maximum genetic diversity for pod maturity 
and plant height related traits. In case of autumn season cluster-IV was composed of 
approved varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006), while cluster VI was constituted with the 
genotype 97006 and AUM-9. From the diagram (Fig 4.25) it is obvious that above mentioned 
clusters had a maximum genetic separation. 
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Figure 4.20. Dendrogram based on two parameters involving 50 mungbean genotypes  
                     during spring season. 
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Figure 4.21. Dendrogram based on two parameters involving 50 mungbean genotypes  
                     during autumn season 
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Figure 4.22. Scree plot constructed for 06 principal components during spring season 
                          
 
Figure 4.23. Scree plot constructed for 06 principal components during autumn 
                          (kharif)  season 
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Accordingly means of six clusters for six different traits during two different seasons are 
presented in figure 4.26. The performance of cluster II and III was nearly alike in spring and 
autumn season (Appendix XV and XVI) for the studied characters. Similarity in the means 
specifically for cluster IV during spring (44.33) and autumn (43.91) season clearly suggested 
that estimates of all the traits in spring season were much lower compared to autumn season 
as cluster IV in case of autumn season was composed of approved varieties (AZRI-2006 and 
NM-2006). The difference in the means of cluster V during spring (45.85) and autumn 
(52.63) was merely a seasonal one as both the clusters were composed of nearly same 
genotypes. Likewise there exists a huge variation in the means of cluster VI. In case of spring 
season (32.40) cluster VI was constituted with the  approved varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-
2006) and the same cluster was comprised of genotype 97006 and AUM-9 (58.01) for 
autumn season. That was the reason the estimates of all the traits in autumn season were 
much higher in comparison to the spring season. 
Comparatively the character means were higher for autumn (kharif) season than the spring 
season (Fig 4.27). It was obvious, as it was the main growing season of green gram. A 
prominent difference was there in this regard for days taken to ninety percent pod maturity 
(Appendix XV and XVI) between the estimates of spring (68.50) and the autumn (86.35) 
season. The same trend prevailed for rest of the traits but with lesser intensity except for 
DDh2.  In case of first flower to ninety percent plant height degree of indetermination of 
plant height (DDh2) the estimates of spring season were higher compared to autumn season. 
Which was unusual might be due to more influence of environment in spring compared to 
autumn season. Character means were highest for the trait days to 90% pods maturity on an 
average in both spring (68.50) and autumn (86.35) season for all the six clusters (Fig 4.28 
and 4.29), followed by the trait plant height at 90% pods maturity (Appendix XV) during 
spring (49.28) and autumn (55.48). Simultaneously the trait plant height at first flower 
initiation, exhibited the lowest estimate for the same in the six clusters during both the 
seasons (25.96 and 32.8, respectively). The lowest estimate for days to first pod maturity in 
both the seasons (Fig 4.28 and 4.29) belonged to cluster- VI. Two varieties (AZRI-2006 and 
NM-2006) were placed in cluster VI during spring (35.01), while genotypes (97006 and 
AUM-9) were found in the same cluster during autumn season (44.3). The results revealed 
that the behaviour of above mentioned varieties and genotypes changed to an extent for the 
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  Figure 4.24: Scatter plot of 50 mungbean genotypes on their principal component scores superimposed with clustering during  
                        spring season
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   Figure 4.25: Scatter plot of 50 mungbean genotypes on their principal component scores superimposed with clustering during  
                        autumn season 
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Figure 4.26. Cluster means for  six quantitative traits of mungbean during spring  
                           and autumn season 
 
Figure 4.27. Means of six quantitative traits of mungbean during spring and  
                     autumn season 
 
Figure 4.28.  Means of 06 quantitative traits of mungbean grouped in various  
                       clusters during spring season                                                  
 
Figure 4.29. Means of 06 quantitative traits of mungbean grouped in various  
                      clusters during autumn season 
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trait days to first pod maturity during spring and autumn season. The maximum value for the 
same was witnessed for cluster-III (07003 and 98001) during spring (46.05) and cluster-I 
(Appendix-V) during autumn (50.6) season. Again approved varieties, AZRI-2006 and NM-
2006 were early maturing during spring (cluster-VI) and autumn (cluster-IV) season, with 
respective values 50.0 and 75.5 days. Similarly 97006 and AUM-9 demonstrated the 
maximum value for 90% pods maturity period in spring (82.3 days) and autumn (96.8 days) 
season with II and VI were the respective clusters. The lowest DDd2 belonged to cluster VI 
and IV during spring (29.9) and autumn (29.3) season respectively, which were constituted 
with varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006). The same was highest for 97006 and AUM-9 
(second parents for hybridization) in both the seasons. Minimum plant height at first flower 
initiation and 90% pods maturity was witnessed for approved varieties (cluster-VI) in case of 
spring season, with values 20.9 and 32.9 cm, respectively. The genotypes 07003, 98001 
(Cluster- III) showed maximum plant height at first flower initiation (31.3 cm) and the 
genotypes 97006 and AUM-9 (cluster-II) revealed the same at maturity stage (59.7 cm) in 
case of spring season. The trend was not alike in case of autumn season. Minimum twining 
growth (DDh2) was observed for approved varieties during spring (36.5) and autumn (25.1) 
season. The same were placed in cluster VI (spring) and cluster-IV (autumn). Cluster-II 
(58.3) and cluster-VI (56.1) revealed the highest DDh2 values during spring and autumn 
season, respectively. The statistics proved that both the varieties were early maturing, dwarf 
stature, accompanied with minimum twining growth habit. Whilst the genotypes (97006 and 
AUM-9) showed the contrasting features.  
Fifty genotypes were disseminated into four distinct classes (Table 4.4) based on the 
estimates of degree of indeterminations of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90% pods 
maturity (DDd2) and plant height from first flower to 90% pods maturity (DDh2) during 
spring and Kharif (autumn) season. Twenty three genotypes fall in class- 1, six genotype 
grouped together in class- 2, two approved varieties belonged to class- 3 while the rest 
occupied space in class- 4. The profile class diagram (Fig 4.30) in which Y-axis scale 
comprised of values of degree of indetermination, whilst on X- axis two degree of 
indeterminations during spring and kharif (autumn) season (DDh2K, DDh2S, DDd2K and 
DDd2S) were present. For degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% 
pods maturity (DDh2) during kharif (DDh2K) the estimates of class-3(31) were lowest closely 
chased by class 2 (32). The same implied that for the above mentioned degree of 
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indetermination both the varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) displayed maximum closeness 
with the genotypes 07002, 07003, 07005, 97002, 97017 and NM 20-21. Class 1 comprised of 
23 genotypes showed an average value of degree of indetermination (DD) as 44. The same 
class was in the intermediate for DDh2K estimates. Whilst class 4 displayed the maximum 
value (51) of the afore-said trait. Infect the selected genotypes (97006 and AUM-9) were the 
member of said class. For degree of indetermination (DD) of plant height (DDh) from first 
flower to 90% pods maturity (DDh2) during spring season (DDh2S) the estimate of class- 4 
were (50),  while that of class-1 (45), class- 2 (47) and class-3 (37) increased. Prominent 
increase in the estimates of DDh2K for class-2 and 3 proposed that genotypes resided in the 
said classes demonstrated higher degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower 
to ninety percent pods maturity (DDh2) in spring season compared to autumn season, which 
was unexpected. The same implied that these genotypes are much effective in curtaining the 
DDh2 during kharif (autumn) season specifically AZRI-2006 and NM-2006 (class-3). So 
seasons do have influence on the expression of traits particularly degree of indeterminations. 
In the same way the estimates of class 3 were lowest and that of 4 were highest. The 
difference might be due to the presence of selected genotypes which were the part of these 
classes. In case of degree of indetermination of pod maturity form first pod maturity to 90% 
pods maturity during kharif season (DDd2K). These classes (1, 2 and 4) revealed nearly same 
degree of indetermination value (45). Which implied that for this specific trait during autumn 
season 48 genotypes behaved alike. In contrary clear cut differentiation could be witnessed 
between class 3 and all the other classes. The estimates of DDd2K very much low (34) for 
AZRI-2006 and NM-2006 compared to rest of the genotypes in different classes. 
Accordingly for the trait degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 
90% pods maturity during spring season (DDd2S) the trend of all the four lines representing 
four distinct classes was downward. This was because of the fact that during spring season 
most of the mungbean genotypes produces flower in one flush and mature comparatively 
earlier than autumn season (Khattak et al., 2001a; b). Again the class 3 (AZRI-2006 and NM-
2006) showed minimum value (30) of DDd2 in spring season as well in comparison to other 
three classes (1,2 and 4) with respective DDd2 values as 41, 43 and 45. On average AZRI-
2006 and NM-2006 (class- 3) remained distinct with lowest estimates of two degree of 
indeterminations in both the seasons. While the highest for the same were observed for class-
4 in which the selected genotype (97006 and AUM-9) resided.    
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Table 4.4. Distribution of 50 mungbean accessions into different classes based on  
                   degree of indeterminations during two different seasons 
 
 
Figure 4.30. Class profile of 50 mungbean genotypes based on two degree of  
                     indeterminations during two different seasons 
Where: 
DDh2K = Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% pods 
maturity  
     during autumn (kharif season) 
 
DDh2S  = Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% pods 
maturity  
      during spring 
 
DDd2K  = Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90% 
pods  
      maturity during autumn (kharif season) 
 
DDd2S  = Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90% pods  
      maturity during spring 
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4.3. Mean Performances of all the six generations of two crosses for various traits   
Six experimental generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) of two crosses (AZRI-2006 × 
97006 and NM-2006 × AUM-9) were evaluated for seventeen quantitative traits. 
Generation means of various agronomical traits are showcased in Appendix XI and XII. 
All the studied traits in two crosses revealed significant differences among the entire six 
generations. Table 4.5 and 4.6, indicated the presence of genetic variability for these 
traits in the studied materials. The mean value of F1 generation was higher than the 
respective parents, F2 , BC1 and BC2 generations only for seed yield per plant in case of 
cross- 1 (AZRI-2006 x 97006). This sort of hybrid vigour could be utilized effectively 
through heterosis breeding for seed yield improvement if genetic effects and variance 
components support the same. The hybrid with high heterotic vigour was NM-2006× 
AUM-9 for DDh1, DDh2, DDh3 and for hundred seed weight. Though heterosis was 
present for these traits yet it was favouring the high degree of indeterminations of plant 
height, which was a negative attribute except for 100- seed weight as for this trait 
heterosis could prove to be useful provided if genetic and variance components favour 
the same. For rest of the traits in both the crosses F1 generation resided in between the 
two parents. The first parent in cross- 1 and cross- 2 (97006 and AUM-9, respectively) 
showed better performance for all the pods maturity related (days taken to first flower, 
first pod maturity, 90% pods maturity, DDd1, DDd2 and DDd3), plant height relevant 
(plant height at first flower initiation, first pod maturity and 90% pods maturity, DDh1, 
DDh2 and DDh3) traits in comparison the second parent (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006, 
respectively), while in comparison to rest of the generations (F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) the 
said parent was superior for days taken to first flower, first pod and  90% pods maturity 
and for plant height at first flower initiation, first pod maturity and 90% pods maturity, 
for the rest of the traits different generations including hybrid and back cross- 2 
generation, surpassed the first parent.  
 
4.3.1. Analysis of variance for various traits  
Analysis of variance with all the developed six generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) 
of cross AZRI-2006 × 97006 and NM-2006 × AUM-9 was performed in order to detect 
the prevalence of variability among the generations for the studied traits. Results of 
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analysis of variance for both the crosses are shown in table 4.5 and 4.6. A glimpse at the 
tables indicated highly significant differences (P ≤ 0.01) between the generations for all 
traits in both the crosses. For hundred seed weight in both the crosses for seed per pod 
and seed yield per plant in cross- 1 only significant (P ≤ 0.5) differences were observed. 
Rest of the seed yield traits revealed highly significant (P ≤ 0.01) variation between 
generations in both the crosses. The same implied the diverse nature of the parents 
involved in both the crosses and dispersion of genes in the developed generations.  
Presence of genetic variation for the characters in the studied materials reflected that 
level of the differences between generation means could be subjected to further 
statistical-biometrical analyses. Both the crosses revealed significant differences among 
the generations for all the seventeen traits were subjected to generation mean analysis for 
the estimation of gene action. Simultaneously formal analysis of variance was also 
performed (Table 4.7 and 4.8  ) in order to partition the sum of variance due to 
generations into different interaction components viz: P1 vs. P2, P's vs. F1, BC1 vs. BC2, 
backcrosses vs. F2 and P's, F1 vs. backcrosses, F2  in order to find out the similarity and 
differences between the interacting generations. 
Regarding the presence of variation between the parents in both the crosses (AZRI-2006 
× 97006 and NM-2006 × AUM-9), highly significant differences (P ≤ 0.01) were 
observed between the parents in both the crosses for almost all the traits studied except 
for DDd1 in case of second cross. These results indicated that four parents selected for 
hybridization in case of present investigation possessed genetic diversity for the studied 
traits. The same implied the uniqueness of the parents for hybridization and development 
of progenies (F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) and for genetic studies.  
In contrast, non-significant differences were found between the parents and F1 generation 
for plant height at first flower initiation, DDd1, DDd3, plant height at first flower 
initiation, DDh2, pods per plant and seeds per pod in case of cross AZRI-2006 × 97006 
cross. Similarly non-significant variation was observed between the parents and their 
respective F1 hybrid for days to first flower initiation and 90% pods maturity, DDd1, 
DDd2 and DDd3. For these traits parents and their F1 progeny behaved alike. It indicate 
the absence of hybrid vigour for the above 
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Table 4.5. Mean squares of generations for various traits in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross.           
      Block   Generations     Error  
Degree of freedom                2                      05         10          
Traits 
Days to first flower     2.45       67.07**                10.6 
Days to first pod maturity    1.16       186.1**                0.64 
Days to 90% pods maturity    0.54      225.7**                1.43 
Degree of indetermination of      
pod maturity from first flower  
to 90% pods maturity (DDd1)              5.62       133.0**                3.24                
Degree of indetermination      
of pod maturity from first pod  
maturity to 90% pods maturity (DDd2)  1.42        139.8**               1.14 
 
Degree of indetermination      
of pod maturity from first  
flower to first pod maturity (DDd3)   3.28        37.58**                3.24  
 
Plant height at first flower initiation  1.52       5.159**                0.83 
 
Plant height at first pod maturity             2.36       98.30**                0.94 
 
Plant height at 90% pods maturity                  0.75        371.6**                2.20 
 
Degree of indetermination of    
plant height from first flower to 
first pod maturity (DDh1)                0.03       28.39**                2.97 
 
Degree of indetermination of     
plant height from first flower to 
90% pods maturity (DDh2)                1.18        15.26**                1.04 
 
Degree of indetermination of     
plant height from first pod maturity  
to 90% pods maturity (DDh3)                2.20        26.60**                0.76 
 
Pods per plant                                    0.03        13.12**                1.22 
 
Seeds per pod     0.0002      0.424*                 0.12 
 
100-seed weight    0.01         0.176*                 0.004 
 
Pod clusters per plant    5.62         133.0**                3.24 
Seed yield per plant    0.29         0.532*                  0.16 
* = P<0.05 and  ** = P<0.01  
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Table 4.6. Mean squares of generations for various traits in NM-2006 × AUM-9  cross. 
                      Block             Generations                  Error  
Degree of freedom              1           49                   49 
Trait 
Days to first flower    0.87  15.74**  0.24 
Days to first pod maturity   3.19  18.64**  2.24 
Days to 90% pods maturity   7.05  26.36**  4.00 
Degree of indetermination of      
pod maturity from first flower  
to 90% pods maturity (DDd1)    0.42  7.123**             1.25 
Degree of indetermination of      
pod maturity from first pod  
maturity to 90% pods maturity (DDd2)   0.58  18.61**             0.51 
 
Degree of indetermination of      
pod maturity from first flower  
to first pod maturity (DDd3)     0.25  12.25**              16.5 
 
Plant height at first flower initiation  3.28  31.35**             3.24 
 
Plant height at first pods maturity      0.02  59.25**             1.34 
 
Plant height at 90% pods maturity      0.02  156.5**             1.16 
 
Degree of indetermination of     
plant height from first flower to 
first  pod maturity (DDh1)        3.91  52.67**              1.48 
 
Degree of indetermination of     
plant height from first flower to 
90% pods maturity (DDh2)        2.62  45.37**             2.91 
 
Degree of indetermination of     
plant height from first pod maturity  
to 90% pods maturity (DDh3)        2.02  14.51**             2.28 
 
Pods per plant     0.56  333.5**              4.70 
 
Seeds per pod     0.04  1.880**              0.08 
 
100-seed weight    0.003  0.161*               0.01 
Pod clusters per plant    0.04  1.730**              0.02 
Seed yield per plant    0.0005  2.632**              0.01 
* = P<0.05 and  ** = P<0.01 
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Table 4.7. Mean squares with partitioned generation variances for various traits in  
                  AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross. 
NS = Non-significant, * = P<0.05 and ** = P<0.01 
 
 
P1 vs. P2 P's vs. F1 B1 vs. B2 B's vs. 
F2 
P's,F1  vs. 
B's,F2 
Error 
Degree of freedom 1 1 1 1 1 10 
Days to first flower 
initiation 
305.3** 0.720 NS 3.920
 
NS 2.982 NS 22.43
** 1.059 
Days taken to first pod 
maturity 
682.6** 42.32** 198.3** 1.356 NS 6.032
** 0.637 
Days taken to 90% pods 
maturity 
965.2** 1.561* 156.0** 1.460 NS 4.560
 
NS 1.431 
DDd1 355.7
** 0.642 NS 47.94
** 0.656 NS 260.1
** 3.460 
DDd2 387.8
** 0.349** 33.42** 0.670 NS 276.8
** 1.000 
DDd3 101.1
** 0.748 NS 0.833
 
NS 0.200
 
NS 84.32
** 3.240 
Plant height at first 
flower initiation 
16.27** 3.170 NS 4.060
 
NS 0.004
 
NS 2.300
 
NS 0.832 
Plant height at first pod  
maturity 
348.5** 24.78** 54.80** 32.10** 31.30** 0.943 
 
Plant height at 90% pods 
maturity 
 
1291** 
 
85.42** 
 
210.8** 
 
84.94** 
 
185.4** 
 
2.200 
 
DDh1 
 
7.161** 
 
17.14** 
 
101.3** 
 
2.251 NS 
 
14.12 NS 
 
2.975 
 
DDh2 
 
24.71** 
 
4.450 NS 
 
19.27** 
 
5.894 
 
21.83** 
 
1.040 
 
DDh3 
 
29.42** 
 
66.21** 
 
27.33 
 
2.907 NS 
 
7.424 
 
0.762 
Pods per plant 56.42** 2.000 NS 0.690 NS 2.112 NS 4.394 NS 1.228 
Seeds per pod 1.307** 0.222 NS 0.030 NS 0.257 NS 0.300 NS 0.122 
100-seed wt. 0.674* 0.066** 0.011 NS 0.000 NS 0.128 NS 0.004 
Pod clusters per plant 5.801** 0.681** 1.283* 0.017 NS 0.059 NS 0.025 
Seed yield per plant 0.620* 1.887* 0.060 NS 0.093 NS 0.000 NS 0.160 
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Table 4.8. Mean squares with partitioned generation variances for various traits in  
                  NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. 
NS = Non-significant, * = P<0.05 and ** = P<0.01 
 P1 vs. P2 P's vs. F1 B1 vs. B2 B's vs. F2 P's,F1  vs. 
B's,F2 
Error 
Degree of freedom 1 1 1 1 1 10 
Days to first flower 
initiation 
61.44** 0.569NS 3.081
* 1.693* 11.94** 0.241 
Days taken to first 
pod maturity 
52.22** 12.34** 13.85** 3.855 NS 11.18
** 7.176 
Days taken to 90% 
pods maturity 
102.5** 2.570 NS 26.67
** 0.000 NS 0.101NS 4.000 
DDd1 5.141
 
NS 0.076
 
NS 25.23
** 1.820NS 3.341NS 1.249 
DDd2 5.005
** 0.640 NS 2.33 NS 14.71
** 70.35** 0.505 
DDd3 28.63
** 0.165NS 2.27 NS 10.29
** 46.86** 0.740 
Plant height at first 
flower initiation 
105.9** 22.93** 26.47** 0.000NS 1.404NS 1.343 
Plant height at first 
pod  maturity 
211.9** 23.44** 48.53** 1.406NS 10.87
** 1.159 
Plant height at 90% 
pods maturity 
566.8** 42.56** 153.3** 8.332NS 11.57NS 2.850 
DDh1 32.22
** 24.51** 107.1** 0.777NS 98.68
** 1.479 
DDh2 15.57
** 42.66** 156.3** 17.50** 4.467 NS 2.912 
DDh3 29.79
** 32.52** 7.358NS 0.006NS 2.123NS 2.248 
Pods per plant 184.8** 11.68** 11.62** 0.012NS 125.4** 0.470 
Seeds per pod 4.507* 0.889** 0.260 NS 0.669** 3.050** 0.476 
100-seed wt. 0.330* 0.169** 0.002 NS 0.006 NS 0.302** 0.051 
Pod clusters per 
plant 
5.607** 0.642** 1.354** 0.631** 0.391* 0.019 
Seed yield per plant 8.965** 1.811* 2.251** 0.001 NS 0.132** 0.003 
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above mentioned traits in both the crosses of mungbean. In case of plant height related traits 
(plant height at first flower initiation, first pod maturity, 90% pods maturity, DDh1, DDh2 and 
DDh3) highly significant differences were witnessed between the afore-said combination in 
this cross. A highly significant difference was observed for seed yield and associated traits 
between the said generations. These results revealed the presence of significant variation 
between the parents and their respective hybrid progenies in both the crosses, which could be 
due to hybrid vigour or due to the involvement of parents with diverse genetic origin.  
Both the back cross generations (BC1 and BC2) showed differences for days taken to first and 
90% pods maturity, degree of indeterminations of pod maturity (DDd1 and DDd2), plant 
height at first and 90% pods maturity, for degree of indeterminations of plant height (DDh1, 
DDh2 and DDh3) and for pod clusters per plant. Indicated the genetic diversity of the parents 
involved in the respective back crosses. For rest of the seven traits both the back cross 
generations behaved in similar manner in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross. In case of NM-2006 × 
AUM-9 cross combination non- significant differences were there between backcross 1 and 
backcross 2 for DDd2, DDd3, DDh3, seeds per pod and 100-seed weight. Non significant 
differences between the back crosses for few traits reflected the behaviour of the parents 
involved in both the crosses. For all the pod maturity, plant height and even for their degree 
of indetermination (DDd1, DDh2 and DDh3), pods per plant, pod clusters per plant and seed 
yield per plant the behaviour of both the backcrosses differ significantly, the same suggested 
that genetic diversity exist between the selected parents for the these traits. 
Interestingly for backcrosses vs. F2 generation significant differences existed only for plant 
height at first and 90% pods maturity and for DDh2 in case of cross- 1, for rest of the traits 
backcrosses and F2 generation were statistically at par. Might be due to the engagement of 
same parents for developing the said generations and availability of similar genes controlling 
the mentioned traits. Similarly for NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross the said combination was 
significant for pod maturity relevant traits i.e. days taken to first flower, DDd2 and DDd3. 
Significant for all plant height related traits except for DDh3 and for seeds per pod and 
cluster. Other traits showed statistically similar behavior for the said combination of 
generations.  
For interaction involving all the six generations (P's, F1 vs. backcrosses, F2) significant 
differences were present for pod maturity and growth height traits except for days to 90% 
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pods maturity, plant height at first flower initiation and DDh1. For seed yield and related 
traits the interaction effects were non- significant except for hundred seed weight in case of 
cross AZRI-2006 × 97006. 
The cross combination NM-2006 × AUM-9 revealed that interaction complex (with all six 
generations) was highly significant for days taken to first flower, first pod maturity, DDd2, 
DDd3, plant height at first pod maturity, DDh1 and for all the five yield related traits. Rest of 
the traits revealed non- significant differences for this complex interaction. Significant 
differences revealed the variation in gene/genes for the studied traits in the generations for 
the estimated traits. 
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4.4. Genetic components of mean for various traits  
Six basic populations (P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) of two crosses were utilized for 
computing the genetic components of mean for seventeen traits. Three, four and five 
parameters models were the best fit for all the traits studied in two crosses. The model fitting 
was based on the χ² values. The best fit was the one with non- significant χ² value along with 
significant genetic components. Character wise genetic effects in both the crosses are 
discussed below: 
4.4.1. Days to first flower initiation 
Generation mean analysis involving six generations (Table 4.9) revealed five parameter 
model [mdijl] as the best fit for days to first flower initiation in cross AZRI- 2006 × 97006.  
For second cross (NM-2006 × AUM-9) the best fit five parameter model [mdhij] reflected 
the engagement of epistasis as well. The negative sign of epistatic components signified the 
absence of fixable genetic effect in the early segregating generation. The effective breeding 
methodology could be the interse crossing of desired segregants keeping adequate size of the 
generation in order to develop lines with initiation of early reproductive phase, while 
delaying the selection to later generations. 
These results in which epistasis is involved for the inheritance of days to flowering are in line 
with the findings of Khattak et al. (2002a), Singh et al. (2007), Barad et al. (2008), Khattak 
et al. (2004a), Patil and Kajjidoni, (2005) as they had reported the existence of additive, 
dominance and non-allelic gene interaction for the same in mungbean. In contrary the 
involvement of only additive gene action was noticed for days taken to flowering in 
mungbean by Khattak et al. (2001) and Rohman et al. (2003). Partial dominance for days 
taken to flowering was noticed by Akbari et al. (2013) in lentil. 
Frequency distribution graphs (Fig 4.31a, b) constituted with two cross combinations of 
mungbean revealed that days to first flower initiation in F2 generation can agree with near 
normal distribution, The same showed quantitative nature of the trait and controlled by 
multiple genes. Normal distribution of the trait showed transgressive segregation. Which 
highlighted that breeding for minimum or maximum days to flowering could be possible by 
utilizing the same crossed material. 
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Figure 4.31. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for days to first flower  
                      initiation, AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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 4.4.2. Days taken to first pod maturity  
A perusal of the table 4.10 revealed the involvement of five parameter model [mdhij] for 
days to first pod maturity in case of primary cross. Additive component and its interaction [i] 
were positive, while a negative additive × dominance component advocated that dominance 
is favouring the late first pod maturity. In the absence of fixable genetic component the 
process of selection could be delayed to later generations until the negative dominance 
effects could be diminished. Bi-parental approach may be opted in this case as it was 
proposed in Linum usititisimum by Sood et al. (2007). 
For NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross combination the three parameter model [mdi] was the best fit 
for observed to the expected generation means. Additive gene action is involved for the 
inheritance of days to first pod maturity in the said cross. Based on these results it may be 
concluded that the recombinants with rapid first pod maturity may be selected in early 
generation (F2) of segregating population. Single seed descendent or pedigree selection 
method may be exercised for the said purpose. 
The results of later cross in which only additive component is important are in accord with 
the findings of Khattak et al. (2002a), and Khattak et al.(2004a) for days to first pod 
maturity. As they had observed only additive component for the mentioned trait in green 
gram. Deviating from Khattak et al. (2001), as they had observed additive (d) and dominance 
(h) components for the said in mungbean. 
The frequency distribution graph (Fig 4.32a, b) revealed near normal distribution in F2 
generation. The same indicated that above mentioned trait was controlled by multiple genes 
due to its quantitative nature. Likewise transgressive segregants were present in F2 generation 
of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (Fig 4.32b) segregants with early or late first pod maturation 
than the parental lines may be searched from the said crossed material.  
4.4.3. Days taken to 90% pods maturity 
A four parameter model [mdij] was the best fit for this trait in first cross (AZRI-2006 NM-× 
2006). Negative additive × additive and additive × dominance interaction reflected the 
accumulation of negative alleles for late maturity. Therefore selection for early maturing 
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for days taken to 90% pod maturity were also reported by Khattak et al. (2001) in mungbean 
and Karami  (2011) in chickpea. 
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                   maturity, AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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recombinants from this crossed material could be delayed to later filial generations until the 
achievement of homozygosity and availability of fixable additive components favouring the 
early maturity. 
Only two parameters were found in the best fitted model [md] for days to 90% pods maturity 
in second cross (NM-2006 × 97006). Due to preponderance of only additive gene action for 
the inheritance of the said trait, selection for the improvement of trait could be fixed. 
Pedigree or single seed descent method could be practiced for developing early maturing 
lines by utilizing the said material.  
Due to prevalence of both additive and non-additive gene action for days taken to maturity in 
case of  first cross, Singh et al. (2007) and Khan et al. (2007) found advocating the same as 
they had noticed it in green gram. By virtue of preponderance of only additive effects for 
second cross, Vanda et al. (2013) seemed supporting the afore-said findings courtesy of their 
work on lentil crop. 
Near normal distribution of F2 generation signified the quantitative nature of days to ninety 
percent pods maturation, as it was witnessed from frequency distribution graphs (Fig 4.33a, 
b). Transgressive segregation was only observed in case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (Fig 
4.33b) for the mentioned trait. This statistic implied that the inheritance of days to ninety 
percent pod maturity was governed by multiple genes. 
4.4.4. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to 90% pods  
           maturity (DDd1) 
Epistatic effects were present for DDd1 in first cross. A negative additive × additive 
interaction reflects the non availability of fixable additive components. Negative value of [i] 
showed that negative allele was also dispersed in the parents involved in the cross. The same 
got support from the negative additive × dominance epistatic interaction. Epistasis was also 
evident for DDd1 in case of cross NM-2006 × AUM-9. The 5 parameter model fitted was 
[mdhjl]. Duplicate type of epistasis was present for this trait by virtue of opposite signs of 
dominance [h] and dominance × dominance [l] components. In the light of above results it 
may safely be concluded that selection for less degree of indetermination of pod maturity 
specifically DDd1 type could be delayed or select the recombinants with lower DDd1 and 
intermating the same afterward selection in later generations. 
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Figure 4.33. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for days taken to 90 % pods  
                      maturity, AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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Table 4.9. Estimates of gene effects with standard error and χ² values of the fitted models for seventeen traits in cross   
                  AZRI-2006 × 97006 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Traits        m       (±SE)      [d]      (±SE)          [h]   (±SE)           [i]         (±SE)       [j]       (±SE)          [l] (±SE)             χ2     (d.f)      
Days to first flower initiation 39.07   ±1.75    7.100   ±0.42                                        6.994  ±1.60       6.446   ±1.27      -8.722   ±1.04      0.378  (1) 
Days taken to first pod maturity 60.44   ±0.88    10.67   ±0.28        9.838   ±1.08        5.254   ±0.94     -22.06   ±0.81               0.800  (1) 
Days taken to 90% pods maturity 87.40   ±0.33    12.68   ±0.36                       -1.283   ±0.51    -22.90   ±1.12             1.640  (2) 
DDd1                            37.34   ±0.39     1.093  ±0.43                       -3.195   ±0.60    -9.311   ±1.19                  0.336  (2)  
DDd2       57.92   ±1.46    2.023  ±0.52       -8.733   ±2.01      -7.232   ±1.57     -5.627   ±1.28             0.014  (1) 
DDd3       31.22   ±1.24    2.358   ±0.27       -12.07   ±1.50       -6.319   ±1.28               3.731  (2) 
Pl. H. at first flower initiation          84.46   ± 0.77    6.159   ±0.27       -2.801   ±0.54                                                                        1.553  (3) 
Pl. H. at first pod maturity            38.14   ±1.22    19.65   ±0.38       -8.923   ±1.69       -8.795   ±1.29    -13.31   ±1.02              3.379  (1) 
Pl. H. at 90% pods maturity   59.63   ±1.28    45.62   ±0.32       -19.19   ±1.55       -17.38   ±1.33    -22.90   ±1.16             0.791  (1) 
DDh1       45.43   ±0.71    10.79   ±0.71        8.787   ±3.59                                    -7.250   ±1.83      -8.654  ±3.58        0.205  (1) 
DDh2       53.99   ±0.56     8.039  ±0.56        31.46   ±2.86                       -12.79   ±1.55     -31.88   ±2.90        0.286  (1) 
DDh3       32.18   ±0.62     4.122  ±0.61        16.94   ±2.88                                    -4.875   ±1.50     -17.56   ±2.96        0.097  (1) 
Pods per Plant      33.44   ±0.25     3.066  ±0.29                        1.476   ±0.39     -3.731  ±0.75             2.538  (2) 
Seeds per Pod      7.475   ±0.27     0.412  ±0.08        1.427   ±0.37        1.075   ±0.28               2.538  (2) 
100- Seed Weight     5.925   ±0.03     0.335  ±0.02        0.734   ±0.13                       -0.251   ±0.06     -0.552   ±0.13        0.001  (1)  
Pod clusters per Plant     10.08   ±0.05     0.979  ±0.06                          -1.903   ±0.17     -0.586   ±0.12        1.466  (2)  
Seed Yield per Plant                         13.18   ±0.20          0.312  ±0.04        1.600   ±0.24        0.581   ±0.21                              0.697 (2) 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 m   =   mean, [d]   =  additive, [h]   =  dominance, [i]    =  additive × additive, [j]    =  additive × dominance, [l]    =  dominance × dominance 
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Table 4.10. Estimates of gene effects with standard error and χ² values of the fitted models for seventeen traits in cross  
                    NM-2006 × AUM-9 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________              
Traits              m      (±SE)      [d]       (±SE)        [h]       (±SE)        [i]       (±SE)        [j]         (±SE)      [l]      (±SE)         χ2    (d.f) 
Days to first flower initiation  31.37   ±0.61       3.202   ±0.23        3.815   ±0.83      4.368   ±0.66      -4.617   ±0.54                    0.274 (1)  
Days taken to first pod maturity     61.38   ±0.25       2.954   ±0.25                                    2.896   ±0.38                       2.497 (3) 
Days taken 90% pods maturity       84.09   ±0.21       4.230   ±0.30                                                                 3.600 (4) 
DDd1            44.23   ±0.25       0.926   ±0.25       3.118  ±1.36                                    -4.985   ±0.75      -2.923   ±1.39    3.220 (1) 
DDd2            61.16   ±0.39                                        -3.992   ±0.49      -3.786    ±0.62     -3.826   ±0.63    3.890 (2) 
DDd3           33.01   ±0.66       0.519   ±0.22     -9.935   ±0.83      -9.655   ±0.71      -1.757    ±0.61             0.134 (1) 
Pl. H. at first flower initiation 24.82   ±0.24       4.209   ±0.24     -3.385   ±0.45                                                                      0.001 (3) 
Pl. H. at first pod maturity         35.28   ±0.36       l 5.91   ±0.37                                 3.331   ±0.56                                                    0.103 (3) 
Pl. H. at 90% pods maturity  59.90   ±1.61       9.760   ±0.46     -11.98   ±2.01      -7.357    ±1.71                                  0.106 (2) 
DDh1           37.53   ±0.39       2.318   ±0.30     -17.87   ±1.74                                    6.141   ±0.90      21.37   ±1.68      1.063 (1) 
DDh2           47.20   ±1.19       0.959   ±0.38       1.530   ±1.51       6.837   ±1.27        9.520   ±1.10             3.023 (1) 
DDh3           27.29   ±0.29       2.226   ±0.30       4.081   ±0.56                                                          0.012 (3) 
Pods per Plant           28.15   ±0.28       5.550   ±0.28      -21.96   ±1.35                              -2.759   ±0.70       19.55   ±0.69     0.029 (1) 
Seeds per Pod          5.484   ±0.22       0.870   ±0.08       3.325   ±0.30       2.670   ±0.24       -0.460   ±0.20             0.563 (1) 
100- Seed Weight         5.754   ±0.02       0.234   ±0.02       1.162   ±0.11                              -0.272   ±0.06      -0.871   ±0.11    1.924 (1) 
Clusters per Plant         10.62   ±0.20       0.983   ±0.06      -1.144   ±0.30     -0.569   ±0.21        -1.905   ±0.18             0.203 (1) 
Seed Yield per Plant         13.80   ±0.03       1.222   ±0.03      -0.957   ±0.06                                     0.057 (3) 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
m   =   mean, [d]   =  additive, [h]   =  dominance, [i]    =  additive × additive, [j]    =  additive × dominance, [l]    =  dominance × dominance 
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These findings contradict with the finding of Khattak et al. (2001) and Khattak et al. (2001c) 
as they had reported only additive and dominance gene effects for DDd1 in mungbean crop. 
After visually assessing the graphs (Fig 4.34a, b) it was crystal clear that the inheritance of 
DDd1 was polygenic as the graphs showed near normal distribution of F2 generation. The F1 
means fall outside the parental range in both the crosses. Thus heterosis in F1 was greatly 
pronounced. This can arise from overdominance, unidirectional dominance with gene 
dispersion, non-allelic interaction, maternal effects and/or due to seasonal effects or seed 
production environmental effects (Ahsan. 1996). 
4.4.5. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90% pods  
            maturity (DDd2) 
Generation means analysis showed the existence of additive, dominance and epistatic gene 
action for the inheritance of DDd2. Five parameter model [mdhij] gave the non-significant 
value of χ². The negative values of dominance [h], [j] and [l] interactions were noticed. 
Epistasis was involved for DDd2 in case of second cross. The values of [i], [j] and [l] 
components were negative. Due to lack of fixable genetic effects selection for lower DDd2 in 
early segregating generations may be non- rewarding. The same may be initiated in later 
generations. Some sort of intermating in early segregating generation by utilizing segregants 
with lower DDd2. These findings disagreed with Khattak et al. (2001), they had reported the 
involvement of merely dominance gene action for the said in mungbean. Differences in 
results could be due to diversity of genetic material utilized for crossing purpose. 
Transgressive segregation could be witnessed from the graphs (Fig 3.35a, b) for DDd2 in case 
of AZRI-2006 × NM-2006 cross. The segregants with lower or higher DDd2 than the parents 
may be selected in later generations by utilizing the same crossed material. Quantitative 
nature of trait could be assessed from the figure (Fig 4.35a, b) which revealed near normal 
distribution.   
4.4.6. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to first pod maturity       
          (DDd3) 
 The genetic model fitted for this trait in case of cross-1 was [mdhi]. For DDd3 in case of 
NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross the best fitted five parameter model was [mdhij]. Only additive 
effect was positive while the others were negative. The negative signs of interactions 
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Figure 4.34. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for DDd1, AZRI-2006 
                    × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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Figure 4.35.  Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for DDd2, AZRI-2006 
                   ×   97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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highlighted the non availability of fixable additive component.  Rehman et al. (2013) found 
only dominance gene action for degree of indeterminacy in mungbean. The F1 mean fall 
outside the parental range for the computed trait DDd3 in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (Fig 
4.36a). The same favoured the pervasiveness of heterotic effects. Otherwise the F2 generation 
in both the crosses (Fig 4.36a, b) showed near normal distribution, which depicted a 
polygenic inheritance of the character. 
4.4.7. Plant height at first flower initiation 
In the absence of epistasis the data fitted with 3 parameter [mdh] model. In which ‘m’ was 
generation means while [d] represent sum of additive component and [h] provide information 
about the dominance gene effect. Together [mdh] constitute a three parameter model. A 
successful breeding program could be launched for those traits in which epistasis is not 
involved. Three parameter model was the best fit for observed to the expected generation 
means for plant height at first flower initiation in case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross as well. 
The mentioned model implied the absence of epistasis. Same sort of gene action was 
observed in both the cross combinations. Due to absence of epistasis, though improvement of 
trait by simple breeding technique may be effective yet negative dominance [h] effect 
depicted that dominance was towards greater plant height at first flower initiation. Selection 
for dwarf type of mungbean plants may be delayed to later generations until the dominance 
effects have been diminished.  Opposite findings to the above mentioned were published by 
Khattak et al. (2002b), as they had reported only additive gene action for the same in 
mungbean. The segregants with extreme values than the parents for any studied trait may be 
called as transgressive segregants for that particular trait. Transgressive segregants were 
found (Fig 4.37a, b) in both the crosses for the trait plant height at first flower initiation. 
4.4.8. Plant height at first pod maturity 
Five parameter model involved m, d, h, i and j was the best fitted for plant height at first pod 
maturity in case of preliminary cross. The negative sign of [i] interaction showed that fixable 
additive genetic effect is absent. The negative [j] digenic interaction also found advocating 
the afore-said. The genetic components [mdi] were present for the above mentioned trait in 
case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. Though epistasis was involved yet it was additive × 
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additive type. The positive sign of single epistatic effect [i] suggested the effectiveness of 
selection for curtaining the plant height after approaching reproductive phase. Recombinants 
with minimum increase in plant height at first pod maturity may be picked for developing 
short stature plants. Similarly minimum increase in plant height from first flower to first pod 
maturity possibly might aid in checking the twining growth. A pedigree selection method of 
breeding could be adopted for developing afore-said type lines by utilizing the same crossed 
material. Khattak et al. (2002b) witnessed both additive and dominance components for the 
inheritance of mentioned trait in mungbean. The pattern of variation among F2 segregants for 
plant height at first pod maturity was quantitative and the distribution was near normal one in 
both the crosses. Similarly transgressive segregants were also evident (Fig 4.38a, b) for the 
said trait in both the crosses. 
4.4.9. Plant height at 90% pods maturity 
The best fitted genetic model [mdhij] specified that epistasis was present for this trait in first 
cross. Additive [d], dominance [h] and non allelic interaction [i] was also present in case of 
NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross for plant height at ninety percent pods maturity. A negative 
epistasis was present in both the crosses for the said trait. However Khattak et al. (2002b) 
observed only additive and dominance components for the same in green gram. Frequency 
distribution of F2 generation for plant height at ninety percent pods maturity for NM-2006 × 
AUM-9 cross (Fig 4.39b) showed a bell-shaped or normal distribution indicated the 
quantitative nature of the trait. 
4.4.10. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to first pod    
            maturity(DDh1)                                                                                                       
Epistasis was involved for DDh1 in case of first cross. The best fitted model with non- 
significant χ² value was [mdhjl]. Duplicate epistasis was witnessed for the said trait. The 
existence of duplicate epistasis is undesirable from the breeder’s point of view courtesy of its 
decreasing effect on the under study trait (Zdravković et al., 2000). Similar sort of model 
fitting was detected for second cross (Table 4.11). Contradictory find to the above said was 
published by Khattak et al. (2002b) for the inheritance of DDhl, as they had highlighted the 
preponderance of only additive and dominant gene effects in mungbean.  
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Figure 4.36. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation DDd3, AZRI-2006  
                     × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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Figure 4.37. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for plant height at first flower 
                           initiation, AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 (b)  
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Figure 4.38. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for plant height at first pod 
                     maturity, AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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Figure 4.39. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for plant height at 90% pods 
                      maturity, AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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Figure 4.40. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for DDh1, AZRI-2006 ×                   
                  97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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In case of the trait DDh1, near normal distribution was observed in F2-generation (Fig 4.40b) 
for NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. The same suggested that large number of genes may be 
involved (quantitative nature) for the inheritance of said trait.  
4.4.11. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% pods  
           maturity (DDh2) 
The five parameter model in case of cross AZRI-2006 × 97006 was [mdhjl] while it was 
[mdhij] for cross NM-2006 × AUM-9. Epistasis might be a non-trivial factor in the 
inheritance of degree of indetermination particularly DDd2 type in mungbean. The expression 
of epistasis was influenced differentially by particular genotypes, highlighting that a limited 
number of genotypes may not be sufficient to detect non-allelic interactions for a trait in 
mungbean (Khattak et al., 2001). Epistasis found in this case was not in line with the findings 
of Khattak et al. (2002b) and Mansuri and Joshi, (1994) as they had found the preponderance 
of only dominance and additive gene action for this trait. The inheritance of F2 generation 
apparently showed that the distributions was normal or far normal, and continuous and not 
governed monogenically. Transgressive segregants were observed in (Fig 4.41a, b) both the 
crosses. 
4.4.12. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first pod maturity to 90% pods  
             maturity (DDh3) 
The adequacy of [mdhjl] model for DDh3 in preliminary cross highlighted the engagement of 
epistasis. Positive value of [h] and negative value of [l] interaction revealed the involvement 
of duplicate epistasis. The breeding method would be to grow large segregating generations 
and adopting bi-parental mating to get transgressive segregants and then selection in later 
generations. For NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross, three parameter model [mdh] was the best fitted 
model for the said trait. The results proposed the absence of epistasis. The same implied that 
the improvement of the trait through simple breeding procedure is possible. Sirohi and Gupta 
(1993) reported that traits with high magnitude of dominance than additive can be improved 
through conventional breeding approach such as pedigree or bulk or single seed descent 
method if selection is delayed until later generations when the dominance effect would have 
diminished. The additive genetic component was found to be smaller than the dominance 
genetic component. This can arise if there is over- dominance or unidirectional dominance or 
dispersion of genes in the parents leading to reduced estimates of the [d] component in 
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relation to [h] component. Duplicate epistasis was present in primary cross and additive- 
dominance model best fitted for second cross for DDh3. The results of Khattak et al. (2002b) 
are in accordance with the later cross. Near normal distribution of F2 generation in both the 
crosses (Fig 4.42a, b) for DDh3 revealed quantitative nature of the trait. Likewise 
transgressive segregants were also noticed for the mentioned trait in both the crosses. 
4.4.13. Pods per plant 
Four parameters [mdij] were observed in the best fitted model with non- significant χ² value 
for pods per plant in case of AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross. Hindrance for the improvement of 
this trait during early segregating generation was due to epistasis, later generation selection 
would be rewarding. Intermating or recurrent selection may be followed for genetic 
enhancement of pods per plant in mungbean (Payasi et al., 2010). 
The dominance [h] effect was also present for pods per plant in the best fitted five parameter 
model [mdhjl] along with additive × dominance and dominance × dominance  interaction in 
case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. Only additive component [d] was positive while the 
dominance [h] and epistatic interactions were negative. Negative sign of dominance [d] 
showed that reductive alleles involving dominant phenotype. Due to complementary epistasis 
(similar signs of h and l components) the improvement for this trait is possible in comparison 
to duplicated epistasis.  
The gene action for the said trait was epistatic in both the crosses with the preponderance of 
complementary epistasis in second cross. Research findings matching with the genetic effects 
in case of primary cross for pods per plant were drawn by Ayyagouda and Kajjidoni  (2005) 
in mungbean, Karami,  (2011) in chickpea, Singh et al. (2007) and Kunkaew et al. (2010) in 
adzuki bean. Existence of only additive component for the same was reported in chickpea by 
early researchers (Upadhyaya et al., 2006; and Bicer and Sakar, 2008). For preliminary cross  
(AZRI-2006 × 97006) near normal distribution of F2 generation could be witnessed from the 
graph (Fig 4.43a) for the trait pods per plant. The quantitative nature of the trait also showed 
the availability of transgressive segregants. 
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Figure 4.41. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for DDh2,  
                     AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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Figure 4.42. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for DDh3,  
                     AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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              Figure 4.43. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for pod per plant, 
                                     AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b)  
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4.4.14. Seeds per pod 
The pervasiveness of epistasis was noticed for seeds per pod in case of preliminary cross by 
virtue of fitted four parameter model [mdhi] of genetic components. Although epistasis was 
present but it was additive × additive  type. The positive sign of dominance divulged that 
dominance is towards the higher seeds per pod. Selection for the improvement of trait may be 
fixable. Bulk method of selection could be adopted. As the values of [d] and [i] components 
of genetic effects were positive. The best fitted model contain additive, dominance along 
with epistatic effects was [mdhij] for seeds per pod for NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross.  The 
estimate of dominance effect was greater compared to additive effect. A negative [j] 
interaction indicates the non-availability of fixable additive components in the early 
segregating generations. The alleles with reducing effects are dispersed in the immediate 
segregating generation. Under such circumstances selection may be deferred, until the 
achievement of homozygosity and accumulation of genes favouring higher number of seeds 
per pod. In the same way both additive and non-additive gene actions were computed for the 
said trait by Singh et al. (2007) in mungbean and in contrary the preponderance of only 
additive effect was also noticed by Bhardwaj et al. (2009) in chickpea. 
 For the trait seeds per pod for NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross, near normal distribution of F2 
generation (Fig 4.44b) pointed out the involvement of multiple genes and quantitative nature 
of the trait. 
4.4.15. Hundred seed weight 
Five parameter models [mdhjl] were the best fitted with non- significant χ² estimates for the 
mentioned trait in both the cross combinations of mungbean. Epistasis involved for the 
inheritance of hundred seed weight. Normally non-additive type of gene action including 
duplicate epistasis does not contribute in the improvement of crops as it is non fixable 
component of genetic variance (Allard, 1960). Under such situations where duplicate 
epistasis prevailed application of simple breeding procedure is rather worthless. Sheikh et al. 
(2009) also noticed epistasis for 100-seed weight in wheat crop. 
These results signified the existence of duplicate epistasis for hundred seed weight. Bhardwaj 
(2008) in chickpea crop and Khattak et al. (2002) in green gram crop also found duplicate 
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epistasis for the same. Engagement of additive and epistasis was published in chickpea by 
other workers (Karami, 2011; Upadhyaya et al., 2006; and Biçer and Şakar, 2008). 
Transgressive segregants were observed in F2 generations of both the crosses (Fig 4.45a, b) 
for the said trait. 
4.4.16. Pod clusters per plant  
Only additive [d] component was positive rest of the components [j and l] were negative for 
the trait pod clusters per plant in case of AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross. Five parameter best 
fitted model [mdhij] was there for pod cluster per plant in case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. 
Only additive effect was positive rest of the components showed negative values. Dominance 
in this case was towards lesser pods cluster per plant. Negative values of epistatic effects 
thereby emphasized the need that selection for this trait in early segregating generation may 
be fruitless. Existence of variation is although very crucial. but it purely depends on trait 
under investigation. Similar results were reported by Khan et al. (2007) in green gram, as 
they had noticed epistasis for the said trait. However Ram (1997) proposed that only 
dominance gene action was important in controlling expression of said trait in green gram. 
4.4.17. Seed yield per plant 
Non significant χ² value was observed with four parameter model [mdhi] in case of seed 
yield per plant. Slightly higher value of [d] than [h] for seed yield per plant illustrated the 
gene correlation (i.e. the genes that increase seed yield per plant were in the same parent and 
vice versa). In other words a parent has genes with high and low performance while other has 
genes with low performance. Under the situation a possibility may exist that AZRI-2006 
might be the source of increasing seed yield as it was an approved variety.  The additive 
effect and its digenic interaction suggested the selection for higher seed yield in early 
segregating generation. 
Generation mean analysis implied the pervasiveness of three parameter model [mdh] for seed 
yield per plant in case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. The three parameter model clearly 
showed the absence of epistasis. In the absence of epistasis only additive and dominance 
effects remained, which signified that genetic effects are fixable. Simple breeding method 
may improve the trait. The characters exhibiting relatively higher dominance effects than
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Figure 4.44. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for seeds per pod,  
                     AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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Figure 4.45. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for 100-seed weight,  
                     AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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additive could be improved through pedigree or bulk or single seed descent method, provided 
selection is delayed until the elimination of dominance effect (Gupta, 1993). Though 
epistasis was involved for seed yield per plant in case of AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross yet it was 
additive × additive type. Similar sort of genetic effects were reported in mungbean (Kumar et 
al., 2005) and other workers in okra (Jaiprakashnarayan et al., 2008b; Jindal et al., 2009; 
Wammanda et al., 2010).  While in case of second cross only additive and dominance type of 
genetic effects were computed. These findings corroborated with the findings of Upadhyaya 
et al.  (2006), Şakar and Biçer, (2004), and Biçer and Şakar, (2008) in chickpea crop and 
Vanda et al. (2013) in lentil crop. 
The F1 means fall outside the parental range in case of AZRI-2006 × AUM-9 cross (Fig 
4.46a) for seed yield per plant. The same implied the pervasiveness of heterosis. Direct 
selection for high yielding plants in early segregating generations may be rewarding. 
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                                                                       (a) 
 
                                                                      (b) 
  Figure 4.46. Frequency distribution of the F2 generation for seed yield per plants 
                      AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross (a) and NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (b) 
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4.5. Genetic components of variances for various traits  
Generation variance analysis splits the total variation into different components i.e. additive 
(D), dominance (H), environmental (E) and interaction (F). The values for additive and 
environmental components ranged from 0.25 – 206 and 0.05 – 31.90, respectively for AZRI-
2006 × 97006 cross. While the values for the same parameters ranged from 0.16 – 127.6 and 
0.04 – 14.03, respectively in NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. Non segregating (e.g., pure lines, 
inbred lines, F1 etc.) and segregating (e.g., backcrosses and F2 etc.) generations were utilized 
for the estimation of genetic and environmental component of variance in the present study. 
In generation variances analysis the model incorporating DE (additive and environmental) 
components gave the best fit for pod maturity, plant height and seed yield related traits. The 
additive component of variance was relatively much higher than the environmental 
component of variance in almost all the traits (Table 4.11 and 4.12) in both the crosses. The 
consistently significant [d] component for all the traits in both generation means and variance 
analysis clearly pointed out the engagement of additive variation. So there exists a scope for 
the genetic improvement of all the studied traits, though the selection for the genetic 
improvement of characters may be practiced in early or later generations as per the 
significance of other genetic components. The trait plant height at first pod maturity, days 
taken to first pod and ninety percent pod maturity and seed yield per plant in NM-2006 × 
AUM-9 cross showed the engagement of only additive components of genetic effects (Table 
4.10). In this way the results of both generation mean and variance analysis are in conformity 
to much extent except for the involvement of environmental (E) component in variance 
analysis. Genotypic × environmental interaction and its involvement in the inheritance was 
also reported by Deswal et al. (1996) in wheat. For the remaining traits in both the crosses 
the results of generation variance analysis are not in corroboration. The same was due to the 
prevalence of dominance and epistasis, courtesy of generation mean analysis and due to the 
existence of environmental (generation variance analysis) component. In this study, estimates 
of additive and environmental components of all traits were not free of bias, because of the 
presence of epistatic gene effects. Under such circumstances, additive variance is affected by 
the presence of [i] and [j]. The presence of [i] often inflates the variance of F2 and its 
subsequent generations, while [j] increases it when positive and decreases it when negative. 
The incongruity may arise due to difference in the estimation precision of the two analysis. 
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The generation mean analysis is comparatively more robust than the generation variance 
analysis (Malik et al., 1999). 
4.6. Heritability estimates for various traits  
Based on the adequacy of merely DE model of the generation variance only narrow sense 
heritability estimates were worked out and are represented in percentage. Narrow sense 
heritability F2 generation and F infinite generation in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross ranged 
from 71.5 – 92.6 percent and 83.4 – 96.0 percent, respectively. The same were 68.2 – 86.4 
and 81.1 – 92.7 percent, respectively in NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. Narrow sense 
heritability estimates help in the selection of elite genotypes from the segregating 
population. The results obtained for heritability estimates are discussed below, 
4.6.1. Days to first flower initiation  
The estimates of narrow sense heritability for F2 generation and F infinite generation were 
74.5 and 85.4, respectively for AZRI- 2006 × 97006 cross. While the same were 71.2 and 
83.2, respectively for NM- 2006 × AUM- 9 cross. Though additive genetic component is 
largely pronounced yet improvement of trait through selection is tough due to the 
engagement of epistasis. The same may be initiated in later generations until the availability 
of fixable genetic component.  
High heritability was observed in both the crosses for days taken to first flower. So these 
findings are in line with the findings of others (Khajudparn and Tantasawat, 2011; Siddique 
et al., 2006; and Makeen et al., 2007).  
4.6.2. Days taken to first pod maturity  
The values of heritability F2 generation (86.4) and F∝ generation (92.7) for days taken to first 
pod maturity in case of  AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross were comparatively higher than that of 
NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross with said parameters were 78.4 and 87.9, respectively. High 
narrow sense heritability depicted the availability of additive variance. Therefore 
improvement of the trait by opting simple breeding programme is possible particularly in 
NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. Khattak et al. (2001) also obtained high narrow and broad sense 
heritability for days to first pod maturity in green gram.  
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4.6.3. Days taken to 90% pods maturity 
The estimated values of heritability F2 (86.2) and  F∝ generation (92.6) for AZRI-2006 × 
97006 cross were comparatively higher for days taken to ninety percent pods maturity than 
NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross, with respective values as 79.4 and 88.5. For NM-2006 × AUM-9 
cross additive genetic effects were prominent along with higher estimates of narrow sense 
heritability and DE components of the generation variance. Because of the availability of 
fixable additive variance the selection may be fruitful for decreasing the maturity period by 
adopting simple breeding programme. These findings corroborate with the reports of Awan, 
(1995) and Malik et al. (1988) as they had reported high narrow sense heritability for days 
taken to maturity in mungbean. 
4.6.4. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to 90% pods  
           maturity (DDd1) 
For DDd1 the higher value of heritability F2 generation (81.1) and heritability F infinite 
generation (89.5) in case of cross AZRI- 2006 × 97006 was nearly at par for the same trait in 
case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (83.1 and 90.8, respectively). The results proposed the 
availability of fixable additive variance. Due to the engagement of epistasis improvement of 
the trait in early segregating generation is not possible. So selection for lower DDd1 could be 
deferred to later generations. These results in which estimates of narrow sense heritability 
were high contradict with the finding of Khattak et al. (2001), Khattak et al. (2001c) and Tah 
(2009) as they had observed low narrow sense heritability for degree of indetermination of 
pod maturity from first flower to 90% pod maturity mungbean.  
4.6.5. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90% pods  
          maturity (DDd2) 
Almost similar sorts of observations for heritability F2 generation (73.1, 77.7) and infinite 
generation (84.4, 87.4) were recorded for DDd2 in both the crosses (cross-1 and cross-2, 
respectively). Due to higher heritability estimates the same implied the pervasiveness of 
additive variance. The DE components of variance analysis also favour the afore-said. 
However due to the prevalence of epistasis in addition to additive component in generation 
mean analysis these findings are not matching. From heritability and generation variance 
analysis it is obviously clear that additive variance do exist, hence selection for curtailing the 
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degree of indetermination of pod maturity (DDd2) must be rewarding however due to 
epistasis the same may be practiced in later generations until the achievement of 
homozygosity and the availability of sufficient additive effects.      
 4.6.6. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to first pod maturity    
          (DDd3) 
The values were 91.1 and 95.3 for heritability F2 and infinite (F∝) generation, respectively 
(Table 4.11) for DDd3 (AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross). The said heritability estimates were on 
the higher side in comparison to NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (Table 4.12) with respective 
values 82.6 and 90.5. The said trait although revealed higher heritability estimates but failed 
to articulate additive effects in generation mean analysis. Epistasis could be evident for the 
said trait in both the crosses from the genetic effects (Table 4. 9 and 4.10). Epistasis engaged 
in both cases forbidden the early generation selection for lowering the DDd3. The same may 
be carried out in later generations. Priority should be given to narrow and broad sense 
heritability in order to develop determinate type mungbean (Khattak et al., 2002).  
4.6.7. Plant height at first flower initiation  
Narrow sense heritability F2 generation (75.9) and infinite (86.3) generation for plant height 
at first flower initiation in case of AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross was high as it was evident for 
NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross with values 80.6 and 89.3, respectively. The infinite generation 
heritability estimate was higher than that of F2 generation. This revealed that the proportion 
of genetic component of variance that can be fixed among the inbred lines was slightly 
higher. The presence of only fixable additive and dominance effects courtesy of generation 
mean analysis and at the same time significance of only DE components of variance model 
also seemed advocating the afore-said. Hence improvement of the trait through simple 
breeding procedure is possible. The same could be initiated at any stage.  
4.6.8. Plant height at first pod maturity  
The values of heritability F2 (75.88, 82.6) and heritability F∝ (86.29, 90.5) generation were 
quite higher for AZRI-2006/97006 and NM-2006/AUM-9 cross, respectively. This indicates 
that plant height at first pod maturation is highly inheritable trait. According to Larik et al. 
(1997) upto 60% heritability estimates are consider medium/moderate, while less than 40% 
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     Table 4.11. Best fit model following weighted analysis of components of variation, and    
                        narrow sense heritability estimates in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross  
D = additive variance, E = environmental variance, h²(F2)   = narrow sense heritability F2 
generation and h²(F∝) =narrow sense heritability F infinite generation. 
 
Traits Variance Components χ² 
(4df) 
Heritability (%age) 
  D        (±SE)    E           (±SE) h²(F2)  h²(F∝) 
Days to first flower 
initiation 
63.00  ±9.01 10.80      ±1.58 1.608 74.5 85.4 
 
Days taken to first pod 
maturity 
 
53.99  ±5.93 
 
4.260   ±0.63 
 
3.860 86.4 92.7 
 
Days taken to 90% pods 
maturity 
 
97.93  ±10.8 
 
7.847   ±1.16 
 
4.967 86.2 92.6 
 
DDd1 
 
99.5   ±12.2 
 
11.63  ±1.71 
 
0.237 
 
81.1 
 
89.5 
 
DDd2 
 
92.63  ±13.7 
 
17.14  ±2.50 
 
0.931 
 
73.0 
 
84.4 
 
DDd3 
 
111.7 ±11.1 
 
5.468   ±0.81 
 
1.231 
 
91.1 
 
95.3 
 
Plant height at first flower 
initiation 
 
38.70  ±5.35 
 
6.137   ±0.90 
 
3.723 
 
75.9 
 
86.3 
 
Plant height at first pod  
maturity 
 
65.19  ±9.02 
 
10.36  ±1.52 
 
1.680 75.88 86.3 
 
Plant height at 90% pods 
maturity 
 
119.6  ±12.1 
 
6.433   ±0.95 
 
1.317 90.3 94.9 
 
DDh1 
 
206.1  ±28.2 
 
31.90  ±4.68 
 
2.461 
 
76.4 
 
86.6 
 
DDh2 
 
174.2  ±20.7 
 
18.43  ±2.72 
 
1.053 
 
82.5 
 
90.4 
 
DDh3 
 
123.4 ±18.5 
 
23.52  ±3.44 
 
4.924 
 
72.4 
 
84.0 
 
Pods per plant 
 
36.84  ±4.77 
 
4.975   ±0.73 
 
0.293 
 
78.7 
 
88.1 
 
Seeds per pod 
 
2.826 ±0.43 
 
0.562   ±0.82 
 
2.841 
 
71.5 
 
83.4 
 
100-seed weight. 
 
0.250 ±0.04 
 
0.045   ±0.01 
 
3.221 
 
73.5 
 
84.7 
 
Pod clusters per plant 
 
1.977 ±0.26 
 
0.268  ±0.04 
 
1.669 
 
78.7 
 
88.1 
 
Seed yield per plant 
 
3.262  ±0.32 
 
0.137  ±0.021 
 
0.251 
 
92.6 
 
96.0 
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Table 4.12. Best fit model following weighted analysis of components of variation, and     
                     narrow sense heritability estimates in NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross 
D = additive variance, E = environmental variance, h²(F2)   = narrow sense heritability F2 
generation and h²(F∝) =narrow sense heritability F infinite generation. 
 
Traits Variance Components χ² 
(4df) 
Heritability (%age) 
D     (±SE)   E       (±SE) h²(F2)  h²(F∝) 
 
Days to first flower initiation 
 
15.98±2.47 
 
3.232±0.47 
 
1.046 
 
71.2 
 
83.2 
 
Days taken to first pod 
maturity 
 
37.40±4.86 
 
5.128±0.75 
 
1.606 
 
78.4 
 
87.9 
 
Days taken to 90% pods 
maturity 
 
55.17±7.05 
 
7.700±1.05 
 
2.163 
 
79.4 
 
88.5 
 
DDd1 
 
40.71±4.79 
 
4.128±0.61 
 
1.127 
 
83.1 
 
90.8 
 
DDd2 
 
27.79±3.69 
 
3.999±0.58 
 
2.813 
 
77.7 
 
87.4 
 
DDd3 
 
27.09±3.23 
 
2.851±0.42 
 
2.105 
 
82.6 
 
90.5 
 
Plant height at first flower 
initiation 
 
36.07±4.49 
 
4.336±0.63 
 
1.123 
 
80.6 
 
89.3 
 
Plant height at first pod 
maturity 
 
93.32±11.1 
 
9.846±1.45 
 
3.531 
 
82.6 
 
90.5 
 
Plant height at 90% pods 
maturity 
 
127.6±19.1 
 
14.03±2.07 
 
1.428 86.0l 
 
92.5 
 
DDh1 
 
44.62±6.58 
 
8.176±1.19 
 
1.920 
 
73.2 
 
84.5 
 
DDh2 
 
90.78±10.4 
 
8.423±1.24 
 
2.416 
 
84.3 
 
91.5 
 
DDh3 
 
39.96±5.63 
 
6.614±0.97 
 
0.509 
 
75.1 
 
85.8 
 
Pods/plant 
 
23.34±3.93 
 
5.592±0.81 
 
1.632 
 
67.6 
 
80.7 
 
Seeds/pod 
 
2.074±0.33 
 
0.433±0.1 
 
2.842 
 
70.5 
 
82.7 
 
100-seed wt. 
 
0.160±0.03 
 
0.037±0.01 
 
3.412 
 
68.2 
 
81.1 
 
Pod clusters/plant 
 
1.177±0.19 
 
0.247±0.04 
 
3.412 
 
70.5 
 
82.7 
 
Seed yield/plant 
 
1.132±0.12 
 
0.089±0.01 
 
5.481 
 
86.4 
 
92.7 
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may be categorized as poor heritability. Due to the availability of fixable additive component 
improvement of the trait through simple selection procedure is possible by utilizing later 
cross. Pedigree or single seed descendent or bulk selection method of breeding could be 
adopted for this purpose. Higher heritability for the same was observed by others (Khattak et 
al., 1997; Sinha et al., 1996; Tiwari et al., 1996; Islam et al., 1999; and Narasimhulu et al. 
2013). 
4.6.9. Plant height at 90% pods maturity 
The estimated values 90.3 and 94.9 for h2 (F2) and infinite generation, respectively in case of 
AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross was at par with NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross, with values of said 
heritability estimates were 86.0 and 92.5, respectively. Higher heritability estimates along 
with genetic advance for plant height in mungbean indicated the importance of this trait for 
formulating an efficient breeding strategy (Rahim et al., 2010; Suresh et al., 2013; and 
Suresh et al., 2010).  
4.6.10. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to first pod maturity  
             (DDh1) 
Nearly alike values of heritability F2 generation (76.4, 73.2) and F infinite generation (86.6, 
84.5) were noticed in both the crosses (cross-1 and cross-2, respectively). Apparently 
additive effect was involved for the inheritance of DDh1 due to higher heritability values plus 
presence of sufficient additive (D) variance in generation variance model. Still the 
homozygote with minimum twining growth may be searched in later generations due to the 
involvement of epistasis in generation mean analysis. The findings of Poehlman (1991) 
corroborated with the above said, as the same author published the highest magnitude of 
heritability for degree of indeterminacy in mungbean. 
4.6.11. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% pods  
             maturity (DDh2) 
For AZRI- 2006 × 97006 cross the value of heritability F2 (82.5) and infinite generation 
(90.4) for DDh2 was at par with that of cross-2, with values 84.3 and 91.5, respectively. 
Existence of high narrow sense heritability estimates and presence of only DE components  
(generation variance analysis) for DDh2 though indicated that genotypes with minimum 
increase in plant height during post-ﬂower development may be selected for the development 
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of elite mungbean lines but due to the prevalence of epistasis (duplicate type) improvement 
of the trait in early generation through selection is rather difficult.  
4.6.12. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first pod maturity to 90% pods  
            maturity (DDh3) 
The computed higher estimates of heritability F2 (72.4) and infinite generation (84.0) for 
DDh3 in case of AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross were nearly similar to the NM-2006 × AUM-9 
cross with respective values as 75.1 and 85.8. For NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross generation 
means and variance analyses also favored the involvement of additive component of 
variance. In the light of these results it may safely be concluded that curtaining the twining 
growth through selection is feasible, either it may be initiate in early segregating generation 
or performed in later generations. For developing determinate type of mungbean, priority 
may be given to high broad-sense heritability, in this way the improvement will be more 
effective and successful (Khattak et al., 2002). But for the said crosses the same might not be 
possible due to the engagement of epistasis.  
4.6.13. Pods per plant 
Heritability F2 (87.8) and F () generation (88.1) for pods per plant in case of primary cross 
was slightly high in comparison to NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross (67.6 and 80.7, respectively). 
The same indicated the involvement of additive effect. The generation variance analysis 
also advocated the presence of additive and environmental component only with the 
preponderance of additive variance. But the results of the generation mean analysis 
portrayed the slight different story.  Srivastava and Singh (2012) reported higher heritability 
along with genetic advance for this trait in mungbean. High heritability estimates for the 
pods per plant was computed by Aich et al. (2007) in lentil. Higher heritability estimates 
and genetic advance were observed for pods per plant in black gram by Reni1 et al. (2013). 
Idahosa et al, (2010), and Nwosu et al. (2013) found the same in cowpea. 
4.6.14. Seeds per pod 
For the trait seeds per pod the values 71.5 and 83.4 for heritability F2 and F() generation, 
respectively were higher in case of AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross. The outcome of narrow sense 
heritability estimates, generation mean and variance analysis signified the prevalence of 
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additive component. In the presence of fixable component improvement of seed per pod 
through selection is feasible.  
For NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross higher values of both heritability F2 and infinite generation 
was computed (70.5 and 82.7, respectively) for seeds per pod. High estimates of heritability 
mentioned in this dissertation are in agreement with the findings of early researchers 
(Makeen et al., 2007; Rahim et al., 2010; Yaqoob et al., 2010; Hakim et al., 2006; Tadele et 
al., 2006; and Gul et al., 2007) as they had reported higher estimates of heritability for seeds 
per pod in green gram. Vanda et al. (2013) observed low heritability estimates for pods per 
plant in lentil.  
4.6.15. Hundred seed weight 
Heritability F2 (73.5) and F () generation (84.7) for cross AZRI- 2006 × 97006 was on the 
higher. Similarly narrow sense heritability F2 (68.2) and infinite (81.1) generation for 
second cross was also high for hundred seed weight. Higher narrow sense heritability 
estimates for a trait means that genetic improvement could be possible for the same through 
breeding programs (Bicer and Sakar, 2010). Khodambashi et al. (2012) worked out 
heritability in mungbean, found low heritability value for hundred seed weight. While 
higher heritability estimates for the same was reported by Rahim et al. (2010), Yimram et 
al. (2009) in mungbean and in gram by Yaqoob et al, (2010), which were in accordance 
with the above estimates. Singh and Singh (2004) observed high heritability coupled with 
moderate to high genetic advance for hundred seed weight in lentil. 
4.6.16. Pod clusters per plant 
Comparable values of heritability F2 (85.8, 86.4) and infinite generation (92.4, 92.7) were 
observed for pod clusters per plant for both crosses (cross-1 and cross-2, respectively) of 
mungbean. However scarcity of fixable additive genes due to the presence of epistasis 
(generation mean analysis) implied that the advancement in pod clusters per plant through 
selection is infect tough in early segregating generations. Similar results indicating the 
presence of higher heritability could be evident from the findings of Rao et al. (2006) and 
Suresh et al. (2010) for pod clusters per plant. 
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 4.6.17. Seed yield per plant 
The estimate of h2(F2) was 87.8 and that of h2 (F) was 93.5 for seed yield per plant in case of 
AZRI- 2006 × 97006 cross. The values 86.4 and 92.7 for heritability F2 and F generation, 
respectively were also high for NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. Venkatswarlu, (2001) also 
concluded that seed yield had highest heritability as compared to other traits in mungbean 
crop. The higher heritability estimates obtained in the present research investigation 
suggested the use of simple selection procedure for the genetic improvement of seed yield 
per plant.  
Seed yield per plant is a complex and a quantitative nature trait and higher heritability 
estimates provide a gateway for the betterment of the same. Narasimhulu et al. (2013), 
Suresh et al. (2013), Ali et al. (2008), Suresh et al. (2010), and Srivastava and Singh, (2012) 
reported high heritability coupled with high genetic advance for the same trait in green gram. 
and Saeed et al. (2007), noticed higher heritability in tomato, Jagadeesan et al. (2008) in rice. 
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4.7. Characters association studies in mungbean 
Comparatively genotypic coefficients of correlation were slightly higher than phenotypic 
coefficients of correlation. A trait wise brief discussion concerning the association of traits 
with seed yield per plant and among themselves is here under;   
4.7.1. Days to first flower initiation 
A perusal of the data presented in table 4.13 showcased with correlation matrix for AZRI- 
2006 × 97006 cross, suggested that days to first flower initiation had a significant, positive 
and medium sort of association with seed yield per plant both at genotypic and phenotypic 
levels (0.63 and 0.50 respectively). A similar sort of relationship was witnessed in other cross 
(NM-2006 × AUM-9) between the said traits but with slightly higher values of genotypic 
(0.72) and phenotypic (0.71) correlation. It means delayed flowering could improve the seed 
yield per plant to an extent in mungbean. The research findings mentioned in this dissertation 
corroborated with the findings of other investigators (Sridevi & Sekhar, 2004; Mondal, 2007; 
Celal, 2004; and Momin et al., 2004) as they had also witnessed positive association between 
the said traits in mungbean. The mentioned trait had a significant and positive association 
with all the other fifteen traits which were investigated in case of primary cross. While for 
second cross, a negative and significant relationship was observed between days to first 
flower initiation and other (DDd2 and DDd3). These finding suggested that by delaying the 
reproductive phase may delay the pod maturity period at the same time may increase plant 
height and degree of indeterminations of pod maturity and plant height at various 
reproductive phases. In contrast lower DDd2 and DDd3 could also be possible especially if 
considering the cross- 2. The same may increase the estimates of yield related traits.  
4.7.2. Days taken to first pod maturity 
Both genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficients (0.63 and 0.53, respectively) between 
days taken to first pod maturity and seed yield per plant were positive and significant for 
AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross. While a very strong highly significant and positive association at 
genotypic (1.00) and phenotypic (0.95) level was noticed between the said one for cross- 2 
(NM-2006 × AUM-9). Therefore a significant improvement in seed yield could be possible 
by increasing the days to first pod maturity in mungbean. All the traits have demonstrated a  
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significant and positive relationship with days taken to first pod maturity for AZRI- 2006 × 
97006 cross. For the said trait the values of correlation coefficients were negative and 
significant for DDd2 and DDd3. Negative and non- significant for DDd1 in case of later cross. 
Rest of the traits showed significant and positive affiliation with days to first pod maturity. 
These results reiterated that reduction in days to first pod maturity could reduce period of 
90% pods maturity, could lower the degree of indeterminations (DDd1, DDh1, DDh2 and 
DDh3) with dwarfness (at first flower, first pod maturity and 90% pods maturity) additionally 
could lower the expression of yield related traits (pods per plant, seeds per pod, 100- seed 
weight and pod cluster per plant).  
4.7.3. Days to 90% pods maturity 
Estimated genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficient between days taken to ninety 
percent pods maturity and seed yield was 0.49 and 0.43, respectively. It was positive as well 
as significant. This sort of association was medium type. The same trait showed sturdy and 
positive relationship (rg= 1.00, rp= 0.97) with seed yield in second cross. Late maturity may 
increase the seed yield per plant to an extent (first cross) and to much extent in case of 
second cross. Many authors (Kakni et al., 2000; Solaki et al., 2003; Hidayat et al., 2012; 
Srivastava et al., 2012; Srivastava and Singh, 2012) published their findings resembling with 
the said one in mungbean. The said character also showed significant association with all 
other traits. These findings emphasized that early maturity in mungbean could lower the 
degree of indeterminations of pod maturity (DDd2 and DDd3), even could promote dwarfness 
along with containment of degree of indeterminations of plant height (DDh1 to DDh3).  
4.7.4. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to 90% pods  
         maturity (DDd1) 
DDd1 was positively and non significantly associated with seed yield per plant (rg= 0.28, rp= 
0.24) for preliminary cross. In contrary a negatively low association (rg= - 0.09, rp= -0.08) 
between the said traits was computed for NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. In both the cases the 
relationship was non- significant and even negative. These results indicated lack of or very 
minute influence of DDd1 on seed yield. However degree of determination and synchronous 
flowering could be a crucial aspect as both attributes help to improve the harvest index and 
ultimately seed yield in mungbean (Sharma-Natu & Ghildiyal, 2005). A negative and 
significant affiliation existed between DDd1 and the others (DDd3 and plant height at first 
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flower initiation) while only negative association could be witnessed with seeds per pod. 
Positive and significant correlation of the said trait was observed with rest of the traits in first 
cross. A negative relationship persisted between DDd1 and the others (plant height at first 
flower initiation, first and 90% pods maturity, DDh1, DDh2, DDh3, pods per plant and 
clusters per plant) for NM- 2006 × AUM-9 cross. The same was positive and significant with 
the rest. In conclusion it may be said that increase in DDd1 could result a decrease in DDd3, 
plant height approaching reproductive phase and even seeds per pod and vice versa.  
4.7.5. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first pod maturity to 90% pods  
          maturity (DDd2) 
The association between DDd2 and seed yield per plant was negative, non- significant and 
low both at genotypic (-0.08) and phenotypic (-0.06) levels. While opposite relationship (rg= 
0.14 and rp= 0.14) to the above was evident for cross- 2. A negative, non- significant and 
weak correlation was observed between DDd2 and seeds per pod, for all the remaining traits 
the relationship was positive. It was significant for all of the traits except for plant height at 
first flower initiation. These research findings highlighted that a significant reduction in 
DDd2 could result in minimizing the DDd3, twining growth (DDh3). In comparison could 
result a reduction in yield attributes including pods per plant, 100- seed weight and pod 
cluster per plant at the same time could improve seeds per pod, DDh1 and DDh2.  
4.7.6. Degree of indetermination of pod maturity from first flower to first pod maturity  
          (DDd3)  
The relationship between seed yield and DDd3 was non- significant and negative (rg=-0.37, 
rp= -0.03) for first and second cross combination (rg=-0.02, rp= -0.01) of greengram. DDd3 
was significantly and positively associated with all the studied traits (Table 4.13) for first 
cross. Negative and non- significant relationship was witnessed between DDd3 and the others 
(plant height at first flower initiation, at first pod maturity, DDh1, DDh2, pods per plant and 
seeds per pod) for NM- 2006 × AUM-9 cross combination in mungbean crop. Minimum 
DDd3 could bring dwarfness (at 90% pods maturity) along with reduced twining growth 
(DDh3). In comparison could reduce the estimates of yield attributing traits including 
hundred seed weight and pod clusters per plant. The results are opposite for rest of the traits 
in both the crosses.  
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 Table  4.13. Genotypic (G) and phenotypic (P) correlation coefficient between yield and its component traits in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross 
Trait DFP DNPP DDd1  DDd2  DDd3  PHFF PHFP PHNPP DDh1  DDh2  DDh3  PPP SPP HSW PCPP SYP 
DFF        G  
               P 
0.91* 
0.90** 
0.91* 
0.90** 
0.27* 
0.29 
0.45* 
0.42 
0.28* 
0.29 
0.85* 
0.77** 
0.74* 
0.73** 
0.72* 
0.72** 
0.57* 
0.56* 
0.57* 
0.56* 
0.56* 
0.53 
1.00* 
0.97** 
1.00* 
0.87** 
0.75* 
0.73** 
0.83* 
0.92** 
0.63* 
0.50* 
DFP        G  
                P 
 0.97* 
0.96** 
0.64* 
0.62** 
0.62* 
0.61** 
0.02 
0.01 
0.47* 
0.44 
0.80* 
0.79** 
0.79* 
0.79** 
0.70* 
0.69** 
0.68* 
0.68** 
0.62* 
0.59** 
0.87* 
0.83** 
0.83* 
0.72** 
0.73* 
0.72** 
0.85* 
0.85** 
0.63* 
0.53* 
DNPP     G  
               P 
  0.58* 
0.55* 
0.76* 
0.74** 
0.26* 
0.26 
0.59* 
0.55* 
0.92* 
0.91** 
0.92* 
0.91** 
0.83* 
0.81** 
0.82* 
0.81** 
0.78* 
0.74** 
0.91* 
0.86** 
0.77* 
0.65** 
0.81* 
0.80** 
0.95* 
0.94** 
0.49* 
0.43 
DDd
1
      G  
               P 
   0.66* 
0.67** 
-0.42* 
-0.42 
-0.45* 
-0.37 
0.53* 
0.50* 
0.55 
0.52* 
0.64* 
0.58* 
0.58* 
0.54** 
0.46* 
0.40 
0.07 
0.13 
-0.06 
0.01 
0.32 
0.31 
0.49 
0.46 
0.28 
0.24 
DDd
2
      G  
               P 
    0.40* 
0.38 
0.14 
0.18 
0.95* 
0.90** 
0.95* 
0.92** 
0.97* 
0.90** 
0.92* 
0.88** 
0.87* 
0.81** 
0.44* 
0.43 
-0.09 
0.01 
0.58* 
0.57* 
0.86 
0.82 
-0.08 
-0.06 
DDd
3
      G  
               P 
     0.80* 
0.73** 
0.51* 
049* 
0.50* 
0.49* 
0.41* 
0.39 
0.43* 
0.41 
0.54* 
0.51 
0.46* 
0.42 
0.11 
0.06 
0.37 
0.35 
0.47 
0.45 
-0.37 
-0.33 
PHFF     G  
               P 
      0.59* 
0.54* 
0.55* 
0.51* 
0.36* 
0.29 
0.37* 
0.32 
0.43* 
0.38 
0.99* 
0.83** 
0.85* 
0.67** 
0.55 
0.52* 
0.66* 
0.60** 
0.26 
0.14 
PHFP     G  
               P  
       1.00* 
0.99** 
0.88* 
0.87** 
0.88* 
0.87** 
0.87* 
0.81** 
0.79* 
0.74** 
0.44* 
0.35 
0.75* 
0.73** 
0.96* 
0.95** 
0.14 
0.11 
PHNPP  G  
               P                 
        0.93* 
0.91** 
0.90* 
0.90** 
0.87* 
0.85** 
0.76* 
0.72** 
0.40* 
0.34 
0.76* 
0.75** 
0.97* 
0.95** 
0.15 
0.12 
DDh
1       
G  
               P 
         1.00* 
0.99** 
1.00* 
0.97** 
0.58* 
0.54* 
0.33* 
0.28 
0.86* 
0.84** 
0.81* 
0.80** 
0.30* 
0.27 
DDh
2       
G  
               P  
          1.00* 
0.98** 
0.57* 
0.54* 
0.34* 
0.29 
0.87* 
0.86** 
0.80* 
0.79** 
0.33* 
0.29 
DDh
3       
G  
               P  
           0.61* 
0.53* 
0.32 
0.30 
0.91* 
0.87** 
0.79* 
0.73* 
0.30 
0.28 
PPP        G  
               P  
            1.00* 
0.81** 
0.69* 
0.65** 
0.90* 
0.85** 
0.38 
0.32 
SPP        G  
               P  
             0.74* 
0.67** 
0.57 
0.47* 
0.82* 
0.74** 
HSW    G  
             P                
0.67* 
0.66** 
0.81* 
0.66** 
PCPP   G  
             P                 
0.11 
0.09 
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Table  4.14. Genotypic (G) and phenotypic (P) correlation coefficient between yield and its component traits in NM-2006 × AUM-9  
Trait DFP DNPP DDd1 DDd2 DDd3 PHFF PHFP PHNPP DDh1 DDh2 DDh3 PPP SPP HSW PCPP SYP 
DFF       G  
               P 
0.83* 
0.78** 
0.76* 
0.71** 
0.48* 
0.41 
-0.23* 
-0.23 
-0.24* 
-0.21 
0.74* 
0.71** 
0.78* 
0.78** 
0.63* 
0.62** 
0.41* 
0.40 
0.03 
0.03 
0.41* 
0.38 
0.89* 
0.88** 
0.83* 
0.81** 
0.29 
0.28 
0.55* 
0.53* 
0.72* 
0.71** 
DFP       G  
                P 
 1.00* 
0.89** 
-0.21 
-0.11 
-0.21* 
-0.18 
-0.32* 
-0.32 
1.00* 
0.95** 
1.00* 
0.97** 
0.88* 
0.83** 
0.67* 
0.62** 
0.38* 
0.38 
0.26* 
0.29 
0.98* 
0.91** 
0.77* 
0.72** 
0.72 
0.06 
0.77* 
0.73** 
1.00* 
0.95** 
DNPP    G  
               P 
  -0.12 
-0.06 
0.24* 
0.24 
0.01 
0.04 
1.00* 
0.97** 
1.00* 
0.97** 
1.00* 
0.97** 
0.66* 
0.57* 
0.51* 
0.45 
0.65* 
0.61** 
0.87* 
0.78** 
0.73* 
0.65** 
0.50* 
0.45 
1.00* 
0.92** 
1.00* 
0.97** 
DDd
1
     G  
               P 
   0.09 
0.03 
0.48* 
0.39 
-0.06 
-0.07 
-0.07 
-0.08 
-0.07 
-0.05 
-0.62* 
-0.57* 
-0.73* 
-0.60** 
-0.02 
0.06 
-0.06 
-0.07 
0.07 
0.02 
0.54 
0.48* 
-0.05 
-0.04 
-0.09 
-0.08 
DDd
2
     G  
               P 
    0.98* 
0.93** 
0.14 
0.14 
0.04 
0.04 
0.39* 
0.39 
-0.34* 
-0..35 
-0.04 
-0.32 
0.42* 
0.41 
0.35* 
0.35 
-0.38* 
-0.39 
0.77* 
0.74** 
0.52* 
0.52* 
0.14 
0.14 
DDd
3
     G  
               P 
     -0.05 
-0.01 
-0.13 
-0.12 
0.22* 
0.21 
-0.64* 
-0.64** 
-0.40* 
-0.39 
0.22 
0.16 
-0.46* 
-0.44 
-0.55* 
-0.54 
0.71* 
0.66** 
0.39* 
0.37 
-0.02 
-0.01 
PHFF     G  
               P 
      0.99* 
0.99** 
0.98* 
0.96** 
0.52* 
0.49* 
0.36* 
0.32 
0.41* 
0.38 
0.83* 
0.82** 
0.56* 
0.58* 
0.29 
0.27 
0.94* 
0.91** 
1.00* 
0.99** 
PHFP     G  
               P  
       0.94* 
0.93** 
0.61* 
0.59* 
0.43* 
0.39 
0.49* 
0.45 
0.89* 
0.88** 
0.71* 
0.69** 
0.28 
0.27 
0.85* 
0.86** 
1.00* 
0.98** 
PHNPP  G  
               P                 
        0.45* 
0.43 
0.37* 
0.36 
0.58* 
0.55* 
0.69* 
0.68** 
0.51* 
0.49* 
0.51* 
0.49* 
0.99* 
0.97** 
0.97* 
0.96** 
DDh
1       
G  
               P 
         0.83* 
0.82** 
0.58* 
0.53* 
0.71* 
0.69** 
0.82* 
0.81** 
-0.06 
-0.05 
0.31* 
0.31 
0.51* 
0.50* 
DDh
2       
G  
               P  
          0.65* 
0.63** 
0.29* 
0.28 
0.57* 
0.54* 
0.15 
0.14 
0.23 
0.23 
0.34* 
0.39 
DDh
3       
G  
               P  
           0.34* 
0.31 
0.66* 
0.61** 
0.89* 
0.81** 
0.53* 
0.49* 
0.43* 
0.39 
PPP        G  
               P  
            0.86* 
0.84** 
0.01 
0.01 
0.69* 
0.59** 
0.83* 
0.82** 
SPP       G  
              P  
             0.19 
0.20 
0.36 
0.35 
0.59* 
0.58* 
HSW    G  
              P  
              0.53 
0.52* 
0.28 
0.27 
PCPP    G  
              P  
              
 
0.92* 
0.91** 
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4.7.7. Plant height at first flower initiation 
Plant height at first flower initiation in case of first cross had a non- significant and weak 
correlation at genotypic (0.26) and phenotypic (0.14) level with seed yield per plant. For 
second cross in contrary had a highly significant, burly and positive affiliation (rg= 1.00, rp= 
0.99). For second cross increase or decrease in plant height at first flower initiation could 
produce positive and negative impact, respectively on seed yield per plant. Hakim (2008) 
also published a positive association between seed yield per plant and plant height in 
mungbean. Plant height at first flower initiation correlated positive and significantly with 
most of the traits except 100- seed weight. An imitation of the above said was noticed in case 
of second cross. Results pointed out that dwarfness at reproductive stage could be helpful by 
virtue of promoting the same at first pod maturation and ninety percent pods maturity. 
Similarly effective reduction in twining growth (reduced estimates of DDh1, Ddh2 and DDh3) 
could also be possible. Dwarfness at reproductive phase could significantly lessen the 
estimates of yield related traits. Plant height showed positive affiliation with seeds per pod, 
while give negative correlation with 100 seed weight as reported by Razina et al. (2008).  
4.7.8. Plant height at first pod maturity  
The association of plant height at first pod maturity with seed yield per plant was minor and 
positive (rg= 0.14, rp= 0.11) for AZRI- 2006 × 97006 cross. For later cross (NM- 2006 × 
AUM-9) a highly significant and strong association (rg= 1.00, rp= 0.98) between the above 
mentioned traits was observed. The said trait could considerably improve the seed yield. A 
strong, positive and significant connection of plant height at first pod maturity was observed 
with most of the traits except for seeds per pod which revealed positive and medium sort of 
link with the said trait in AZRI- 2006 × 97006 cross combination. Similarly positive and 
significant correlation for the above said was noticed with most of the traits for subsequent 
cross.  
4.7.9. Plant height at 90% pods maturity 
A non- significant and minor association between plant height at ninety percent pods 
maturity and seed yield per plant (rg= 0.15, rp= 0.12) was recorded for first cross. In 
comparison a very strong and highly significant affiliation existed between the said ones (rg= 
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0.97, rp= 0.96) for later cross (NM-2006 × AUM-9). Only for second cross improvement in 
plant height at maturity could gave higher seed yield. These results of later cross got support 
from the reports of some early workers (Srikanth et al., 2013; Venkateswarlu., 2001; Priya 
and Reddy, 2008; Rahim et al., 2010; Reddy et al., 2011; Khanpara et al., 2012; and Reni1 et 
al., 2013) , they had observed a significant association between seed yield per plant and plant 
height at maturity in mungbean. A medium, significant and positive relationship was noticed 
between plant height at ninety percent pods maturity and seeds per pod, while for rest of the 
traits the relationship was not only positive but it was strong as well. Promoting the 
dwarfness at maturity could reduce seeds per pod. In contrary the same may curtain twining 
growth at all the reproductive stages, even may decrease the estimates of yield related traits.  
4.7.10. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to first pod maturity  
             (DDh1) 
Seed yield per plant was positively correlated with DDh1 at genotypic (0.30) and phenotypic 
(0.27) level. Though association was positive yet it was non- significant and minor one. 
Similarly a medium sort of affiliation (rg= 0.51, rp= 0.50) between the above said was 
recorded for second cross. DDh1 had a strong association with DDh2, DDh3 and pod clusters 
per plant (Table 4.13), while it has significant, positive and medium sort of connection with 
pods per plant and seeds per pod in primary cross combination (AZRI- 2006 × 97006). 
Hundred seed weight showed a negative association with DDh1 while it was positive and 
significant for the others in case of second cross. Reduction in twining (DDh1) may help to 
reduce the same at different stages (DDh2 and DDh3).  
4.7.11. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first flower to 90% pods  
             maturity (DDh2)  
The results of cross first highlighted that DDh2 had a significant and positive association with 
seed yield per plant in both the cross combinations. The relationship between the said traits 
was not so strong. However higher values of DDh2 could result in improved estimates of 
yield (Table 4.13) relevant traits. 
4.7.12. Degree of indetermination of plant height from first pod maturity to 90% pods  
            maturity (DDh3) 
A positive and non- significant interaction (rg= 0.30, rp= 0.28) was observed between DDh3 
and seed yield per plant for first cross. The same relation was positive but significant for 
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second cross combination (rg= 0.43, rp= 0.39). The association of DDh3 with yield 
contributing traits was also positive and significant except with seeds per pod.  
4.7.13. Pods per plant 
The correlation of pods per plant with seed yield per plant was though weak (rg= 0.38, rp= 
0.32) and non- significant still it was positive for AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross. The same was 
significant, strong and positive (rg= 0.83, rp= 0.82) for cross- 2. These results corroborated 
with the findings of others (Narasimhulu et al., 2013; Srivastava et al, 2012; and Suresh et al. 
2013) as they had also noticed a highly significant and positive association between pods per 
plant and seed yield in mungbean. Pandey et al. (2010) observed the same in rice. Significant 
and robust association was present between pods per plant and seeds per pod, hundred seed 
weight and pods clusters per plant for first cross. Increasing the pods number per plant could 
improve the seeds per pod, hundred seed weight and pod clusters per plant. 
4.7.14. Seeds per pod 
Highly significant, strong and positive relationship between seeds per pod and seed yield per 
plant both at genotypic (0.82) and phenotypic (0.74) level was observed for first cross. The 
same relation was medium (rg= 0.59, rp= 0.58) for NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. It is evident 
from the results that seeds per pod may help to improve seed yield per plant. Plenty of 
researchers (Srikanth, et al., 2013; Rahim et al., 2010; Reddy et al., 2011, Khanpara et al., 
2012; Ahmad et al.,2012) published their finding which resembled with the above mentioned 
results. They had indicated the positive worth of seeds per pod for the improvement of seed 
yield. The trait seeds per pod was non significantly and positively correlated with hundred 
seed weight and pod clusters per plant at genotypic level for both the crosses.  
4.7.15. Hundred seed weight 
For preliminary cross (AZRI- 2006 × 97006) a highly significant and robust association was 
observed between hundred seed weight and seed yield (rg= 0.81, rp= 0.66). In contrast a non- 
significant and minor association (rg= 0.28, rp= 0.27) was present between the said one for 
second cross. Strong association between the above said for first cross revealed the 
importance of bold seeds for improving the seed yield. Srivastava and Singh (2012), and 
Ahmad et al. (2013) published their findings which resembled with above findings for 
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second cross. While Hakim (2008) after studying mungbean genotypes found that 100-seed 
weight contributed negatively towards seed yield.  
4.7.16. Pod cluster per plant 
The relationship between pod clusters per plant and seed yield was positive and non- 
significant (rg= 0.11, rp= 0.09) for AZRI- 2006/97006 cross. A strong and positive 
correlation at genotypic (r= 0.92) and phenotypic level (r= 0.91) was noticed for the said 
combination of characters in later cross. Observations resembling with second cross were 
also drawn by others (Narasimhulu et al., 2013; Khajudparn and Tantasawat, 2011; Ahmad et 
al., 2013) in greengram. Hundred seed weight and plant height is influenced by maturity 
duration, photoperiod, and environment (Reddy, 1990). Chaudhary,  (1992)  fetched  positive 
association  between  clusters  per  plant  and  pods  per  plant.  
4.8: Conclusion of the studies 
On the basis of present investigation it may be concluded that: 
i) Both the approved varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) may be utilized in future 
hybridization programmes for developing elite greengram lines with more 
synchrony pod maturity, determinate/semi determinate plant growth habit and 
higher seed yield. 
ii) Estimates of narrow sense heritability (F2 and F generation), generation means 
and variance analyses indicated that traits like days to 90% pods maturity and 
degree of indetermination of plant height from first to 90% pods maturity (DDh3) 
could be exploited for improving synchrony in pods maturity and determinate 
types of plant growth in mungbean. 
iii) Interrelationship studies decipher that seeds per pod and pod clusters per plant 
could be used as an effective selection criteria for the attainment of higher seed 
yield in mungbean. 
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SUMMARY 
 
Non synchronous pods maturation and indeterminate plant growth are the core issues in 
mungbean cultivation. The ultimate drawback of these naturally developed plant attributes is 
the patchy pods maturity, lower seed yield and obstacle towards mechanical harvesting. For 
securing a satisfactory seed yield farmer has to harvest it multiple times. Ensuingly the cost 
of production escalates and the net profit decreases. Under the circumstances the farmer 
prefers to grow comparatively more profitable crops on productive lands. Consequently 
greengram cultivation is now mostly settled on marginal lands. For a practical plant 
breeding’s view, the need of the hour is to develop synchronous/uniform maturing mungbean 
genotypes with determinate plant growth habit.   
Keeping in consideration this preeminent aspect, present research studies were planned with 
the purpose to extract maximum knowledge regarding the mode of inheritance of traits 
relating to pod maturation, plant growth and seed yield components. The acquired knowledge 
pertaining to the genetic architect and inter-relationship of these traits will help in devising a 
work oriented breeding strategies for tackling the said issues.  
By focusing on said objective, two screening trials were performed in two consecutive 
seasons for the selection of most appropriate parents with lowest and highest degree of 
indeterminations of pod maturity and plant height. The underlying aim was to study the gene 
action governing the inheritance of indeterminate growth, pod maturation and seed yield 
influencing traits. A multivariate statistical and logarithmic approach was followed for 
screening purpose. Fifty exotic and locally developed greengram accessions were selected. 
Six agronomic and computed parameters were studied. Banking on principal component and 
cluster analysis two approved varieties (AZRI-2006 and NM-2006) were picked with lowest 
DDd2 and DDh2 values. In contrary the other two selected genotypes (97006 and AUM-9) 
revealed the higher values of the said parameters. Two cross combinations were made and 
their respective six basic generations were developed for further studies.                             
The heritability estimates and generation variance analysis revealed the engagement of only 
additive component for the inheritance of all the studied traits in both the crosses. Due to the 
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pre-pondrance of additive genetic effects, there is likelihood of genetic improvement of 
studied traits.  
In generation mean analysis four and five parameter models were the best fit which gave the 
non- significant values of χ² for observed to the expected generation means for most of the 
studied traits in both the cross combinations except for days to ninety percent pods maturity, 
plant height at first flower initiation in case of AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross and for days to 
ninety percent pods maturity, plant height at first flower initiation, DDd3 and for seed yield 
per plant in case of NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross. Due to non availability of fixable genetic 
components, the improvement of these traits is rather tough through simple selection in early 
segregating generations. Accretion of interacting sets of genes with additive effect could 
bring genetic improvement of quantitative traits. For the inheritance of most of the studied 
traits, digenic epistatic interactions were engaged. The proposed breeding strategy for 
negating such epistasis is the development of multiple crosses and raising of large 
segregating populations and inter se mating of desired segregants. In this regard one or two 
cycles of recurrent selection may be employed while deferring the final selection to later 
filial generation until the achievement of homozygosity for maximum heterozygous loci. 
This will help in eliminating the negative/unwanted alleles and piling- up the frequency of 
preferred additive genes. For the purpose, bi-parental approach, reciprocal recurrent selection 
or diallel selective mating may be followed in early segregating generation. The traits 
governed by additive and dominance gene action may be improved through selection in the 
early segregating generations either with decreasing or increasing effects. For the betterment 
of same, a simple breeding methodology as followed in self-pollinated crops could be 
adopted.  
Characters association study was performed with the objective to un-reveal the hidden 
correlation between seed yield and various agronomic traits. The association of seed yield per 
plant with seeds per pod and hundred seed weight for AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross and with 
days to first flower, first pod maturity, ninety percent pods maturity, plant height at first 
flower initiation, at first pod and ninety percent pod maturity, pods per plant and pod clusters 
per plant for second cross (NM-2006 × AUM-9) was not only positive but it was strong as 
well. The strongness of this relationship signals a prominent increase or decrease in the seed 
yield by altering the estimates of the said traits. Therefore the said traits may be included as 
indirect selection criteria for the improvement of seed yield in mungbean. A negative 
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association of seed yield with degree of indeterminations of pod maturity (DDd1, DDd2 and 
DDd3) was witnessed in both the cross combinations. However the same was low and non- 
significant. For rest of the traits in both the crosses the relationship with seed yield was low 
to medium. This proposed a limited role of these traits on the final estimates of the seed 
yield. Simultaneously the affiliation among the traits also provides a clue about the 
importance of certain traits for improving or curtaining the estimates of the other traits.  The 
inferences drawn from the studies are as following;  
I) The investigated genetic material could be utilized in the future breeding 
programme for the development of synchronous maturing, determinate and 
high yielding mungbean genotypes. 
II) These genotypes once developed will help: 
a) Early and at once harvest of the crop mechanically. 
b) Saving the time and resources, utilized during multiple picking of the 
crop. 
III) Frequent utilization of greengram in diet will ultimately improve the health 
condition of the citizens.  
IV) Uniform maturation of the crop with higher seed yield will attract the farmers 
to grow mungbean on most productive lands with limited resources. Thus 
there will be an increase in area and production to meet the national demand. 
V) Increase in gross domestic product by increasing the export of the surplus 
produce. 
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Appendices 
Appendix I. Mean values of six traits in 50 mungbean genotypes during spring season 
Genotype PHFF PHNPP DDh2 DFP DNPP DDd2 
G1 O7001 28.20±2.51 51.93±0.02 45.70±2.56 40.33±0.67 76.00±0.58 46.93±0.59 
G2 7002 29.07±1.99 45.50±1.04 36.09±6.59 39.00±1.15 70.00±0.58 44.26±2.18 
G3 O7003 31.33±0.93 52.80±0.38 40.64±1.93 34.00±0.58 73.67±0.33 53.66±0.94 
G4 O7005 24.60±0.31 45.40±0.00 45.81±0.67 39.33±0.33 70.27±0.27 44.02±0.43 
G5 O7006 25.40±0.83 49.13±0.00 48.30±1.69 39.67±0.33 72.67±0.88 45.39±0.89 
G6 AZRI-2006 19.73±0.33 30.90±0.25 36.11±1.61 34.33±0.33 48.67±0.67 29.42±1.42 
G7 97002 28.40±0.42 50.00±0.00 43.20±0.83 39.33±0.33 74.00±0.58 46.84±0.61 
G8 97004 22.73±0.81 43.50±0.90 47.76±1.01 40.00±0.58 68.00±0.58 41.18±0.74 
G9 97006 25.47±1.62 60.57±0.48 57.99±2.35 44.67±0.67 85.00±0.58 47.46±0.50 
G10 97012 29.20±1.33 52.20±0.00 44.06±2.55 41.33±0.33 75.00±1.00 44.86±1.20 
G11 97017 30.20±1.33 51.55±0.28 41.44±2.27 40.33±0.33 71.00±3.21 42.96±2.63 
G12 98001 32.00±1.92 57.50±0.00 44.35±2.93 33.00±0.58 66.67±1.33 52.14±0.73 
G13 98002 26.53±2.47 52.43±0.48 49.36±2.50 41.33±0.88 70.33±0.33 41.23±1.49 
G14 98005 26.80±4.08 56.77±0.00 52.79±4.80 41.00±1.00 74.67±0.33 45.08±1.59 
G15 98009 24.40±2.51 52.73±0.00 53.73±4.86 40.33±1.86 75.33±1.33 46.40±3.03 
G16 NM-2006 22.00±0.26 34.90±0.25 36.95±1.17 35.67±0.33 51.33±0.88 30.46±1.80 
G17 NM 13-1 26.53±1.73 46.73±0.00 43.22±3.71 40.67±0.33 70.33±0.67 42.18±0.58 
G18 NM 92 24.43±2.43 43.37±2.92 43.35±6.65 40.00±0.58 63.00±0.58 36.49±1.50 
G19 NM 20-21 25.70±1.10 44.43±0.00 42.16±2.47 42.00±0.00 68.67±0.33 38.83±0.30 
G20 NM 98 23.90±0.10 39.17±0.68 38.95±0.97 41.00±0.00 69.00±0.58 40.57±0.50 
G21 NM 19-19 26.80±2.03 56.20±0.00 52.31±3.61 37.33±1.20 68.67±0.33 45.62±1.94 
G22 NM 54 27.80±1.78 46.40±0.32 40.06±4.01 35.33±0.33 62.33±0.88 43.28±1.32 
G23 Var-6601 25.87±1.38 46.00±0.00 43.77±2.99 40.33±0.88 68.33±0.88 40.99±0.53 
G24 NM-28 26.20±0.21 45.40±0.40 42.29±0.43 38.00±1.00 63.67±0.33 40.33±1.26 
G25 NM-51 26.60±0.42 44.23±0.37 39.86±1.02 41.33±0.88 64.00±0.58 35.39±1.83 
G26 NM 121-25 22.53±0.18 46.33±0.00 51.36±0.38 45.33±0.33 66.67±1.20 31.94±1.60 
G27 AUM-6375 24.60±4.10 50.07±0.00 50.87±8.20 40.67±0.33 70.00±0.58 41.90±0.25 
G28 AUM-18 26.60±2.95 51.67±0.00 48.52±5.70 40.33±1.67 74.67±0.88 45.93±2.73 
G29 M-2002 24.33±1.62 49.07±0.00 50.41±3.31 43.00±0.00 71.33±0.88 39.70±0.74 
G30 M-2006 25.87±3.81 46.80±0.00 44.73±8.14 42.00±0.00 70.00±0.58 39.99±0.50 
G31 AUM-9 24.30±0.67 58.73±0.95 58.59±1.49 38.67±0.67 79.67±1.20 51.44±1.24 
G32 AUM-31 24.00±2.57 51.93±0.00 53.78±4.95 37.00±0.58 74.67±0.88 50.42±1.25 
G33 AUM-24 23.13±2.90 51.00±0.00 54.64±5.68 41.00±1.00 71.33±0.88 42.47±2.07 
G34 AUM-28 26.40±1.70 50.13±0.00 47.34±3.39 41.00±0.58 71.00±0.58 42.25±0.71 
G35 AUM-19 23.63±1.54 50.53±0.00 53.23±3.05 42.00±1.15 74.00±0.58 43.22±1.84 
G36 AUM-38 29.80±1.91 50.13±0.00 40.55±3.81 42.00±0.58 69.67±0.67 39.69±1.35 
G37 AUM-27 26.87±1.94 51.80±0.00 48.13±3.74 39.33±0.67 67.33±0.33 41.59±0.89 
G38 M-2004 27.47±0.41 49.63±0.90 44.61±1.58 43.33±0.88 80.33±1.20 46.05±0.90 
G39 SM-1 27.80±2.91 48.73±1.74 43.21±4.10 40.33±0.88 72.33±0.67 44.21±1.73 
G40 VC-1482 28.00±2.66 54.75±1.85 48.99±3.86 41.67±0.33 75.00±1.15 44.43±0.51 
G41 VC1560 27.13±4.59 49.51±3.65 45.88±5.36 40.33±0.33 72.67±0.88 44.49±0.45 
G42 VC-1628 26.93±2.26 51.99±2.41 48.29±2.96 41.67±0.33 72.33±1.20 42.35±1.33 
G43 VC-2754 25.40±2.34 46.71±5.50 45.21±2.03 40.67±0.33 72.00±0.58 43.52±0.24 
G44 VC-2771 24.20±0.50 47.62±1.93 49.10±1.10 40.67±2.73 69.33±0.33 41.33±4.04 
G45 VC-2778 24.00±3.22 45.03±1.26 46.87±6.16 39.00±0.00 71.67±0.33 45.58±0.25 
G46 VC-2984B 27.60±2.69 48.17±2.11 42.00±8.05 41.00±1.00 74.33±0.88 44.83±1.40 
G47 PVC-3476 24.80±1.22 46.80±0.70 46.99±2.75 38.33±1.20 67.33±0.88 43.01±2.41 
G48 VC-3902 23.73±1.58 46.43±1.05 48.69±4.52 40.67±0.67 71.00±1.00 42.69±1.51 
G49 VC-3960 29.07±0.55 49.43±3.68 40.61±4.13 40.00±0.58 69.67±0.88 42.55±1.43 
G50 VC-6369 26.67±0.88 49.41±0.54 46.04±1.57 40.67±0.88 64.67±0.88 37.07±1.92 
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Appendix II. Man values of six traits in 50 mungbean genotypes with standard  
                      errors during autumn season 
Genotype PHFF PHNPP DDh2 DFP DNPP DDd2 
G1 O7001 34.20±2.51 57.93±0.00 40.96±4.33 50.00±0.58 87.00±0.58 42.53±0.58 
G2 7002 35.07±1.99 51.40±0.00 31.78±3.87 50.33±0.33 92.33±0.88 45.47±0.83 
G3 O7003 41.00±0.42 57.23±0.00 28.36±0.73 48.33±0.33 85.67±0.88 43.57±0.39 
G4 O7005 36.80±0.42 51.40±0.00 28.40±0.81 49.67±0.33 85.00±0.58 41.56±0.76 
G5 O7006 31.40±0.83 55.13±0.00 43.04±1.51 48.67±1.20 86.67±0.33 43.85±1.34 
G6 AZRI-2006 31.33±1.25 41.73±0.00 24.91±2.98 51.33±1.20 75.67±0.33 32.15±1.69 
G7 97002 34.40±0.42 56.00±0.00 38.57±0.74 46.67±0.33 90.00±0.58 48.15±0.19 
G8 97004 32.47±2.02 48.60±0.00 33.20±4.15 50.33±0.33 88.33±0.88 43.01±0.25 
G9 97006 33.20±2.27 74.87±0.00 55.66±3.04 43.67±0.33 98.00±0.58 55.44±0.17 
G10 97012 35.20±1.33 58.20±0.00 39.52±2.29 47.67±0.33 86.00±0.58 44.56±0.73 
G11 97017 36.07±1.03 57.27±0.00 37.02±1.79 45.00±0.58 87.33±1.67 48.44±1.19 
G12 98001 34.77±0.78 63.50±0.00 45.25±1.23 47.33±0.33 89.67±0.88 47.19±0.89 
G13 98002 34.33±2.49 62.80±0.00 45.33±3.97 46.00±0.58 88.33±0.88 47.92±0.51 
G14 98005 34.68±2.14 62.77±0.00 44.75±3.40 45.00±0.58 90.00±1.53 49.99±0.32 
G15 98009 30.40±2.51 58.73±0.00 48.24±4.27 45.67±1.20 89.00±1.15 48.71±0.73 
G16 NM-2006 36.33±0.33 49.30±0.35 26.30±0.65 49.00±1.53 75.33±0.33 34.95±2.15 
G17 NM 13-1 32.53±1.73 52.73±0.00 38.30±3.29 48.00±0.58 86.00±0.58 44.18±0.91 
G18 NM 92 32.13±2.98 44.33±0.00 27.51±6.72 46.67±0.88 87.33±0.67 46.57±0.64 
G19 NM 20-21 34.80±2.42 50.43±0.00 30.99±4.80 46.33±0.33 87.00±1.15 46.72±1.06 
G20 NM 98 32.13±2.33 51.93±0.00 38.12±4.49 46.00±0.58 83.00±0.58 44.58±0.60 
G21 NM 19-19 32.80±2.03 62.20±0.00 47.27±3.26 49.33±0.33 84.67±0.33 41.73±0.34 
G22 NM 54 33.80±1.78 56.20±0.00 39.86±3.16 49.33±1.86 84.67±0.67 41.70±2.50 
G23 Var-6601 31.87±1.05 52.00±0.00 38.72±2.65 49.33±0.33 88.33±1.20 44.12±1.14 
G24 NM-28 32.93±2.55 55.53±0.00 40.69±4.59 48.33±0.88 81.67±1.20 40.82±0.23 
G25 NM-51 29.10±1.67 61.53±0.00 52.71±2.72 45.67±1.20 86.33±0.88 47.08±1.77 
G26 NM 121-25 28.53±0.18 52.33±0.00 45.47±0.34 44.33±0.67 85.00±0.58 47.84±0.87 
G27 AUM-6375 30.60±4.10 56.07±0.00 45.43±7.32 53.00±0.58 89.67±0.88 40.89±0.51 
G28 AUM-18 32.60±2.95 57.67±0.00 43.47±5.11 45.67±0.88 89.67±1.45 49.03±1.59 
G29 M-2002 30.33±1.62 55.07±0.00 44.92±2.95 46.67±0.33 89.00±2.00 47.52±1.03 
G30 M-2006 31.87±3.81 52.80±0.00 39.65±7.22 47.67±1.45 81.67±1.20 41.64±1.41 
G31 AUM-9 25.40±3.35 60.60±0.47 58.11±5.58 45.00±0.58 95.67±0.33 52.96±0.62 
G32 AUM-31 30.00±3.26 57.93±0.00 48.21±4.44 47.67±0.33 89.00±1.15 46.43±0.41 
G33 AUM-24 30.60±4.28 57.00±0.00 46.32±7.50 47.00±0.58 88.00±1.15 46.56±1.36 
G34 AUM-28 34.33±1.88 56.13±0.00 38.83±3.35 46.00±0.58 86.67±0.88 46.93±0.17 
G35 AUM-19 31.13±2.60 56.53±0.00 47.65±2.48 46.33±0.33 88.33±0.33 47.55±0.18 
G36 AUM-38 32.47±2.86 56.13±0.00 43.61±4.75 45.33±0.33 89.00±1.15 49.04±1.01 
G37 AUM-27 28.67±1.39 57.80±0.00 50.40±2.40 49.33±0.33 87.00±0.58 43.29±0.53 
G38 M-2004 35.50±1.15 54.20±0.00 34.50±2.13 45.33±0.88 85.33±0.88 46.88±0.69 
G39 SM-1 33.80±2.91 54.73±1.74 38.44±3.53 51.33±0.67 84.00±0.58 38.89±0.48 
G40 VC-1482 34.00±2.66 60.75±1.85 44.13±3.39 53.67±0.88 86.00±0.58 37.58±1.44 
G41 VC1560 33.13±4.59 55.51±2.95 40.82±4.52 46.33±0.33 84.00±0.58 44.83±0.75 
G42 VC-1628 32.93±2.26 57.99±2.07 43.27±2.57 45.33±0.33 85.33±0.67 46.86±0.81 
G43 VC-2754 31.40±2.34 52.71±5.50 39.98±2.33 44.33±0.88 88.33±0.88 49.78±1.48 
G44 VC-2771 30.20±0.50 53.62±1.93 43.60±1.18 48.33±0.33 88.00±1.53 45.03±1.23 
G45 VC-2778 30.00±3.22 51.03±1.26 41.34±5.39 47.67±0.33 85.00±0.58 43.92±0.55 
G46 VC-2984B 31.47±2.64 52.53±0.85 39.92±5.87 55.00±0.58 89.33±0.67 38.43±0.34 
G47 PVC-3476 33.13±2.85 56.82±2.79 43.98±2.07 48.33±0.33 79.67±0.88 39.32±0.72 
G48 VC-3902 34.40±2.10 55.37±3.70 37.59±3.25 47.33±0.88 84.67±0.67 44.10±0.64 
G49 VC-3960 33.67±2.67 54.95±2.19 38.87±2.90 43.67±0.67 80.67±1.45 45.86±0.59 
G50 VC-6369 29.73±1.87 54.81±2.24 45.32±5.64 48.67±0.88 88.33±1.86 44.89±0.63 
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Appendix III: Mean values and comparison of mungbean genotypes for six traits  
                           during spring seasons 
PHFF (spring) PHNPP (spring) DDh2 (spring) 
Genotype   Mean   
98001        32.000  A 
07003        31.333  AB 
G11           30.200  AB 
G36           29.800  AB 
G10           29.200  AB 
G49           29.067  AB 
G7             28.400  AB 
G1             28.200  AB 
G40           28.000  AB 
G22           27.800  AB 
G39           27.800  AB 
G46           27.600  AB 
G38           27.467  AB 
G41           27.133  AB 
G42           26.933  AB 
G2             26.867  AB 
G37          26.867  AB 
G14          26.800  AB 
G21          26.800  AB 
G50          26.667  AB 
G28          26.600  AB 
G25          26.600  AB 
G13          26.533  AB 
G17          26.533  AB 
G34          26.400  AB 
G24          26.200  AB 
G23          25.867  AB 
G30          25.867  AB 
G19          25.700  AB 
G 9           25.467  AB 
G5            25.400  AB 
G43          25.400  AB 
G47          24.800  AB 
 G4           24.600  AB 
G27          24.600  AB 
G18          24.433  AB 
G15          24.400  AB 
G29          24.333  AB 
G31          24.300  AB 
G44          24.200  AB 
G32          24.000  AB 
G45          24.000  AB 
G20          23.900  AB 
G48          23.733  AB 
G35          23.633  AB 
G33          23.133  AB 
 G8           22.733  AB 
G26          22.533  AB 
NM-06     22.000  AB 
AZRI-06 19.733     B 
Genotype    Mean   
97006         60.567  A 
AUM-9      58.733  AB 
      G12      57.500  ABC 
      G14      56.770  ABCD 
      G21      56.200  ABCDE 
      G40      54.753  ABCDEF 
      G 3       52.800  ABCDEFG 
      G15      52.730  ABCDEFG 
      G13      52.433   BCDEFG 
      G10      52.200   BCDEFGH 
      G42      51.990   BCDEFGHI 
      G1        51.930   BCDEFGHI 
      G32      51.930   BCDEFGHI 
      G37      51.800   BCDEFGHI 
      G28      51.670   BCDEFGHI 
      G11      51.547   BCDEFGHI 
      G33      51.000   BCDEFGHIJ 
      G35      50.530    CDEFGHIJ 
      G34      50.130    CDEFGHIJ 
      G36      50.130    CDEFGHIJ 
      G27      50.070    CDEFGHIJ 
       G7      50.000    CDEFGHIJ 
      G38     49.633     DEFGHIJ 
      G41     49.510     DEFGHIJ 
      G49     49.433     DEFGHIJ 
      G50     49.413     DEFGHIJ 
       G5      49.130     DEFGHIJ 
      G29     49.070     DEFGHIJ 
      G39     48.733      EFGHIJ 
      G46     48.167       FGHIJ 
      G44     47.623       FGHIJ 
      G47     46.800        GHIJK 
      G30     46.800        GHIJK 
      G17     46.730        GHIJK 
      G43     46.710        GHIJK 
      G48     46.433        GHIJK 
      G22     46.400        GHIJK 
       G2      46.367        GHIJK 
      G26     46.330        GHIJK 
      G23     46.000        GHIJK 
       G4      45.400        GHIJK 
      G24     45.400        GHIJK 
      G45     45.033        GHIJK 
      G19     44.430         HIJK 
      G25     44.233          IJK 
       G8     43.500           JK 
      G18    43.367           JK 
      G20    39.167            KL 
 NM-06    34.900             LM 
AZRI-06  30.900              M 
Genotype    Mean   
AUM-9       58.592  A 
 97006         57.989  AB 
      G33       54.641  AB 
      G32       53.784  AB 
      G15       53.727  AB 
      G35       53.229  AB 
      G14       52.792  AB 
      G21       52.313  AB 
      G26       51.363  AB 
      G27       50.869  AB 
      G29       50.411  AB 
      G13       49.362  AB 
      G44       49.097  AB 
      G40       48.992  AB 
      G48       48.687  AB 
      G28       48.519  AB 
      G5         48.300  AB 
      G42       48.294  AB 
      G37       48.134  AB 
      G8         47.764  AB 
      G34       47.337  AB 
      G47       46.985  AB 
      G45       46.869  AB 
      G50       46.040  AB 
      G41       45.885  AB 
      G4         45.815  AB 
      G1         45.696  AB 
      G43       45.206  AB 
      G30       44.729  AB 
      G38       44.611  AB 
      G12       44.348  AB 
      G10       44.061  AB 
      G23       43.768  AB 
      G18       43.349  AB 
      G17       43.220  AB 
      G39       43.210  AB 
      G7         43.200  AB 
      G24       42.287  AB 
      G19       42.156  AB 
      G2         42.035  AB 
      G46       41.996  AB 
      G11       41.436  AB 
      G3         40.643  AB 
      G49       40.607  AB 
      G36       40.555  AB 
      G22       40.058  AB 
      G25       39.857  AB 
      G20       38.946  AB 
NM-2006    36.947  AB 
AZRI-2006 36.112     B 
Tukey ′s HSD= 11.65                   7.84 21.90 
  Conti… 
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DFP (spring) DNPP (spring) DDd2 (spring) 
Genotype    Mean   
NM 121-25  45.333  A 
97006   44.667  AB 
G38      43.333  ABC 
G29      43.000  ABCD 
G19      42.000  ABCDE 
G30      42.000  ABCDE 
G35      42.000  ABCDE 
G36      42.000  ABCDE 
G40      41.667  ABCDEF 
G42      41.667  ABCDEF 
G10      41.333  ABCDEF 
G13      41.333  ABCDEF 
G25      41.333  ABCDEF 
G14      41.000  ABCDEF 
G20      41.000  ABCDEF 
G33      41.000  ABCDEF 
G34      41.000  ABCDEF 
G46      41.000  ABCDEF 
G17      40.667  ABCDEF 
G27      40.667  ABCDEF 
G43      40.667  ABCDEF 
G44      40.667  ABCDEF 
G48      40.667  ABCDEF 
G50      40.667  ABCDEF 
G1        40.333   BCDEFG 
G11      40.333   BCDEFG 
G12      40.333   BCDEFG 
G15      40.333   BCDEFG 
G23      40.333   BCDEFG 
G28      40.333   BCDEFG 
G39      40.333   BCDEFG 
G41      40.333   BCDEFG 
G8        40.000   BCDEFGH 
G18      40.000   BCDEFGH 
G49      40.000   BCDEFGH 
G5        39.667    CDEFGH 
G4        39.333    CDEFGH 
G7        39.333    CDEFGH 
G37      39.333    CDEFGH 
G2        39.000    CDEFGHI 
G45      39.000    CDEFGHI 
G31      38.667    CDEFGHI 
G47      38.333     DEFGHI 
G3        38.000      EFGHI 
G24      38.000      EFGHI 
G21      37.333      EFGHI 
G32      37.000       FGHI 
G16      35.667        GHI 
NM-54 35.333         HI 
AZRI-06 34.333        I 
 
Genotype    Mean   
97006     85.000  A 
M-2004  80.333  AB 
G31           79.667   BC 
G1             76.000   BCD 
G15           75.333    CDE 
G10           75.000    CDEF 
G40           75.000    CDEF 
G14           74.667     DEFG 
G28           74.667     DEFG 
G46           74.333     DEFGH 
G7             74.000     DEFGHI 
G35           74.000     DEFGHI 
G5             72.667     DEFGHIJ 
G41           72.667     DEFGHIJ 
G39           72.333     DEFGHIJK 
G42           72.333     DEFGHIJK 
G43           72.000     DEFGHIJKL 
G45           71.667     DEFGHIJKL 
G29           71.333     DEFGHIJKLM 
G33           71.333     DEFGHIJKLM 
G11           71.000      EFGHIJKLM 
G34           71.000      EFGHIJKLM 
G48           71.000      EFGHIJKLM 
G13           70.333       FGHIJKLM 
G17           70.333       FGHIJKLM 
G4             70.267       FGHIJKLM 
G2             70.000        GHIJKLM 
G27           70.000        GHIJKLM 
G30           70.000        GHIJKLM 
G36           69.667         HIJKLMN 
G49           69.667         HIJKLMN 
G44           69.333          IJKLMNO 
G20           69.000           JKLMNO 
G19           68.667           JKLMNOP 
G21           68.667           JKLMNOP 
G23           68.333           JKLMNOPQ 
G8             68.000           JKLMNOPQ 
G3             67.667            LMNOPQR 
G37           67.333             LMNOPQR 
G47           67.333             LMNOPQR 
G26           66.667              MNOPQRS 
G32           65.000               NOPQRS 
G12           64.667                OPQRS 
G50           64.667                OPQRS 
G25           64.000                 PQRS 
G24           63.667                  QRS 
G18           63.000                   RS 
G22           62.333                    S 
NM-200651.333                     T 
AZRI-06  48.667                     T 
 
Genotype    Mean   
AUM-9     51.436  A 
NM-2006  47.455  AB 
G1                46.930  AB 
G7                46.840  AB 
G15              46.397  AB 
G38              46.053  ABC 
G28              45.927  ABC 
G21              45.617  ABCD 
G45              45.579  ABCD 
G5                45.394  ABCD 
G3                45.362  ABCD 
G14              45.075  ABCDE 
G10              44.857  ABCDE 
G46              44.833  ABCDE 
G41              44.487  ABCDE 
G40              44.430  ABCDE 
G2                44.264  ABCDE 
G39              44.209  ABCDE 
G4                44.023  ABCDEF 
G43              43.518  ABCDEF 
G22              43.282  ABCDEF 
G35              43.224  ABCDEF 
G47              43.011  ABCDEF 
G11              42.962  ABCDEF 
G48              42.688   BCDEF 
G49              42.551   BCDEF 
G33              42.473   BCDEF 
G42              42.353   BCDEF 
G34              42.253   BCDEF 
G17              42.179   BCDEF 
G27              41.904   BCDEF 
G32              41.755   BCDEF 
G37              41.586   BCDEF 
G44              41.332   BCDEF 
G13              41.227   BCDEF 
G8                41.175   BCDEF 
G23              40.989   BCDEF 
G20              40.571   BCDEFG 
G24              40.327   BCDEFG 
G30              39.992   BCDEFG 
G29              39.701   BCDEFG 
G36              39.688   BCDEFG 
G19              38.832   BCDEFGH 
G12              37.628    CDEFGHI 
G50              37.071     DEFGHI 
G18              36.489      EFGHI 
G25              35.390       FGHI 
G26              31.944        GHI 
NM-2006     30.458         HI 
AZRI-2006   29.417          I 
 
Tukey ′s  HSD  = 4.50                     4.90                                 8.75 
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Appendix IV. Mean values and comparison of mungbean genotypes for six traits  
                           during autumn (Kharif) seasons 
PH FF (autumn) PH NPP (autumn) DDh2 (autumn) 
Genotype                  Mean 
07003                          41.000  A 
AUM-38                     39.133  A 
G35                             37.133  A 
G4                               36.800  A 
G16                             36.333  A 
G11                             36.067  A 
G38                             35.500  A 
G10                             35.200  A 
G2                               35.067  A 
G19                             34.800  A 
G12                             34.767  A 
G14                             34.683  A 
G7                               34.400  A 
G48                             34.400  A 
G34                             34.333  A 
G13                             34.333  A 
G1                               34.200  A 
G40                             34.000  A 
G22                             33.800  A 
G39                             33.800  A 
G49                             33.667  A 
G9                               33.200  A 
G47                             33.133  A 
G41                             33.133  A 
G24                             32.933  A 
G42                             32.933  A 
G21                             32.800  A 
G28                             32.600  A 
G17                             32.533  A 
G8                               32.467  A 
G18                             32.133  A 
G20                             32.133  A 
G30                             31.867  A 
G23                             31.867  A 
G46                             31.467  A 
G5                               31.400  A 
G43                             31.400  A 
G6                               31.333  A 
G27                             30.600  A 
G33                             30.600  A 
G15                             30.400  A 
G29                             30.333  A 
G44                             30.200  A 
G32                             30.000  A 
G45                             30.000  A 
G50                             29.733  A 
G25                             29.100  A 
G37                             28.667  A 
NM121-25                  28.533  A 
AUM-9                    25.400  A 
G. type     Mean 
97006      74.870  A 
98001      63.500   B 
G13         62.800   BC 
G14         62.770   BC 
G21         62.200   BCD 
G25         61.530   BCDE 
G40         60.753   BCDEF 
G31         60.600   BCDEFG 
G15         58.730   BCDEFGH 
G10         58.200   BCDEFGHI 
G42         57.990   BCDEFGHI 
G1           57.930   BCDEFGHI 
G32         57.930   BCDEFGHI 
G37         57.800   BCDEFGHI 
G28         57.670   BCDEFGHI 
G11         57.270   BCDEFGHIJ 
G3           57.230   BCDEFGHIJ 
G33         57.000   BCDEFGHIJ 
G47         56.820   BCDEFGHIJ 
G35         56.530   BCDEFGHIJK 
G22         56.200   BCDEFGHIJK 
G34         56.130   BCDEFGHIJK 
G36          56.130   BCDEFGHIJK 
G27          56.070   BCDEFGHIJK 
G7            56.000   BCDEFGHIJK 
G24          55.530   BCDEFGHIJK 
G41          55.510   BCDEFGHIJK 
G48          55.367    CDEFGHIJK 
G5            55.130    CDEFGHIJK 
G29          55.070    CDEFGHIJK 
G49          54.953    CDEFGHIJK 
G50          54.810    CDEFGHIJK 
G39          54.733     DEFGHIJK 
G38          54.200     DEFGHIJK 
G44          53.623      EFGHIJK 
G30          52.800       FGHIJK 
G17          52.730        GHIJK 
G43          52.710        GHIJK 
G46          52.533         HIJK 
G26          52.330         HIJKL 
G23          52.000         HIJKL 
G20          51.930         HIJKL 
G2            51.400           HIJKL 
G4            51.400           HIJKL 
G45          51.033          HIJKL 
G19          50.430           IJKL 
G16          49.300            JKLM 
G8            48.600              KLM 
NM-92     44.330              LM 
AZRI-06 41.730                M 
Genotype            Mean 
AUM-9               58.105  A 
97006              55.656  AB 
G25                    52.706  ABC 
G37                    50.404  ABC 
G15                    48.238  ABC 
G32                    48.213  ABC 
G21                    47.267  ABC 
G33                    46.316  ABC 
G26                    45.474  ABC 
G27                    45.425  ABC 
G13                    45.329  ABC 
G50                    45.320  ABC 
G12                    45.249  ABC 
G29                    44.919  ABC 
G14                    44.745  ABC 
G40                    44.132  ABC 
G44                    43.598  ABC 
G28                    43.471  ABC 
G42                    43.271  ABC 
G5                      43.044  ABC 
G45                    41.335  ABC 
G1                      40.963  ABC 
G41                    40.821  ABC 
G24                    40.693  ABC 
G47                    40.649  ABC 
G43                    39.980  ABC 
G46                    39.916  ABC 
G22                    39.858  ABC 
G30                    39.646  ABC 
G10                    39.519  ABC 
G49                    38.870  ABC 
G34                    38.832  ABC 
G23                    38.718  ABC 
G7                      38.571  ABC 
G39                    38.439  ABC 
G17                    38.302  ABC 
G20                    38.122  ABC 
G48                    37.592  ABC 
G11                    37.023  ABC 
G38                    34.502  ABC 
G35                    34.312  ABC 
G8                      33.196  ABC 
G2                      31.777  ABC 
G19                    30.993  ABC 
G36                    30.281  ABC 
G4                      28.405   BC 
G3                      28.359   BC 
G18                    27.513   BC 
NM-2006           26.298    C 
AZRI-2006        24.914    C 
Tukey ′s  HSD  =          16.43                     8.01                               28.75 
Conti…. 
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DFP (autumn) DNPP DDd2 
Genotype    Mean 
VC-2984B 55.000  A 
VC-1482     53.667  AB 
G27             53.000  ABC 
G6               51.333  ABCD 
G39             51.333  ABCD 
G2               50.333   BCDE 
G8               50.333   BCDE 
G1               50.000   BCDEF 
G4               49.667   BCDEFG 
G21             49.333    CDEFGH 
G22             49.333    CDEFGH 
G23             49.333    CDEFGH 
G37             49.333    CDEFGH 
G16             49.000    CDEFGHI 
G5               48.667     DEFGHI 
G50             48.667     DEFGHI 
G3               48.333     DEFGHIJ 
G24             48.333    DEFGHIJ 
G44             48.333     DEFGHIJ 
G47             48.333     DEFGHIJ 
G17             48.000   DEFGHIJ 
G10             47.667  DEFGHIJK 
G30             47.667   DEFGHIJK 
G32             47.667   DEFGHIJK 
G45             47.667   DEFGHIJK 
G12             47.333   DEFGHIJK 
G48             47.333   DEFGHIJK 
G33             47.000      EFGHIJK 
G7               46.667      EFGHIJK 
G18             46.667      EFGHIJK 
G29             46.667      EFGHIJK 
G19             46.333      EFGHIJK 
G35             46.333      EFGHIJK 
G41             46.333      EFGHIJK 
G13             46.000       FGHIJK 
G20             46.000       FGHIJK 
G34             46.000       FGHIJK 
G15             45.667        GHIJK 
G25             45.667        GHIJK 
G28             45.667        GHIJK 
G36             45.333         HIJK 
G38             45.333         HIJK 
G42             45.333         HIJK 
G11             45.000          IJK 
G14             45.000          IJK 
G31             45.000          IJK 
G26             44.333           JK 
G43             44.333           JK 
97006          43.667            K 
VC-6369    43.667            K 
 
Genotype    Mean 
97006          98.000  A 
AUM-9       95.667  AB 
G2                92.333   BC 
G7                90.000    CD 
G14              90.000    CD 
G12              89.667    CDE 
G27              89.667    CDE 
G28              89.667    CDE 
G46              89.333    CDEF 
G15              89.000    CDEF 
G29              89.000    CDEF 
G32              89.000    CDEF 
G36              89.000    CDEF 
G8                88.333    CDEFG 
G13              88.333    CDEFG 
G23              88.333    CDEFG 
G35              88.333    CDEFG 
G43              88.333    CDEFG 
G50              88.333    CDEFG 
G33              88.000    CDEFG 
G44              88.000    CDEFG 
G11              87.333     DEFGH 
G18              87.333     DEFGH 
G1                87.000     DEFGH 
G19              87.000     DEFGH 
G37              87.000     DEFGH 
G5                86.667     DEFGH 
G34              86.667     DEFGH 
G25              86.333     DEFGHI 
G10              86.000     DEFGHI 
G17              86.000     DEFGHI 
G40              86.000     DEFGHI 
G3                85.667     DEFGHI 
G38              85.333     DEFGHIJ 
G42              85.333     DEFGHIJ 
G4                85.000      EFGHIJ 
G26              85.000      EFGHIJ 
G45              85.000      EFGHIJ 
G21              84.667       FGHIJ 
G22              84.667       FGHIJ 
G48              84.667       FGHIJ 
G39              84.000        GHIJK 
G41              84.000        GHIJK 
G20              83.000         HIJK 
G24              81.667          IJK 
G30              81.667          IJK 
G49              80.667           JK 
G47              79.667            KL 
AZRI-06      75.667             L 
NM-2006    75.333             L 
 
G.type  Mean 
97006  55.443  A 
AUM-952.961  AB 
G14     49.992   BC 
G43     49.783   BCD 
G36     49.038   BCDE 
G28     49.026   BCDE 
G15     48.705   BCDEF 
G11     48.435   BCDEFG 
G7       48.148   BCDEFGH 
G13     47.923   BCDEFGH 
G26     47.838   BCDEFGH 
G35     47.549    CDEFGHI 
G29     47.522    CDEFGHI 
G12     47.195    CDEFGHI 
G25     47.077    CDEFGHI 
G34     46.925    CDEFGHIJ 
G38     46.880    CDEFGHIJ 
G42     46.862    CDEFGHIJ 
G19     46.716    CDEFGHIJK 
G18     46.573    CDEFGHIJK 
G33     46.555    CDEFGHIJK 
G32     46.432    CDEFGHIJK 
G49     45.856    CDEFGHIJKL 
G2       45.472    CDEFGHIJKL 
G44     45.035    CDEFGHIJKL 
G50     44.893    CDEFGHIJKL 
G41     44.831   CDEFGHIJKL 
G20     44.578    DEFGHIJKLM 
G10     44.564    DEFGHIJKLM 
G17     44.177     EFGHIJKLMN 
G23     44.120     EFGHIJKLMN 
G48     44.103      EFGHIJKLMN 
G45     43.916      EFGHIJKLMN 
G5       43.847      EFGHIJKLMN 
G3       43.574     FGHIJKLMNO 
G37     43.290        GHIJKLMNO 
G8       43.015         HIJKLMNO 
G1       42.528          IJKLMNOP 
G21     41.732           JKLMNOP 
G22     41.704           JKLMNOP 
G30     41.640           JKLMNOP 
G4       41.559            KLMNOP 
G27     40.889             LMNOP 
G24     40.822             LMNOP 
G47     39.317             MNOPQ 
G39     38.893              NOPQ 
G46     38.434               OPQ 
G40     37.578                PQ 
NM-0634.947                QR 
AZRI06 32.152                  R 
 
Tukey ′s  HSD  4.30                      4.500                         5.290 
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Appendix V. Distribution of 50 mungbean genotypes in six clusters during two seasons 
Spring Season          Autumn Season 
C. F.   Name of genotypes                    F.   Name of genotypes 
I        11   07001,97012,98005,98009,NM-19-19,     10     07001,NM-19-19,AUM-6375,NM-54, NM-28,        
                 M-2006,VC-1482,VC-2984B,VC-3476,            AUM-24,AUM-19,M-2004,VC-482, AUM-31                                                                                                                                                                
                 SM-1,AUM-18, 
II       2    97006, AUM-9                                          11     97002,97012,97017,AUM-28,NM-13-1,NM-98,  
                          VAR-6601,VC-1560,VC-3902,VC-3960,VC-2778 
III     2    07003, 98001                                              7      07002,07005,07003,97004,M-2004, 
             NM-92,NM-20-21 
IV    18   07002, 97002, 97017, NM 13-1,                2      AZRI-2006, NM-2006 
                 NM 92, NM-98, NM -54,Var-6601 
                 NM-51, NM-121-25, M-2206,  
                 NM 20-21, SM-1, VC-6369,VC-3960, 
                 VC-2984B, NM-28, AUM-38  
V       15   07005,07006, 97004, 9800                         18     07006,98002,98001,98005,98009,NM-51, 
                 M-2002,AUM-28,AUM-27,VC-1628,                NM121-25,M-2004,AUM-18, AUM-38, AUM-31,                
                 VC-2771,VC-2778,VC-3476,VC-2902,             AUM-24, AUM-19, AUM-27,VC- 2771,VC-6369,  
                 VC-1560, VC-2754, AUM-6375                        VC-2754, VC-1628  
VI     2     AZRI-2006, NM-2006                               2       97006, AUM-9 
C= Cluster number, F= Frequency 
 
Appendix VI. Coefficients and vectors associated with the first two principal  
                        components in two seasons  
   First                 Second 
  Spring Autumn Spring Autumn 
Eigen value 3.189 3.205 1.61 1.236 
% Total – variance 53.15 53.42 26.78 20.61 
Cumulative - % 53.15 53.42 79.93 74.04 
                                           Co-efficient vector 
Days to first pod maturity -0.297 0.604 -0.720 -0.548 
Days to 90% pods maturity -0.930 -0.782 -0.150 -0.026 
DDd2 -0.835 -0.887 -0.402 -0.359 
Plant height at first flower 
initiation 
-0.465 0.405 0.742 0.775 
Plant height at 90% pods 
maturity 
-0.943 -0.756 -0.067 -0.080 
DDh2 -0.660 -0.840 -0.592 -0.447 
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Appendix VII. Eigenvalues of correlation matrix, and related statistics, active    
                          variables only for spring season 
Eigenvalue % Total- variance Cumulative- Eigenvalue Cumulative- % 
3.189 53.15 3.189 53.15 
1.607 26.78 4.796 79.93 
0.861 14.35 5.657 94.29 
0.329 5.491 5.987 99.78 
0.011 0.188 5.998 99.97 
0.002 0.034 6.000 100.0 
 
Appendix VIII. Eigenvalues of correlation matrix, and related statistics, active   
                            variables only for autumn season 
Eigenvalue % Total- variance Cumulative- Eigenvalue Cumulative- % 
3.205 53.42 3.205 53.42 
1.237 20.61 4.442 74.03 
0.924 15.40 5.366 89.43 
0.616 10.27 5.982 99.71 
0.016 0.264 5.998 99.97 
0.002 0.027 6.000 1.000 
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Appendix IX. Factor coordinates of cases based on correlation (spring season) 
 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 
G1 -1.42383 0.66926 0.44480 0.32653 0.052282 -0.050728 
G2 0.66327 1.91475 1.12750 0.65413 0.052247 0.067882 
G3 -1.51936 3.84919 -0.71066 0.51270 0.077595 -0.128522 
G4 0.45142 -0.12385 -0.48038 0.69954 -0.101415 0.003496 
G5 -0.54281 -0.14658 -0.49581 0.40081 -0.054210 -0.021260 
G6 6.73087 0.03154 -1.62518 0.09056 0.299079 -0.014511 
G7 -0.82950 1.18504 0.39240 0.45755 0.023970 -0.036298 
G8 1.13388 -1.06578 -0.71645 0.56614 -0.164948 -0.011210 
G9 -3.97114 -2.14233 0.17463 -0.06093 0.348539 0.078448 
G10 -1.22260 0.70730 1.14455 -0.02163 0.054091 -0.038847 
G11 -0.48193 1.36014 1.28938 -0.47452 0.046770 -0.047827 
G12 -1.49220 3.99915 -1.35071 -1.04073 -0.182228 0.115703 
G13 -0.57010 -0.55221 0.22493 -0.75473 -0.010633 0.008254 
G14 -1.99743 -0.49971 -0.25190 -0.69572 0.095905 0.035446 
G15 -1.54576 -0.97278 -0.99836 0.17608 0.011163 -0.011800 
G16 5.60851 0.25186 -0.90857 -0.33686 0.226246 -0.039461 
G17 0.37689 0.15169 0.58482 0.28799 -0.037311 0.015979 
G18 2.16437 -0.47900 0.11990 -0.28311 -0.030304 0.009130 
G19 1.14983 -0.47857 1.04804 0.24205 -0.032489 0.039577 
G20 1.95865 -0.34106 0.66716 1.41401 -0.009811 0.141325 
G21 -1.19108 0.54466 -1.42495 -1.10380 0.013583 0.041137 
G22 1.44259 2.20626 -0.66051 -0.29101 -0.065913 0.033627 
G23 0.79495 -0.02713 0.33058 0.12985 -0.060576 0.016618 
G24 1.54996 0.76949 -0.21372 -0.25373 -0.062276 0.013731 
G25 2.01959 -0.04138 1.29948 -0.47168 0.036612 0.013980 
G26 1.27871 -3.23200 0.85676 -0.88950 -0.087539 -0.057664 
G27 -0.22508 -0.96946 -0.49153 -0.30349 -0.077001 -0.002040 
G28 -1.20972 -0.00974 -0.09462 0.19113 0.014339 -0.031489 
G29 -0.12418 -1.71917 0.31608 -0.21727 -0.074146 0.001693 
G30 0.48818 -0.59109 0.80437 0.05030 -0.048366 0.011885 
G31 -3.22498 -0.72964 -2.12733 0.13083 0.257117 0.032633 
G32 -1.53636 -0.02617 -2.24161 0.61840 -0.017543 -0.045080 
G33 -0.61705 -1.71384 -1.01878 -0.24968 -0.077466 0.006390 
G34 -0.32123 -0.29600 0.27027 -0.22249 -0.036609 -0.004018 
G35 -0.89808 -1.70851 -0.47993 0.12683 -0.058921 -0.001367 
G36 0.08536 0.74801 1.90985 -0.64244 0.033871 -0.008871 
G37 -0.09639 0.17908 -0.25729 -0.90265 -0.037978 -0.006643 
G38 -1.53526 -0.27704 1.42755 1.04221 0.086697 -0.048416 
G39 -0.30640 0.65174 0.66413 0.27697 -0.020009 -0.028411 
      Conti... 
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G40 
G41 
-1.67217 
-0.55474 
-0.09870 
0.27417 
0.56775 
0.28628 
-0.45375 
0.18514 
0.055317 
-0.067655 
-0.019154 
-0.068863 
G42 -0.80059 -0.40777 0.48889 -0.41410 -0.007146 -0.012362 
G43 0.08662 -0.24177 0.16309 0.60205 -0.030668 0.033776 
G44 0.29797 -0.95894 -0.37592 -0.00407 -0.099143 -0.004060 
G45 0.22787 -0.21226 -0.82448 1.02741 -0.124202 -0.023319 
G46 -0.42359 0.55172 0.94420 0.67419 0.068732 0.046733 
G47 0.63050 0.05851 -0.86422 0.09673 -0.111884 -0.007129 
G48 0.21785 -0.99018 -0.44609 0.48404 -0.100709 0.000817 
G49 0.08579 1.21483 1.05400 -0.20966 0.052720 0.040764 
G50 0.88993 -0.26577 0.45756 -1.16662 -0.017777 -0.039677 
 
 
Appendix X. Factor coordinates of cases, based on correlation (Autumn season) 
 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 
G1 0.49385 -0.19063 -1.19882 -0.03697 0.042395 0.011067 
G2 0.83245 0.60239 -0.72748 -2.21262 0.014765 -0.030071 
G3 1.78435 2.77792 -1.74530 -0.25572 0.084187 -0.015330 
G4 2.37933 1.14085 -0.62106 -0.69979 -0.035843 0.021471 
G5 0.04196 -0.74328 0.00705 -0.03769 0.043255 0.011026 
G6 5.27113 -1.27105 1.31564 0.33965 -0.444141 -0.066586 
G7 -0.60683 1.03963 -0.15145 -0.76956 0.051902 -0.034292 
G8 1.46510 -0.38726 0.18978 -1.51741 -0.019694 0.018760 
G9 -5.53054 1.10695 -1.78330 0.09228 -0.515326 -0.037286 
G10 0.21202 0.78735 -0.72895 0.28401 0.044305 0.012272 
G11 -0.42830 1.96376 -0.05594 -0.04088 0.054530 -0.009683 
G12 -1.39585 0.66288 -1.35074 0.21116 -0.022292 0.016132 
G13 -1.50075 0.85679 -0.78054 0.52518 -0.020408 0.029404 
G14 -1.98818 1.32939 -0.61404 0.19632 -0.015803 -0.007734 
G15 -1.91473 -0.31216 0.47072 0.17096 -0.003327 0.012785 
G16 4.39221 0.78877 0.13370 1.26931 -0.220268 -0.088814 
G17 0.59789 -0.03948 0.33591 -0.26960 0.033654 0.009470 
G18 1.36196 0.78435 1.86897 -1.71010 -0.175270 0.075836 
G19 0.83958 1.47481 0.70350 -0.91804 -0.025064 0.018211 
G20 0.65213 0.29306 1.14445 0.43393 0.018077 0.031729 
G21 -0.13964 -0.78476 -1.26380 1.17121 -0.054158 0.057714 
G22 0.93614 -0.17847 -0.66343 0.32475 0.029935 0.005032 
G23 0.50263 -0.53501 0.10725 -0.91022 0.042780 -0.007693 
G24 1.15623 -0.32319 -0.07807 1.03285 0.007762 0.006036 
G25 -2.07311 -0.98827 0.41474 1.19462 -0.095714 0.083779 
G26 -1.01015 -0.53163 2.08988 0.44728 0.063219 0.023137 
G27 0.33849 -2.17920 -1.25676 -0.77869 0.055869 0.015607 
                  Conti.. 
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G28 -1.42848 0.56169 0.21425 -0.27148 0.028184 -0.028178 
G29 -1.12636 -0.48009 0.67245 -0.35114 0.044311 -0.019901 
G30 1.17051 -0.39803 0.64179 0.78381 0.009660 0.011337 
G31 -4.48044 -1.78798 1.03271 -0.62743 -0.143847 -0.092565 
G32 -1.34690 -0.99772 0.08840 -0.02016 0.009960 0.011368 
G33 -1.08664 -0.59346 0.31889 0.07693 0.024057 0.006478 
G34 -0.22262 1.06626 0.12741 0.02254 0.046940 0.009220 
G35 -1.33159 -0.32555 0.42098 0.07324 0.281584 -0.099414 
G36 -1.29634 0.56638 0.52480 -0.22831 0.172192 -0.076580 
G37 -0.78741 -2.04198 -0.07394 0.40503 -0.003167 0.037067 
G38 0.38712 1.73774 0.41144 -0.00569 0.034405 0.022362 
G39 1.82236 -0.72258 -1.01309 0.16810 0.038152 -0.014239 
G40 1.21723 -1.47891 -2.51930 0.35793 0.008285 0.017128 
G41 0.17283 0.40925 0.38130 0.62896 0.078661 0.007399 
G42 -0.72954 0.59433 0.34128 0.71405 0.030101 0.031893 
G43 -1.01733 0.69281 1.47421 -0.49185 0.002288 -0.005079 
G44 -0.30637 -0.97346 0.45435 -0.41789 0.046407 -0.006205 
G45 0.40830 -0.87175 1.09205 -0.04207 0.053225 0.005690 
G46 1.66412 -2.25943 -1.47737 -1.38058 0.051983 0.021400 
G47 1.24492 -0.54043 -0.27246 1.75801 0.187844 -0.099151 
G48 0.65718 0.67821 -0.09207 0.26358 0.012009 0.028624 
G49 0.28025 1.28001 1.20625 1.38345 0.035685 0.054509 
G50 -0.53417 -1.25981 0.28378 -0.33526 0.011753 0.014858 
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Appendix XI. Means of generations for various traits in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross 
Trait   P1   P2             F1      F2            BC1             BC2 
DFF  50.70    36.43    44.16        40.72         41.13          42.75     
DFP  76.40     55.06    70.33        65.56         60.63          72.13     
DNPP  98.80    73.43    87.00        87.98         82.03          92.23     
DDd1  35.24    33.05    37.07        37.60         32.43          40.65     
DDd2  52.70    48.64    49.15        53.51         50.00          53.59     
DDd3  27.07    22.64    19.10        25.03         25.96          21.69     
PHFF  24.81    21.52    21.90        22.06         22.84          21.19 
PHFP  42.79    27.55    31.65        39.30         32.27          38.32   
PHNPP 67.82    38.48    46.62        61.74         49.29          61.15    
DDh1  40.11    24.71    31.84        40.20         36.80          42.46     
DDh2  62.30    45.94     53.57        62.08         59.13          63.85 
DDh3  36.30    28.06     31.57        36.09         36.03          36.78 
PPP  37.96    31.83      33.90        32.89         33.58          34.26     
SPP  9.000     8.06    8.860        8.140         8.500          8.400      
HSW  6.260     5.59    6.100        6.150         6.190          6.100      
PCPP  11.03     9.06     9.460        10.03         9.470          10.40 
SYP  14.08   13.44    14.73        13.93         14.25          14.05   
 
 
Appendix XII. Means of generations for various traits in NM-2006 ×AUM-9 cross 
Trait  P1   P2      F1           F2      BC1           BC2 
DFF  39.00       32.56        35.23        33.34          33.55      34.98  
DFP  67.20         61.30        61.76        60.92          63.81      60.80 
DNPP  88.63     80.36        83.36        83.96          86.08      81.86 
DDd1  45.15       43.30        44.42        44.51          43.42      47.52 
DDd2  57.65      56.82        57.30        59.99          57.60      61.35 
DDd3  23.86      22.80        23.05        27.98          25.09      26.30 
PHFF  29.03     20.62        21.44        23.13          25.24       21.04 
PHFP  44.54  32.65      35.17        35.34          39.03      33.34 
PHNPP  62.27   42.83        47.94        53.98          57.00      46.88 
DDh1  39.85     35.21        41.03        33.60          38.45     30.00 
DDh2  54.91    52.98        58.56        52.48          60.54     50.33 
DDh3  29.51    25.05        31.36        29.37          30.42     28.20 
PPP  33.70     22.00        25.73        22.01          23.48     20.70 
SPP  9.030      7.300        8.830        7.180          7.960       7.550 
HSW  5.980      5.520        6.040        6.140          6.070          6.110 
PCPP  11.03     9.060        9.460        10.03          9.470     10.40 
SYP  15.03     2.580        12.85        13.32          13.93    12.70 
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Appendix XIII. Means of variance for various traits in AZRI-2006 × 97006 cross 
Gen. PHFF PHFP PHNPP DDh1 DDh2 DDh3 
P1 
P2 
F1 
F2 
BC1 
BC2 
3.770 
6.607 
7.915 
425.0 
15.60 
16.80 
9.681 
8.316 
13.02 
42.71 
27.54 
26.28 
7.375 
5.032 
6.834 
65.04 
35.40 
39.16 
37.67 
23.40 
33.85 
132.1 
95.47 
76.73 
21.65 
15.85 
17.62 
104.4 
58.89 
66.93 
32.41 
13.66 
23.84 
83.54 
57.73 
54.45 
Gen. DFF DFP DNPP DDd1 DDd2 DDd3 
P1 
P2 
F1 
F2 
BC1 
BC2 
12.98 
8.185 
11.10 
41.86 
27.98 
25.9          
4.248 
5.167 
3.333 
30.90 
21.62 
14.45 
5.613 
10.66 
7.034 
54.45 
39.01 
29.47 
10.78 
11.35 
12.66 
60.85 
36.48 
37.58 
16.30 
16.57 
18.25 
62.63 
45.71 
36.54 
5.669 
4.282 
6.445 
61.20 
34.21 
32.84 
Gen. PPP SPP HSW PCPP SYP  
P1 
P2 
F1 
F2 
BC1 
BC2 
4.932 
5.178 
4.757 
23.12 
13.59 
15.27 
0.465 
0.547 
0.671 
1.964 
1.501 
1.059 
0.030 
0.059 
0.045 
0.168 
0.105 
0.112 
0.205 
0.271 
0.326 
1.242 
0.742 
0.811 
0.134 
0.146 
0.131 
1.761 
0.911 
1.005 
 
 
Appendix XIV. Means of variance for various traits in NM-2006 × AUM-9 cross 
Gen. PHFF PHFP PHNPP DDh1 DDh2 DDh3 
P1 
P2 
F1 
F2 
BC1 
BC2 
2.929 
3.702 
3.012 
11.10 
 8.014 
 6.694 
4.217 
4.906 
5.978 
22.49 
16.22 
14.84         
5.067 
7.895 
8.240 
33.32 
21.84 
22.69                     
4.629 
3.317 
4.353 
23.89 
14.05 
15.55 
4.855 
2.760 
4.194 
17.15 
12.38 
 10.89 
2.505 
3.666 
2.336 
16.09 
10.27 
9.488 
Gen. DFF DFP DNPP DDd1 DDd2 DDd3 
P1 
P2 
F1 
F2 
BC1 
BC2 
5.088 
3.570 
4.253 
21.86 
14.32 
13.29              
8.853 
10.60 
9.991 
55.91 
25.95 
41.43                    
15.22 
13.94 
12.72 
98.45 
50.86 
66.49 
9.872 
8.532 
5.913 
29.90 
19.63 
20.21 
8.332 
9.209 
7.589 
52.54 
26.47 
37.91 
7.218 
5.706 
6.807 
26.24 
16.47 
17.42 
Gen. PPP SPP HSW PCPP SYP  
P1 
P2 
F1 
F2 
BC1 
BC2 
5.251 
4.800 
6.478 
16.79 
10.69 
13.19 
0.309 
0.562 
0.419 
1.450 
0.914 
1.031 
0.042 
0.043 
0.023 
0.113 
0.085 
0.076 
0.172 
0.271 
0.292 
0.825 
0.500 
0.490 
0.078 
0.068 
0.118 
0.635 
0.309 
0.467 
 
Gen.= Generation 
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Appendix  XV.  Clusters means  for various characters during spring season 
 DFP DNPP DDd2 PHFF PHNPP DDh2 Cluster 
Means 
Cluster I 40.5 73.6 44.8 26.2 52.7 50.2 48.00 
Cluster II 41.7 82.3 49.4 24.9 59.7 58.3 52.71 
Cluster III 46.1 66.2 41.5 31.7 55.2 42.5 47.19 
Cluster IV 40.5 68.4 40.7 26.9 46.8 42.7 44.33 
Cluster V 40.4 70.5 42.7 25.2 48.4 47.9 45.85 
Cluster VI 35.0 50.0 29.9 20.9 32.9 36.5 34.20 
Character 
Means 
40.69 68.50 41.50 25.96 49.28 46.35 
 
 
 
Appendix  XVI.  Clusters means  for various characters during autumn season 
 DFP DNPP DDd2 PHFF PHNPP DDh2 Cluster 
Means 
Cluster I 50.6 84.8 40.4 32.9 56.6 41.6 51.15 
Cluster II 46.7 85.6 45.4 33.4 54.6 38.3 50.66 
Cluster III 48.1 87.3 44.8 35.4 51.1 30.5 49.53 
Cluster IV 50.2 75.5 33.5 33.8 45.5 25.1 43.93 
Cluster V 46.5 88.1 47.1 32.0 57.4 44.7 52.63 
Cluster VI 44.3 96.8 54.2 29.3 67.7 56.1 58.06 
Character 
Means 
47.73 86.35 44.23 32.80 55.48 39.38 
 
 
 
 
 
 
